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Colonel of the Regiment’s Foreword
I hope that you will all enjoy reading this Journal, which gives
an excellent sense of what the Regiment has been engaged
in during the last year. I leave it to the Commanding Officer
to set out the full scope of The Regiment’s activities, and I
will take this opportunity to put our profession in the context
of the contemporary challenges. Recent events have shown
what a complex and dynamic world it is. A vast number of
people have benefited enormously from political, technological and economic advances, we are among those, but many
others have not. Across the globe those who feel disadvantaged, dispossessed, repressed or simply not heard, access
the wider world through TV and the internet, and see what
their lot could be if things were different.
When this discontent reaches a critical point, those who cannot migrate rise up, and we are seeing this across the Islamic
world. Western Europe struggled through several centuries
to establish the modern relationship between the state and
the individual, and between the state and religion. It was a
process marked by bloodshed and war, tension and misunderstanding where people of good faith and sincerity held
views on both sides of the argument. We cannot anticipate
that same dynamic will not apply, or that resolution will be
fast or easy.
It is a trend that has already been seen in the Far East, South
Atlantic, Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, but the political, religious and social underpinnings of the Middle East and
North Africa make this release of human potential very problematic. As autocracies in Europe went under Fascism and
communism before reaching democracy, we cannot expect
the Muslim states necessarily to transition from their own
brands of autocracy to representative Government without
enormous and unpredictable birthing pangs. In addition the
more fundamentalist Islamists reject the whole concept of

democracy
because
democracy
implies
choice. Choice is inimical to them because
it allows individuals to
assess information and
decide for themselves
how to interpret it, and
how to act on that information and these judgements. To any form of
fundamentalism that is
a threat, and elements
of this are an important
part of the insurgency in
Afghanistan, where the
Regiment again goes
to play its distinguished
part next year.
The internal struggle within the Muslim world, as well as the
more obvious fault lines between the Middle East and the
West will challenge us all. Never have our own citizens, and
others who value freedom, had more need of educated officers and soldiers, prepared to put themselves at risk in highly
complex environments, in order to protect our own values
and interests, and also those of people who strive for the
same basic individual and collective rights and responsibilities. In our own Regiment we have such a sort of people, ably
supported by their own families, and by the wider Regimental
family. What a privilege to be part of it. My best wishes to
all members of The Queen’s Dragoon Guards, at Regimental
Duty or ERE, serving or retired.

Commanding Officer’s Foreword
The last year has been one of the proudest in my life and has
certainly re-vitalised my conviction that the British soldier,
and the QDG Trooper in particular, can meet any challenge he
sets his mind to. It is Regiment’s like ours that have turned
the tide in Helmand and finally set the conditions for success
in one of the most complex and challenging environments
in the world. Our operational successes have only been
achieved due to the foundations that have been laid over the
last decade, it takes time to develop our young Troopers into
credible and capable Non Commissioned Officers, and I am
glad to report that the Warrant Officer’s and Sergeants Mess
remains the soul of the Regiment. But we must be relevant
on the modern battlefield so that other Arms and Services
justify our existence and demand our presence on future
deployments. After all it was the intervention of 3 Cdo Bde,
who remember the lessons of Op TELIC, that ensured CVR(T)
remains in Afghanistan. During the coming years we have to
develop stronger bonds with UK Special Forces and dramatically increase the numbers attending selection. If we want
to keep the Brigade Reconnaissance Force (BRF) within the
Regiment, with all the amazing opportunities it provides, then
we need to show the wider benefit it brings to wider Army –
and then sit back while UK SF argue our case!
The Regiment has completed another challenging and
rewarding year as part of our Hybrid Foundation Training
(training for a war rather than the war) which culminated in
a 3 month deployment to BATUS (Canada) as the COEFOR.
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We deployed as a
free thinking enemy
against
3
different
Battle Groups from
within 20 Armoured
Brigade – and convincingly defeated them
all! The exercise was
extremely
challenging, the weather on the
prairie always catches
out the unprepared, but
was a fantastic opportunity to get back our
core skills as light cavalry and set the foundations for Op HERRICK
15. There were a number of opportunities to
experience the bizarre
North American culture and over 280 soldiers took part in
Adventure Training – which remains a fantastic way for soldiers to challenge themselves with new and exciting experiences. On return from Canada we immediately launched
ourselves on internal career courses, individual courses for
Afghanistan and preparing for the Winter Sports season.
There has been no let up and as always I am humbled by the
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fantastic support that we have received from our families and
the wider Regimental family. It really has been inspirational.
I hope that this year’s Journal gives you a real feel for what
the Regiment has been achieved over the last 12 months.
Despite the tempo of life we have managed to protect as
much of the wider aspects of being a QDG as possible – the
boys continue to play hard! We do what we do very well,
proven by our operational success, but as a small Regiment
every soldier really is important – we cannot carry any freeloaders. Fortunately the Regimental Recruiting Team continues to delivery quality Troopers – but we must fight hard to
keep our geographical identity
Looking forward we will obviously focus on preparing to
deploy on operations. We need to be mentally tough and
physically robust, respected for what we bring to the wider
Brigade, but never forgetting who we are. Op HERRICK
15 will see the RHQ deploy as the Intelligence Surveillance
Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance Group Headquarters
(ISTAR Gp HQ) designed to increase our wider understanding
of the situation and thereby provide insight and foresight to

the Commander’s decision making process. We will command the BRF (C Sqn QDG), the Warthog Gp (A Sqn QRH),
the Surveillance Target Acquisition Battery (K Bty 5 Regt
RA), the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Battery (10 Bty 32 Regt
RA) and the Electronic Warfare Squadron (EW Sqn 14 Sigs
Regt). I hope that the Formation Reconnaissance Squadron
(B Sqn QDG) will come under command but it is currently
committed to Ground Holding on Highway 1. A Sqn will be
deployed as a Kandak Advisory and Training Team (TATT) to
an Afghan Infantry Battalion – a fantastic achievement and
mark of approval. HQ Squadron will be split between the
ISTAR Gp Echelon in Camp Bastion and providing the Rear
Operations Group (ROG) from Dempsey Barracks. The ROG
will ensure our families are protected and the soldiers who
remain in Germany are properly developed and career managed. I have no doubt that the ROG and HHQ will develop a
strong working relationship.
In summary, the Regiment is in fine form and we look forward
to another demanding operational tour where once again the
QDG set the standard.
JJDQA

Honours and Awards
Mann Trophy: Sgt Davies 962
Queen Elizabeth Trophy: Tpr Griffiths 980
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Diary of Events 2010
January 2010
19 Dec 2009 –
03 Jan 2010
06 Dec 2009 –
05 Feb 2010
11–29 Jan
18–22 Jan
25–29 Jan

Christmas Leave
Nordic Skiing, Les Diablerets, Switzerland,
Hochfilzen, Austria & Les Contamines,
France
Alpine Skiing, Ex WHITE KNIGHT XXVII
B3 Gunnery
Combined Inspection Week
Skill At Arms Meet–20 Armd Bde Military
Competition–QDG hosts

February 2010
01–05 Feb
08–26 Feb
13–21 Feb

Collective Training 1 Live Firing
CVR(T) Live Firing, Sennelager Training
Area
Half-Term Leave

March 2010
08–26 Mar
08–12 Mar
08–26 Mar
29 Mar–04 Apr

Phase 2 Signals course
QDG Military Annual Training Test Week
B3 Gunnery
B3 Gunnery Live Firing, Bergen-Hohne
Ranges

April 2010
02 Apr

QDG 2010.indd 5

Lt Col AS Richmond hands over command
to Lt Col JJ De Quincey Adams
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May 2010
07 May

Past and Serving Officers’ Dinner, Cavalry
& Guards Club
09 May
Cavalry Memorial Sunday, Hyde Park
10–14 May
C Sqn (Brigade Reconnaissance Force)
Collective Training 1, Sennelager Training
Area
18–21 May
B Sqn (FR) CT 1 Dry Training, Sennelager
Training Area
21 May
Welsh Army Select v Crawshays RFC,
Cardiff Arms Park
31 May–04 June Half-Term Leave

July 2010
12–16 July
21–22 July
28 July

Advanced Signals Pre-Course
MATTs Week Ranges
Main Body move to BATUS, Canada

August 2010
08–28 Aug

Ex PRAIRIE THUNDER 3 (CT4 Field
Training Ex), QDG as Contemporary
Operating Environment Forces (COEFOR) v
1 PWRR BG

June 2010
07–18 June

Collective Training 1; Mullens Cup
Competition, Sennelager Training Area
17–25 June
CVR(T) Live Firing CT1, Bergen-Hohne
Ranges
21–25 June
Small Arms Ranges, Sennelager Training
Area
18 June
Waterloo Dinner Night–Officers to WO’s &
Sergeants’ Mess
26 June
QDG Composite Sqn leads Armed Forces’
Day Parade, Cardiff
26 June–09 July Crew Commanders’ Pre-Course Training
26 June–16 July Summer Leave
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November 2010
08–12 Nov
20 Nov

Advanced Signals Pre-Course Training
Regimental Comrades Association
Reunion, Cardiff
21–26 Nov
Ex RHINO SKIRMISH (AGC SPS Det CT1
Dry Training)
27 Nov
Officers’ Mess Winter Ball
22 Nov–03 Dec 20 Armd Bde CAST–QDG RHQ as FIND
Cell
29 Nov–03 Dec QDG March and Shoot Competition
29 Nov–10 Dec Crew Commanders’ Pre-Course Training

December 2010

30 Aug–03 Sept Combined Arms Staff Training, QDG RHQ
29 Aug–08 Sept Adventurous Training Blocks 1 & 2, Trail’s
End Camp

September 2010
3–5 Sept

09–29 Sept

Britfest Paderborn 2010–Rear Party
Support
Ex PRAIRIE THUNDER 4 (CT4 Field
Training Ex), QDG as COEFOR v 5 RIFLES
BG and B Sqn Live Firing

October 2010
01–09 Oct
11–31 Oct

QDG 2010.indd 7

Adventurous Training Block 3, Trail’s End
Camp
Ex PRAIRIE THUNDER 5 (CT4 Field
Training Ex), QDG as COEFOR v QRH BG

03 Dec
04 Dec
05–11 Dec

WOs & Sergeants’ Mess Christmas Ball
Corporals’ Mess Christmas Party
QDG Bobsleigh, Skeleton & Luge Teams
attend Army Ice Sports Camp 1, Igls,
Austria
06–10 Dec
Pashto Language and Cultural Training
09 Dec
Anglo-German Society Visit to Dempsey
Barracks
13 Dec
All Ranks Christmas Dinner; Shift to
Mission Specific Training
12-18 Dec
QDG Bobsleigh, Skeleton & Luge Teams
attend Army Ice Sports Camp 2, Igls,
Austria
14 Dec
Regimental Carol Service; WOs and
Sergeants to Officers’ Mess
16 Dec 10 – 04 Jan 11
Christmas Leave
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A Squadron

A Squadron has been somewhat of
an anomaly over the last year; following HERRICK IX when the Regiment
was forced to temporarily close down
B Squadron they have since been resurrected into a full sabre squadron,
drawing largely on A Squadron as it
was our turn to shrink in numbers. Once
Christmas was over and the skiers had
returned from winter sports, 2010 for
A Squadron started fairly gently. There
was a large influx of new troopers into
The Regiment, most of whom came
straight into A Squadron before being
sent on to either B or C Squadrons.
With Major Halford-Macleod at the
helm and WO2 Jason Wilcox as SSM
we conducted several low level dismounted exercises on the local training area and achieved huge amounts
of in-camp admin. During the summer
the Squadron took part in adventure
training on the nearby Möhnesee for an
action-packed week of water-sports.

Sgt Butch Davies learns Afghan culture via his stomach

Sadly WO2 Wilcox left to become
safety staff in BATUS in the spring, a
job he thoroughly enjoyed. Not too long
afterwards Major Halford-Macleod was
posted to Oman.
In late July A Sqn deployed to BATUS
in Canada with the rest of The
Regiment and took part in Exercises
Prairie Thunder 3, 4 and 5. Major Dom

Coombes became the new Squadron
leader and we formed the Recce Group
as part of the Contemporary Operating
Environment Force (COEFOR – OPFOR
in old money), helping to train and test
various battle groups from the Brigade.
As the Recce Group we often found ourselves in particularly cold Observation
Posts far in advance of the rest of The
Regiment. The bulk of the Squadron

A Sqn in BATUS as the
COEFOR Recce Group
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was made up of brand new troopers
who had mostly come immediately from
Phase 2 training and as a result they all
gained invaluable experience, in particular at working on CVR(T). For new drivers the terrain and environment proved
extremely challenging and over the
course of three and a half months the
improvements witnessed were staggering. Whilst in Canada we all managed
to indulge in some much needed R & R
and Adventure Training, including activities such as sky-diving, rock-climbing
and white-water rafting to name but a
few, all of which were excellent.
Since returning from BATUS the
Squadron has undergone a further
re-shuffle, this time in preparation
to become a Kandak Advisory and
Training Team (KATT) on HERRICK
XV, to work with the Afghan National
Army (ANA). A Kandak is equivalent in
theory to a Regiment or Battalion, the
CO of which will be advised by our
new Squadron Leader, Major Jonny
Hanlon. The RSM will be advised by our
SSM, WO2 Russell Kimsey. A Kandak
is comprised of 4 Tolays, each roughly
equivalent to a Company or Squadron
and these will each be advised by a
Troop Leader and Troop Sergeant from
A Squadron. The aim now is to focus
on preparing to deploy to Afghanistan in
what should prove to be a challenging,
interesting and extremely rewarding role
for everybody.
HJR
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Tactical Air Control Party –
“HONCHOs” over riding “DOBBINs”
This year has seen the QDG Tactical Air
Control Party (TACP) standing up once
again for operations. However, there is
one significant change: the LD officer
has magically disappeared and for the
first time a QDG officer (Capt Robinson)
has been placed as Officer Commanding
the TACP with Sgt Whitehead as the 2ic
and SupFAC. Although a small organisation to start with, having only 3 FACs and
1 Radio Operator Maintainer And Driver
(ROMAD), the task was set for QDG to
produce a significant number of FACs
(10) for Herrick 15 that would be embedded across the Bde. Immediately there
was frantic trawling to find soldiers from
within QDG that could be sent to RAF
Leeming to attend the basic FAC course
at the Joint Forward Air Controllers
Training and Standards Unit (JFACTSU),
where candidates would undertake an
eight week course to bring them to the
required standard to operate with the
coalition’s operational jets. In the meantime, those that were already qualified
had to keep their currency; with required
standards laid down in stringent rules
from NATO and the US, the RAF looking at a depleting fleet of aircraft and
the MOD’s budget not allowing those
planes that could fly to fly, it was time to
look further afield for training opportunities. Luckily, this did not prove a drama.
The beginning of 2010 saw the FACs’
fairy godmother arrive in the form of Lt
Col Marc Brenot of the French Navy,
who on hearing about the training we
needed, offered us the use of his little
aircraft carrier the Charles De Gaulle
(CDG). Unfortunately this meant that
the TACP had to leave the confines
of Germany and head south to the
Pyrenees where the planes were in
reach of the carrier. Due to one of our
SupFACs (Cpl Williams) leaving to join
JFACTSU, we were a party of 3, and for
our ROMAD, LCpl (then Tpr) ‘Bubba’
Morgan, it was the first time that he had
ventured to France (and almost his last).
Now there are stories that FACs stay
in 5 star hotels, have 2hr working days
and use the Government credit card for
champagne and loose women; secretly
all of us wished that this were true, however, upon arriving in Mont Fort Sur la
Burzon, we were in for what was going
to be an on going theme with Col Marc.
The Col had secured some local workers to let us stay in their home; where the
hot water was poured into the shower
tank each morning from the cooker, no
TV in the house, no phone reception and
no local pub. The first night saw a SSgt
from the RA (who was not accustomed
to eating much other then McDonald’s)
ask what was in the stew, and after we

QDG 2010.indd 10

attack helicopters flying at 50’ sweeping
the area with their 30mm cannons. The
next two weeks went by far too quickly
but all FACs received what was thought
as the best training a FAC could have.

LCpl Morgan trying in vain to persuade a jet to fly in
the rain

explained to him what sweetbreads were
(caught earlier in the day by the man of
the house), he was not seen again for
3 weeks at meal times. The workload
was impressive since Col Marc was
always on the phone. He seemed never
to sleep, as he was planning all hours
which meant that his staff were also –
including us. However, many JTARs and
lots of presentations later, the service
from the aircrews on board the CDG
was immaculate and would remain that
way for over 3 months while we transited backwards and forwards, each time
brining a new FAC down to train.
The culmination of the French exercises
was Ex VIRGINIA FIST in Giens on the
south coast. What followed was the largest maritime assault that the French had
seen since Mers-el-Kébir. On task was
the CDG with 3 Sqns of Raffel and Super
Etendard Jets, two Army Air Corps regiments with Tigre and Gazelle AH and the
monstrous USS Harry S Truman with her
full compliment of 76 F-18 strike aircraft.
This was a chance not to be missed.
This exercise saw the return of Sgt ‘Sub’
Thomas - on loan from JFACTSU to train
our new FACs; Lt Jimmy ‘The Tongue’
Hoenich, Cpl ‘Surf Bum’ Patchett (well,
re-train in this case) and some FACs
from within 20 Bde, along with our new
ROMAD Tpr ‘Forrest’ Sudlow; who
found out that he really did not like red
wine on his first night in France. Some
wonderful American hospitality saw a
few of us taken by the Carrier Onboard
Delivery plane, to ‘Somewhere in the
Mediterranean’ where we got to experience an arrested stop and, after some
presentations and tours of the floating city, living a childhood dream of the
author, we were catapulted off the carrier
and back to land. It did not take long for
the many tourists in Giens to realise why
there were small groups of military pax
around the old fort, as the first US Marine
Corps jet relished the chance to fly below
250' at 500 mph over a resort, followed
up by what must have looked like a
scene out of Apocalypse Now, with Tigre

Having been set up with such good
exercises from the French it was time
to let our American cousins take some
of the burden. This time in the form of
the first NATO FAC exercise in Volk Field,
Wisconsin, Ex Rammstein Rover 10.
20 Bde and QDG TACP were involved
from the start in the plans, which eventually saw 13 countries take part. Although
there was an evident gap in skills between
those who have access to planes in their
home countries and those who don’t,
the only way of empirically gauging who
were the best was with a boat race, and
it is with great pride that I can say that, at
the Runway’s Edge bar, Wales beat all 13
countries with LCpl Morgan embarrassing them all and at the same time getting
some amorous attention from the sisters
behind the bar; which he kindly passed
to the RA while he went and slept. Come
September, QDG’s FACs took it in turns
to join their respective units in BATUS
where the Top Aces were utilised to great
effect working against COEFOR. The
New Year brought us closer to becoming
fully operational and only Lt ‘Godders’
Critien, Royal Yeomanry – whose father
was in the QDG during the 1980s – was
left on the basic FAC course. The rest
of the QDG FACs were then spread to
either Oman on Ex MAGIC CARPET 11,
Scotland on Ex FLYING RHINO 1/11 and
the USA on Ex FLYING RHINO 2/11. It
was then that Sgt ‘Sub’ Thomas rejoined
the Regiment and took control of all
FACs in 20 Bde as the Bde SupFAC.
Mission Specific Training now has all FACs
training with their respective units on the
numerous mounted and dismounted
exercises. We now have FACs with the
infantry (Capt Hoenich with 3 Scots),
combat logistic patrols (Sgt Whitehead),
Warthog Group (Lt Critien with QRH),
Bde HQs (Capt Robinson as WWTOC
and Sgt Thomas in the OISG) and both
QDG Sqns being supported by our own
FACs (Cpl Davies 106 in the BRF and Cpl
Patchett with the FR Sqn) and, due to the
quality of ROMADs within the QDG, both
LCpl Morgan 266 and Tpr Sudlow have
been loaned to 26 RA, 618 TACP as there
is no requirement for ROMADs in QDG
TACP on tour. It is going to be a long tour
but I can say with great confidence that
QDG’s FACs have shone above all other
Bde FACs during training and, no matter
who they are working for during Herrick
15, they will do QDG proud.
CR
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B Squadron
be posed by the QDG’s second deployment to Afghanistan in 2011.

As another year draws to a close,
B Squadron can pause to reflect on
what has passed. The focus of the year
has undoubtedly been the three and
a half months that The Regiment as a
whole spent in Canada. An experience
that provided us with some of the most
intense and beneficial training most
will have experienced in recent years.
It has also been a year of change as
the Squadron adjusts its structure and
stance to face the challenges that will

B Squadron had been reformed
towards the end of 2010 during the
post-HERRICK 9 reshuffle and the transition back to normality was stewarded
by WO2 Pawlin-Gardner. However, the
sound of the South Dorset Coast was
calling and the Squadron’s SSM became
the first change in the hierarchy this year.
The new RSMI at Lulworth assures us
that life at the Gunnery School is as busy
as ever, so much so that he is only able to
fit in four days of fishing a week! Luckily
for B Squadron the second of the SSM
trinity this year to step up to the plate
was WO2 ‘Gobby Thomo’ Thomas – has
an SSM ever been more aptly named?
The Squadron spent the first half of
2010 predominantly occupied with low
level CT 0 and CT 1 Training in and

The comfortable silence following a debate on the merits of Biscuits Fruit vs Brown

around the Sennelager Area. This provided the opportunity for the troops to
practice the low level skills and drills
that would be essential to our success
in Canada. General vehicle movement,
both in the advance and withdraw,
Close Target Reconnaissance (CTRs)
and dismounted contact drills and
casualty evacuation provided a core of
serials that each of the troops passed
through during a series of small exercises conducted in the local area.
As well as troop training, a number of
vehicle mounted range packages were
conducted to allow the newer recruits
to obtain their crewman gunnery qualification and the all-important extra pay.
Whilst the conditions through January
and into March were far from ideal with
temperatures well below zero and deep
snow playing havoc with the targets
(and the German range staff’s willingness to leave their heated huts) we were
able to achieve our objectives, including
an exponential rise in the sale of ‘frikkies’ and burgers.
This training period effectively culminated in the first Mullens Cup
Competition to held in The Regiment
since 2004. This year’s competition
consisted of a 35km march between
a number of stands designed to test
the reaction of the troops to a variety
of scenarios from being ambushed, to
stalking the unfortunate SSgt Kimsey,
to their ability to call in artillery on an
enemy position. All involved agreed
it was a highly challenging event from
which everyone could take a huge

Even a rainbow failed to cheer up the Tiffy
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Sgt Ananins engaging a Technical in BATUS

amount of pride for having taken
part. B Squadron’s entries acquitted
themselves well, a notable success
being Sgt Ananins of 3rd Troop managing to gauge the reach of the new
Commanding Officer’s sense of humour
with a tactfully placed smoke grenade.
And so to Canada! The Regiment
deployed to BATUS in late July after a
period of Summer leave with the aim of
providing the COEFOR (or enemy forces)
between August and October for three
consecutive exercising battle groups
based around our fellow 20 Brigade regiments. The general mood was good as
the Squadron deployed, the idea of three

months away being tempered by the
exciting adventurous training and R&R
opportunities that the location presented.
Nevertheless it was straight down to
business and a relentless pace was
set with early morning PT and long
days putting a dilapidated vehicle fleet
to rights. It also led to the dubbing of
B Squadron in certain circles as the
“Classic Tank Club”.
For those who have the not had the
pleasure of the BATUS experience,
Ralston (the local “village”) is a tiny conurbation built solely for the families of
the permanent staff; it is quite literally in

Elite tank drivers of the Samarki Islamic Guard Tprs Campos, Evans and Berry
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the middle of nowhere. The nearest form
of normal life is that of Calgary 3 hours
to the west. Although “Medicine-Hat” is
actually the closest town it is probably
best referred to as a ‘hick’ paradise akin
to something to be found in the Norfolk
fens – just less entertaining. The prairie
itself bares an amazing resemblance to
Afghanistan with mile after mile of barren undulating wilderness (albeit grassy)
and a strange feeling of isolation providing the perfect exercising area for vehicle-borne troops.
The accommodation in which we found
ourselves was basic to stay the least
but with the demanding programme
set out by RHQ we were not to spend
much time there – at least two to three
weeks of each month was to be spent
deployed on exercise. As mentioned
B Squadron was to form the basis of
the enemy forces for the exercising
battle groups and was subsequently
broken into several smaller sub-units,
namely the Tank, Infantry and Recce
Companies each of which we supported with varying quantities of manpower during our time in Canada. The
vehicles we were to use in these roles
were the precursors to those we use on
a day-to-day basis in Germany but with
the addition of certain visual modifications made of wood to make sure all
could tell between friend and foe.
Our first rotation through Exercise
Prairie Thunder was to see us pitched
against the PWRR in August. Conditions
were probably at their most unpleasant
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at this time with temperatures reaching the mid 30s; dust everywhere and
swarms of twin-engine mosquitoes
devouring anyone who showed the
slightest bit of flesh! The battle itself
had several distinct phases, the first of
which saw us adopt defensive positions
amongst the prairies rolling landscape
and await the onslaught of an armoured
battle group. After a fairly even-handed
exchange the friendly forces (unsurprisingly) triumphed and we were begrudgingly forced to withdraw to our next
pre-determined defensive position
based around a mock Oil Refinery and
structure known as the “Oxo Tower”.
The securing of gravy for the next generation was clearly high on the PWRR’s
agenda and B Squadron was, for a second time in 24 hours, assailed quite literally from all sides. A gallant counter
offensive was launched from the north
with Major McCulloch choosing to face
the music with his squadron – unfortunately the song was rather shortlived as the attack ran into the main
body of the PWRR assault and after a
brief episode of “Whacky Races” little
remained. Again the scripted victory of
the opposition led to a step change in
proceedings with The Regiment moving into a series of extremely well constructed urban settlements and (adopting not-so-convincing Afghan accents
and costumes) as we took up roles as
villagers and local nationals. The quality
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Cpl Maddax, Cpl Hughes 282 and Tpr Mole wait for their after dinner mints

of these surroundings and the various
props was quite remarkable and it certainly provided the boys with a welcome
change of pace, if a rather annoying
alarm clock in the form of the Mosque’s
“call to prayer!” The PWRR then moved
through a number of serials based on
a more Afghanistan-centric scenario
involving interaction with the “local
community”. Unfortunately they were
unable to witness the impromptu concert given by Trooper Haines who on
finishing his rendition of a Celine Dion

classic and jumping into the audience
for a bit of crowd surfing said, completely surprised; “oh, I didn’t think you
were going to catch me!” Many would
of been concerned as to why, with such
thoughts in mind, he actually jumped,
nonetheless, unperturbed the residence
of ‘Tondoz’ made the final transition
back to a conventional enemy force for
the final stand.
For one last time the squadron prepared
to do battle and take its part in defence

Canada boasts the largest Fox’s Glacier Mint in the
World – Cpl Patchett, Tprs Evans 880 and Randall
under the Athabasca ice sheet
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of their “homeland” against the friendly
forces and as usual the Gods (BATUS
script) were against them. However, the
regiment was able to inflict a bloody nose
and a substantial delay on the advance
of a far more substantial force (given that
a squadron of the COEFOR deployed).
With the valiant demise of the COEFOR
forces came the end of Prairie Thunder 3.
The whole Squadron, not least the
Second-In-Command, Capt Mildinhall,
had learnt valuable lessons. His firing of
parachute illumination flares at the end
of the exercise earned him a place at
the back of a very long queue back into
camp. His argument that he had simply
been attempting to provide some light to
work under and not just celebrating the
end of a long month was substantially
undermined by the fact it was three in
the afternoon.
The pattern for the next two months
was very similar. The exercises (Prairie
Thunders 4 and 5) all followed the same
structure, ultimately with the same result.
However, having found our feet against
the PWRR, September brought 5 Rifles
and if August had seemed like anyone’s
game the second iteration was anything
but. B Squadron was able to perfect
the method that became known as the
“Schnurgle” (or sneaky) attack and used
it with devastating effect when they made
it into the rear of the Rifles’ advance during their assault on the Oxo Tower. Within
an hour they barely had enough units to
continue the assault. Flashing challengers (the sign of a destroyed vehicle in the
virtual reality world) littered a huge area
as literally one remaining Warrior APC
and a handful of men tried to assault the
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occupied buildings. It would be faire to
say that a slight giggle could be detected
on the breeze
September gave way to October and
the Rifles to the QRH, our Cavalry neighbours in Sennelager. Major McCulloch
departed for Gloucester and the ARRC
(with his BATUS room key) and by this
stage hourly stags were being mounted
on his baggage to stop the lads hiding
in it to get home! He was replaced by
Major Paddy Bond who having just finished a two-year stint on the directing
staff at BATUS had a short stint to serve
in purgatory before gaining entrance
to heaven and home. However, one
last battle awaited and sadly for the
QRH the Schnurgle Attack once again
proved its worth. Lt Lough (or was it
Cpl Hughes 696....) claimed the head
of the Commanding Officer of the QRH,
not once but twice! Ultimately though,
BATUS dictates that only one side
can win and it is never the COEFOR,
no matter how little of the other is left.
Nonetheless, a very junior and inexperienced squadron had shown that it could
outmatch a numerically superior force –
which had better vehicles – in every way
and the advantage that it knew it had
only the one iteration on the prairie.
Whilst Canada provided an excellent
chance to train the Squadron, not one
of the boys will hesitate to point out
that the Adventurous Training that was
conducted during our time in North
America was phenomenal. On offer
were a number of activities including
parachuting, horse trekking, and mountaineering, rock climbing and kayaking.
All of the soldiers who spent the entire

tour in Canada were able to partake in
one of these pursuits and witness the
breathtaking backdrop of the Rocky
Mountains, against which all the training took place.
Our time in Canada finally drew to a
close at the end of October and it is
fair to say that everyone was looking
forward to leaving the monotony of
Ralston and the challenges of the Prairie
behind. Once the laborious process of
handing back the equipment to BATUS
was complete, B Squadron was able to
leave the Prairie with its head held high
and with a week’s leave at home to look
forward to.
Since Canada the Squadron has spent
its time shaping for the challenges of Pre
Deployment Training for Afghanistan.
WO2 Thomas moved on to become
RQMS Technical and was replaced
as Squadron Sergeant-Major by WO2
Mansel. A substantial re-shuffle of manpower occurred in December across
The Regiment and boosted B Squadron
to approximately one hundred and thirty
strong as it entered the silly season of
Christmas Parties.
2010 has been a year of transition.
Be that between a new Regimental or
Squadron hierarchy or from a relaxed
training year to an intense 3 months in
BATUS and onto the challenges of preparing for a tour. Faces have changed
as have attitudes, but as always in the
Army so much stays the same and
the year finished as it had begun for
B Squadron – with our soldiers once
again enjoying Winter Sports.
SJM
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C Squadron
tic officer who shall remain nameless.
The end result was that Cpl Huxley, the
Squadron medic with a well known phobia of blood, had to get the superglue
out and glue Tpr Willis’ ear back on.

Life is permanently busy within the
Army due to the current operational
tempo but this year has finished in a
whirlwind of activity. No doubt the pace
of life was exacerbated by the fact that
we have just returned from three and
a half months in Canada, are playing
catch up with career courses, despatching soldiers to the Alps for winter
sports, preparing ourselves for Mission
Specific Training (MST) in the New Year
and trying to enjoy the ‘Silly’ season.
For C Squadron 2010 has largely been
about preparing the Squadron to form
the core of 20 Armd Bde’s Brigade
Reconnaissance Force (BRF) for
Op HERRICK 15 in late 2011.
Following the Regimental re-orbat at
the start of 2010 the Squadron started
some low level training in preparation
for the summer in BATUS. We spent
3 days on the local area practicing
our skills and drills. This was primarily
focused on patrolling, navigation and
observation posts (OPs). The Squadron
also started a new fitness regime that
included combat conditioning (wrestling and unarmed combat). Everyone
got fully involved until young Tpr Willis
picked a fight with an over enthusias-

It wasn’t long before the Squadron was
putting forward 4 teams for the Mullens
Cup. This consisted of a 50km tab with
full fighting kit, command and tactical
tasks at the checkpoints en route. Tpr
‘Ginge’ Gear foolishly chose to wear
boxers rather than cycling shorts for the
Mullens Cup. The result of this was an
even redder crotch than usual. Luckily
Lt Sambrook was at hand to cut the
offending underwear away and apply
a whole tub of Vaseline. Lt Sambrook
had previously been in the Navy and
so was well versed in applying copious
amounts of Vaseline to young men.
Along the route, the CO accompanied
the participating teams. To avoid the
Colonel’s watchful eye, 2nd Tp leader
(Lt Sambrook again!) decided to make
full tactical use of a bog. The Colonel
rather sensibly cut his stint with 2nd Tp
short and so was unable to assist when
Ginge went down. No doubt crawling
through a bog really raised the moral
among the hardened warriors that are
2nd Tp and must have made rubbing
Vaseline into Ginge’s crotch all the more
enjoyable. Despite the shenanigans,
the Squadron had an excellent showing
with the four teams led by Lts Roberts,
Sambrook, Garland and Sgt Homer
coming 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 5th respectively. Following the Mullens Cup the

Squadron was back on exercise in
the Osnabruck area conducting Close
Target Reconnaissance, ambushes and
patrolling. The exercise passed without incident apart from Lt “it wasn’t me
it was my navigator” Garland getting
mildly navigationally challenged on the
way up to the ranges.
Just prior to Summer Leave, we conducted some Dismounted Close
Combat (DCC) ranges that were organised by the Recce Platoon of the 1st
Battalion, The Yorkshire Regiment. This
was our first exposure to the Yorks who
we later worked with in BATUS and will
be working with us next year as part of
the BRF. Overall they were very patient
with a Squadron of cavalry soldiers trying to learn advanced dismounted close
combat including Advanced CloseQuarter Battle (ACQB). They were very
good instructors once we got past the
language barrier, and we have formed a
very good working relationship.
As soon as we deployed to BATUS we
shifted up a gear and the intensity of the
training increased exponentially. Days
after arriving we were on the prairie
conducting the first of our Live Range
packages under the instruction of the
BATUS staff (including WO2 Wilcox, the
soon-to-be SQMS Gallagher and Sgt
Patterson). Capt Ruggles-Brise rejoined
the Squadron as 2ic having been out in
BATUS since April and looking at least
a decade older for it. Over the following 3 months we then had the Special
Reconnaissance Wing (SRW) and 1

Cpl ‘Sonic’ Davies fits a new
lightning conductor to his vehicle
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C Sqn vigilance is found wanting after the enemy
get too close for comfort
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Yorks out to give us further instruction. By the time 10 of the Yorks Recce
Platoon arrived in Canada we were fairly
used to conversing with North Americans
and had forgotten our Northern. It therefore became an interesting mix when
we added the Yorkshire men to a predominately Welsh Squadron. After the
initial “ ‘ey up’s? ” and “right butt’s?”
between soldiers who had been on
ranges together in June, the language
barrier was soon sorted and all members
of the newly forming BRF Squadron got
on extremely well. Particularly satisfying
was watching the conversion of the light
role infantry to the cavalry way of thinking – moving by vehicle is not only far
more pleasant, but you can take more
kit (including goodies). Whilst the bulk
of the QDG acted as opposition forces
C Squadron were generally supporting
Blue Forces which added to the competitiveness as clearly we wanted to destroy
the Commanding Officer and the rest of
the Regiment and vice versa.
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The CO overlooks the C Sqn colouring-in contest

The Squadron’s three months in BATUS
were far from uneventful and Cpl ‘Sonic’
Davies 067 managed to add a little spark
to the whole affair when he was struck
by lightning during a live fire range. They
say that lightning never strikes the same
place twice but knowing Sonic’s luck he
is sure to put this to the test. Not to be
outdone by 1st Troop, Sgt Homer (2nd
Troop) tried to get out of the exercise
by rolling his vehicle. Unfortunately
not many saw the incident as everyone
was keeping their heads down because
they were caught in the crossfire after Lt
Sambrook placed his fire support opposite his assaulting section.
The excitement was not restricted to 1st
and 2nd Troops though as even SHQ
got stuck in, embarrassingly getting
bumped by the arch-geek himself: the
RSO (Regimental Signals Officer), Capt
Seys, who was on a recce for a radio
rebroadcast station! The saving grace
was that, despite having sat fifty meters
away in over watch for over five hours
until the guns were online, Capt Seys
was still unable to call in an accurate
fire mission despite having a GPS. On
another Exercise PRAIRIE THUNDER
SHQ narrowly avoided being caught by
the Commanding Officer’s team again
and only managed to escape because
Tpr Willis decided to see what downhill gradient the Squadron Leader’s
PANTHER could manage, the scream’s
from the rest of the crew made it sound
like a fairground ride!
BATUS was by no means all work and
no play as the Squadron managed to
escape from the Prairie for a week of
Adventurous Training and then later
5 days of well earned leave. A few
boring individuals chose to return to
Europe from North America for leave
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1st Troop poised for the assault; some more than others
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All the King’s horses and all the King’s men found they could put Humpty back together again

led by Capt Ruggles-Brise, who, in his
defence, had been in Canada since late
April. The remainder made a beeline
for the larger cities with a few intrepid
explorers making it as far as Las Vegas
and California, where the locals were
delighted to relieve us of our hardsaved cash.

As much as the Squadron enjoyed
going head to head against the rest
of the Regiment, most fun was had
when we were fighting with the other
Squadrons as enemy forces against the
Battle Groups. On several occasions
the Squadron managed to distinguish
itself against both the PWRR and the

Fall/Winter collection 2010, as modelled by Tprs Panks and Casey. So hot right now
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Rifles. L/Cpl Grills went on a one man
killing spree holding up the better part
of a platoon when he ended up being
pursued around several destroyed vehicles having killed numerous dismounts
as they got out of their warrior. Cpl
Huxley took the brief that we were not
bound by the Geneva Convention to
heart when he drove the ambulance into
the centre of the PWRR Battle Group
HQ sirens blaring with dismounts in the
back. Needless to say, the PWRR were
not very happy about having their headquarters destroyed by a medic. BATUS
certainly tested the Squadron and during
PRAIRIE THUNDER 5 we spent much of
the time dismounted in what can only
be described as fairly unpleasant conditions. Whilst Sgt Hansen and his section were stalking B Squadron tanks
they received a fright as the Brigade
Commander appeared from nowhere
out of the wind and snow and handed
over a very welcome Bacon Butty. This
certainly spurred on Sgt Hansen whose
section accounted for one Salamander
tank and two Sturgeons with his LAW,
very nearly claiming the CO if it weren’t
for the death rattle of a B Sqn Troop
Leader coming over the net.
BATUS also saw several promotions
within the Squadron, not least of these
was L/Cpl Savarin who has only been
in the Regiment for about a year and a
half and spent a considerable amount
of time preening himself on exercise, for
whose benefit we are still not entirely
sure. The Squadron continue to try
and poach Craftsman Safell, as his dismounted skills are excellent sadly he
remains loyal to the REME.
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The Squadron did extremely well in
BATUS and finished Exercise PRAIRIE
THUNDER 5 with a superb report stating that the Squadron was competing
with the top light role infantry companies, this sets us up very well for forming the core of the BRF in 2011 and
every soldier in the Squadron should be
congratulated.
Over the past twelve months, the
Squadron has sent a large number of
soldiers on various courses; of particular note are those who have gone to the
Infantry Training Centre (ITC) in Brecon
as we hone our dismounted skills. Sgt
Brown attended the Platoon Sergeant’s
Battle Course (PSBC), with Sgt Hansen,
Cpl’s Beal, Blackburn and Cpl Lewis 399
attending the Section Commander’s
Battle Course (SCBC) where they all did
well. On top of this most of the junior
Cpls and some L/Cpls have now completed Crew Commanders whilst the
rest of the Squadron has been conducting weapon handling on all the
new Urgent Operational Requirements
(UOR) weapons from HMG and GMG
through to the Sig pistol. The Regiment
now has an ETS officer attached who
has now taken the entire Squadron
through a Basic Pashtu Course. Both
L/Cpl Savarin and Tpr Hicks have
shown a real talent for languages, which
will be particularly useful in Afghanistan.
Unfortunately Tpr Hicks’ Pashtu
seems to be a little too blue for use in

Afghanistan at the moment, much to Lt
Howes’ chagrin.
Cpls Hartt and Lambie managed to
squeeze in a jolly to Belize where, they
claim, they took a tracking course.
What we do know is that they returned
considerably browner and it is believed
that Harty has been putting his ‘tracking’ skills to good use in the local town
on nights out.
The year has also seen several reshuffles as members of the Squadron have
moved on to bigger and better things.
Capt Ben Parkyn got so comfortable
behind a desk as Squadron 2ic that
he has now moved to RHQ as Ops
Officer. SSgt Mansel, who has been our
SQMS throughout has now left us for
B Squadron where he will be passing
on all he learnt whilst working with the
mighty C. Capt Greaney has been back
and forth, stepping in as Squadron 2ic
and then returning as a Battle Captain.
It soon became clear in BATUS that he
felt much more comfortable with the
role of a rifleman and has since been
reassigned to 1st Troop as Rifleman
Greaney where his favourite role was as
the Troop POF (point of fire) during the
live fire attacks. We have also welcomed
in a new Squadron Leader in Maj Justin
Stenhouse and wish Maj Alex Boissard
all the best at his next posting in France,
living the high life. Captain Jackson is
also now off to the Army Foundation
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College Harrogate where, worryingly,
he is to instruct the next generation of
QDGs. This is probably for the best as
in BATUS as the BRF Liaison Officer
he discovered the radio and for weeks
on end all that could be heard on the
net was ‘Hello 0 this is 0E, radio check
over’. Unfortunately our Geek Call sign
(Sgt ‘I own Bowman’ Worsely) was unable to get enough power for our replies
to get through to Captain Jackson so
we had to suffer ‘Radio Roly’ in silence.
During the dying weeks of 2010 the
Squadron has been preparing itself for
Mission Specific Training (MST) at the
start of the New Year. This saw us put
a third of the Squadron through Team
Medic Training, continuing with our
Pashtu language training and working on our weapon handling skills. The
Regiment also ran a March and Shoot
competition where again C Squadron
triumphed with 3rd Troop under Cpl
Morris 214 coming first and second
troop coming 2nd. 1st Troop are being
chastised for coming 4th and allowing the LAD of all people to beat them!
However, an area that C Squadron
is not performing in is singing. The
Padre decided to hold an impromptu
singing competition at the Regimental
Carol service and there is no doubt C
Squadron were last by miles, it was a
less than impressive performance by a
Welsh Regiment.
JGES

Despite manufacturer’s claims the Pinzgauer really
isn’t amphibious
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C Squadron Adventure Training in Canada
After a hard time on two Exercise
PRAIRIE THUNDERS in BATUS it was
finally C Sqn’s chance to have some
adventure training. To prove that soldiers still take every opportunity to complain, even when life is good, we as a
Sqn who were spending the most time
on the Prairie also got the shortest time
conducting adventure training. Although
in the grand scheme of things this was
fine because it was only the BBQ and
beer that we missed and that would
have been a reason to do more PT!
The Sqn had soldiers on all but the
Ghost Run activity at Trails End camp.

We had 30 volunteers who “wanted to
be cowboys” although this was a shortlived dream and after 4 days riding definitely “did not want to be cowboys”. A
few lucky individuals depending on
your viewpoint got to have a whole day
of parachuting thanks to the weather
so spent the rest of the time relaxing
and praying the bad weather stayed
in. The want-to-be Cliffhangers had a
good time looking at each other and
saying how good each was at wearing harnesses. Then there were the few
soldiers who couldn’t make up their
minds so did a bit of everything with
from “Mog’s mountain bike madness”
(the madness being avoiding as many
mountains as John could) to canoeing.
The horse riding was top class. We had
a 6-hour ride out to a campsite in the
mountains that was in the middle of
nowhere. The tents where like something out of the American Civil War, spot
on for the authentic cowboy feeling. The

weather was cold and wet but as that
was the norm for C Sqn we coped well.
We spent the 3 days wandering the hills
looking for any sign of bears, but the
only one who saw anything alive was
Sgt Chris Whitehead who says he saw 2
live ones and spotted a dead one at the
side of the track. The lads all have good
memories like Cpl Dan Morris breaking
his nose twice on branches in the Fast
group. LCpl Chunk Davies constantly
falling off him horse, even when it was
static. Sgt Jack Frost’s face when at
the top of a cliff his horse had an itch it
needed to scratch on its back, so rolled
over with Sgt Frost on its back.
The lads on the multi activity had fun
when LCpl Damien Fisher capsized in
his canoe and tried to use his head as
an anchor, and found that it was a bad
idea when he came up with a bleeding
face. He then ditched his canoe ran in
the woods screaming, blowing his whistle for help. It was overall a great period.
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Even away from the Prairie the influence of the Infantry
could be felt – Sgt Drury 1 YORKS takes a knee
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BFPODiscount£11.21
BFPODiscount£7.47

Please go to our web site to see if you qualify for our price discounts
Delivery charges to be added as follows:
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For order value less than £5
£2.99
For order value more than £25 £7.50

For order value less than £25
For order value more than £100

£4.99
£7.99

www.survivalaids.com • E-mail: enquiries@survivalaids.com
Telephone Orders: 01892 610 181 • Fax: 01892 662 280
Unit 4 Sybron Way, Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 3DZ
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Pooley

Sword
Queens Dragoon Guards
Officer’s Sword

Pooley Sword has an outstanding reputation for craftsmanship and holds the MOD Contract for the
manufacture & refurbishment of swords and lances. The family of our Technical Director joined
Henry Wilkinson in 1843 and five generations of his family have worked and continue to work in
sword making, up until the present day.
This unique combination ensures that the quality and conformity to pattern of all Pooley Swords
is up to, and beyond, that called for by the MOD specifications.
Pooley Sword Limited is privileged to donate the Sword of Honour at:
The Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst
The Territorial Army, Duke of Westminster Sword
The Professional Qualified Officer’s Award.

Pooley Sword Limited

Highdown House | Shoreham Airport | West Sussex | England | BN43 5PB
Tel: 01273 467277 | Fax: 01273 462461 | Robert Pooley Mobile: 07816 846484
Email: robert@pooleysword.com | Website: www.pooleysword.com
Accredited: BS EN ISO 9001.2001. OHSAS:18001.
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Headquarter
Squadron

As I look back over 2010, I wonder
to myself, just quite where the year
has gone? After some well deserved
Christmas leave, where on reflection it
feels like we had never been away, the
Sqn returned in early January focussed
and very much committed to preparing for the Combined Inspection Week,
which for the older and bolder amongst
you is the new terminology for the
annual Logistic Support Inspection. Led
by the LE Officer fraternity, AKA Capts
Tim Moore, Giles Powell and Beanie
Coles, over the next couple of weeks
the midnight oil was burnt by all departments across the Regiment to ensure
that the final preparations were complete and procedures in place for what
is an extremely important event in the
G4 calendar, being an in depth health
check of the Regiment from an external
team to confirm the state of its G1-G4
readiness. Testament to the hard work
and enormous efforts by every member
of the Sqn, I am happy to report that
the Regiment achieved a green across
all disciplines, an accolade the departments can be justifiably proud of.
Led by Capt Neil Greaney and his
team of enthusiastic instructors, the
majority of the period for February and

A moment on the lips…QM(T) and HQ SQMS divvy up dessert

March was dedicated to qualifying the
younger members of the Regiment at
both B3 gunnery and Phase 2 signals
courses, culminating in practical trade
testing and a 30mm range period on
Sennelager ranges which was fully supported by the Sqn. A significant chal-

To my left, Yeeeeeeeehaa!
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lenge considering the numbers involved
but very much worth the effort and early
investment to qualify a large number of
individuals for future deployments and
more importantly for them, extra pay!
This period also saw the MTO take the
opportunity for an early run out with

Inside Puzzle Palace
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A rare sighting of the RSO, finally released for a
breath of “fresh air”

the A1 Echelon onto a local training
area, in order to dust off the cobwebs
prior to a pending BATUS deployment
later in the year. I suspect if the truth
be know, the real reason being, to play
with some big boys toys in the guise
of the new SV MAN truck which has
now been issued and officially gets the
big thumbs up from the lads after putting it through its paces. It actually has
a working heater, AIRCON and a BV,
wow, 21st century indeed!! In March,
Cpl Jones 646 deployed to Australia
for 6 months on exercise LONG LOOK
as a guest of 2nd Cav Reconnaisance
Regiment, a reward for achieving third
place on his Crew Commanders course.
Most definitely a trip of a lifetime and
well deserved.
During April and May, supported by
Comd Tp and all Regimental signals
instructors, the RSO (Capt Alex Seys)
was let out of RHQ to mastermind getting the Regiment through the 5.4 uplift
training on the new BOWMAN radio.
A requirement for the future, but more
importantly a chance for all signals
“Geeks” across the brigade to congregate in one place to show off how
bright (or boring) they really are on what
is a clever, capable and extremely complex system. For my money, you can
bring back Clansman and BATCO any
day! Whilst this sausage machine of
BOWMAN courses continued across
the Regiment, RHQ and Comd Tp
assembled for its first training event
of the year to conduct a Regimental
level CAST. With the newly arrived
Commanding Officer at the helm, he
drove a very new and inexperienced
team hard, learning many lessons
along the way with the added bonus of
improving their upper body fitness lev-
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The IO searching for extra protein

els due to the amount of press ups that
the CO dished out. By the end of the
week, with still much to learn, the RHQ
team had improved dramatically from
day 1 and was starting to gel into a slick
and professional headquarters. After a
hectic start in command, being pulled
from pillar to post, the new CO finally
got a chance to start commanding
his Regiment. One of the most significant and more notable changes being
his physical training regime which has
seen an increase in the difficulty levels
and variety of PT, which was further
enhanced by the arrival of the new PTI,
SSgt (muscles) Hughes who is a hard
task master, taking no prisoners, even
with the old blokes such as the OC and
LE community. It has been a shock to
the system, but one we have all benefited from hugely and have continued to
progress as the year has advanced. At
the end of May, with an RHQ lead, the
Sqn was responsible for the running and
administrative support to the Mullin’s
Cup inter Tp skills competition, which
this year, was a dismounted patrol over
some 60 km of local training area during a 48 hr period. The Sqn ran a number of both challenging and interesting
stands along the way, with many of the
Officers as observers to the Sabre Tps,
supported by the normal team of background staff doing a sterling job supplying morale to the boys. This was all conducted with great enthusiasm resulting
in an excellent competition.
Just prior to summer leave the Regiment
prepared itself to take a leading role in
the Armed Forces Day parade and celebrations, which this year was to be
celebrated in Cardiff. The OC was given
the responsibility of pulling this commitment together but thankfully managed

to side step having to put on blues
and embarrass himself by doing any
drill. A marching contingent of 45 commanded by Lt Harry Renshaw (A Sqn)
was formed from both A and HQ Sqn
personnel with a standard party commanded by the RSM. There was to
be much excitement and flapping in
camp to prepare No 1 dress uniforms,
but to the boy’s great credit they were
immaculate on the day after some
emotional moments in camp. It goes
without saying that some drill practice
would be required. To that end, WO2
(RQMS) Jones (ex Sandhurst instructor)
was invited to dust off his pace stick to
warm up and inspire the boys for the big
day. Standing ridged, almost losing his
voice, he put them through their paces
to an encore of the normal clichés of
“more heel” and “necks in the back of
the collar”. Mr Jones could not hide his
excitement; I suggest he gets out more
or somebody confiscate his pace stick
for safekeeping. We arrived a couple of
days early in Maindy Bks to allow for
rehearsals and cultural visits into Cardiff
including a trip to the Regimental
museum. After a night tripping the light
fantastic, LCpl Roberts from the gym
took us for a gentle jog around the City.
A slight publicity stunt but it appeared to
have the desired effect. If nothing else,
50 soldiers in Welsh Cavalry T-shirts
attracted a lot of attention. The evening before the parade, a team of boys
dressed in Reds assisted Col Basher
from Home Headquarters with a Beating
the Retreat and Dinner for the new
Regimental museum prior to its official
opening the next morning. On the day,
the streets of Cardiff were absolutely
packed with spectators screaming
and shouting their appreciation for the
Armed Forces. The Boys were immacu-
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Muscles – enough said

late and the drill sessions paid off. The
Regiment received the honour of leading the Army contingent with the standard party carrying the Union Jack flag,
all dressed in blues with the hairs on the
back of their necks stood on end, it was
a proud day for the Regiment taking the
salute from the Colonel-in-Chief. After
the parade and a brief church service,
the boys enjoyed a few well-deserved
beers in the Bay before disappearing off
on summer leave.
Before we knew it, summer leave was
over and the advance party was on the
plane to Canada for what was to be a
4-month deployment to BATUS in the
role of COEFOR (the enemy). As the
Sqn departed, we said an emotional but
fond farewell to the SSM (WO2 (SSM)
Simon Cunningham), who after being
offered an amazing job as an estate
manager, decided to hang his boots up.
Mr Cunningham was a charismatic individual with strong values. He was an old
fashioned style SSM with a modern outlook that always put his soldiers first. He
was a rock for the OC and an outstanding SSM who will be sorely missed by
all and we wish him and Briony well. The
Sqn welcomed WO2 (SSM) Williams
into the fold. After almost 24 hours of
travelling and then straight into 4 hours
of briefings, we were finally left in peace
to recover from some serious jetlag.
After a somewhat frustrating handover,
we set about preparing life support and
a myriad of other tasks ready to receive
the main bodies over the next week or
so. Once set and in place, the Sqn was
broken down in to RHQ and Comd Tp,
Base Admin Gp (A2 Ech), Echelon Gp
(A1 Ech) and Maint Gp (LAD). Over the
next 4 months and 3 Exercise Prairie
Thunders, the Sqn supported some 400
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COEFOR pax (which included a different infantry Coy each time), the BRF
and B Sqn who for PT4 were attached
to the Rifles BG for a live firing package. The LAD, under the direction of
Capt Frazer Alexander and WO1 (ASM)
Wildman, did an amazing job of keeping at times, 4 different fleets of vehicles on the road, COEFOR Fleet, BRF,
Civilian vehs and a firing fleet of CVR(T)
supported by the QM(T) team who processed some 4000 demands during the
period. 1st line re-supply and medical
cover was provided by the Ech Gp (Capt
Beanie Coles and SSgt Rob Lockyer)
and RAP (Capt Sarah Crabb, Cpl Toon
and Tpr Purcell) where they also found
themselves at times acting as bridge
demolition guards and OP screens to
enhance our capability to give the exercising BGs a kicking. This was an amazing training opportunity for the Sqn,
where at times we were stretched to
the limit and under some considerable
pressure due to the enormous amount
of working parts to make the COEFOR
machine work successfully. Whether in
Bks or on the Prairie conducting Major
Combat Operations or transitioning
to Stability Operations, I am confident
the Sqn delivered at all times, fully
supporting COEFOR in every way. It
would be remiss of me not to mention
the outstanding work of WO2(RQMS)
Jones and the SQMSs, SSgt’s Bongo
Davies, Russ Kimsey, Chris Leech and
Rob Mansel who I think never slept for
4 months. Whilst in Canada, the Sqn
also enjoyed an excellent Adventure
Training package located at Trails End
camp in the Rockies organised by Capt
Chris Beaver. We enjoyed Kayaking, Ice
Climbing, Pony Trekking, a multi activity package, and for the more adventurous, parachuting. The feed back from
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The Adjutant – Mullah Omar meets Omar Sharif

the guys being that it was awesome.
Romance was also in the air, when Cpl
Barry Evans (Comd Tp) proposed to
LCpl Lisa Evans (AGC & HQ Sqn Clerk),
clearly she accepted and they will marry
in the summer of 2011 so we wish them
well, fantastic news.
On recovery from BATUS, the Sqn
enjoyed a brief period of leave before
getting stuck back into an extremely
hectic programme. By way of example, just how busy the modern Army is,
between mid November and Christmas
leave, once again the training wing was
running at full capacity instructing B3
gunnery and phase 2 signals courses.
The Sqn again supported a 30mm range
period (this time in Hohne). The RHQ
FIND Cell participated in a Bde level
CAST, MCM Div visited, a Regimental
March and Shoot competition was
eagerly contested and at the same time,
Combined Inspection week preparation
was in full swing for early 2011. Just
prior to leave, we finally found time for
some Christmas festivities. 2010 has
been an extremely challenging, rewarding and diverse year. As we enter 2011, I
am happy to report that the Sqn is good
order. I am very proud of every member
of the Sqn, and heartened by their enormous efforts and consider myself very
privileged to be OC. I am confident that
HQ Sqn has delivered.
AJA
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Quartermaster’s Department
As we left you last year we were heading into the Combined Arms Inspection
week, similar to the old Logistic
Supply Inspection (LSI) as many of
you will remember, so having added
on many other inspections including the Equipment Care, Security, G1
Administration and Health and Safety
they all take place during one week.
I am happy to say the inspection
passed by without any major issues,
so a huge sigh of relief could be heard
throughout the G4 chain. Each team
arrives on separate days throughout
the week. They then get an initial brief
from the CO and his subject matter
exerts (SMEs) before heading off to the
relevant department where often they
advise you where you can tighten up on
any of your procedures.
So having completed the CIW the G4
team then concentrated on Small Arms
Ranges and many other tasks before
finally preparing the freight and getting desert combats out to all the Sqns
so that the Regiment was ready for
deployment to BATUS.
On the department floor we finally said
farewell to Sgt Andy McNamara in May
as he moved to Warminster to be part
of Project JAMES. This saw Cpl Penny
Farthing move to Accommodation
whilst Cpl Phil Meadows got away on
his Ammunition Storeman course and
then took over that account.
Cpl Sky Korovulavula has spent the
year in the Clothing store but has
gained promotion to the MSA Account
as we lose another G4 stalwart in Cpl
Kev Harris who moves onto pastures
new in Civilian Street; he will be a huge
loss, unfortunately our plea to Glasgow
to keep him in longer did not fit in with
plans to reduce manning across the
RAC and Army.
Another stalwart
moving
onto
Civilian Street is
Cpl Bob Seatree
(the
forgotten

The fittest member of
the department ‘Eddie’
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man of the QM’s Dept) as he spends
his time down in the cookhouse as the
Ration Storeman; again we wish him all
the best for the future.
Before the BATUS deployment the
QM convinced his department to
enter the British Army Indoor Rowing
Championships. Whilst 6 weeks out
the team gave full commitment the day
finally arrived along with comments like
‘oh we thought you’d forgot’ were heard
so in we went to the lion’s den. Capt
Powell, Cpl Farthing, Cpl Korovulavula
and Tpr Watson. At the end of the day
this was about the QM department participating in an area not expected; the
team pulled off a reasonable time but
beating the only other team form QDG
which was from A Sqn and in fairness
the team said they would look to do the
same this year.
Tpr Dave Watson continues in place
as the Regimental Carpenter as well
as covering the Sports Store, meanwhile Tpr Phil Quin runs the MFO and
will shortly take over the Clothing Store
having had a few periods in there and
paid his dues of being the humper and
dumper.
Finally the department said farewell to
our QM’s clerk Mrs Karen Cleminson
who was posted back to UK with her
husband Clem, she has now been
replaced by Mrs Clare Teague who has
settled in very well.
Having packed up the Regiment with all
they needed prior to BATUS, the small
G4 team of QM, Cpl Farthing, Cpl Harris
and Tpr Watson remained behind to
carry on with work back here. So with the
Regiment departed we began to work our

The youth of the QM’s Department – Tprs Ierston
and Watson discuss accounts

way through the list of jobs left behind to
resolve as well as some of our own.
As many of you will realise Rear Party (or
Rear Ops as it now known) is no party,
apparently no work gets completed
and we are all at back in Germany with
our feet up waiting for a call. The lads
all got on preparing accounts correctly
now that we did not have phone calls
every two minutes asking for one thing
and another, oh I must have spoke too
soon, we did get a few “we need this
like yesterday – can you get this on the
next flight it’s urgent?” We got off to
them what we could and catered to the
Regiment’s every whim as best as possible before carrying on with everyday
business on Rear Ops. One welcome
addition whilst on Rear Ops was Tpr

Manuela trying to find enough cloth for the QM’s Number 2s
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Daniel Ireston who has now become
one of the G4 team within the QM(A).
On the Regiment’s return and due to
some epic prior preparation and organisation by the G4 team they were able to
return to Dempsey Barracks and begin
both B3 Gunnery and Phase 2 Signals
courses within 7 days as well as then
taking part in a Regimental March and
Shoot competition. All went well with
these tasks alongside the Church being
repainted and re-carpeted; well you do
have to look after the Big Man at this
time of year.

Finally we saw the end of the year off
by ensuring the Winter Sports Teams
departed with all they required and that
we were all closed down for another
year. As I finish off writing the final move
within the department has taken place
with WO2 RQMS ‘Pecs’ Jones handing over as he prepares to take over
as RSM on the first day back in work. I
would like to thank the outgoing RQMS
for all his support and assistance during
the last two years and wish him well for
the future as well as welcome the arrival
of the new RQMS WO2 ‘Jase’ Wilcox
whom I am sure will settle in well and
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is already looking forward to his RQMS
course in January 2011.
It will be no surprise for you to read
about another busy year but with Op
HERRICK build-up training beginning
as early as Jan11 and having our next
CIW in Feb 11 our year is already shaping up to be a busy one before the tour
even gets under way. Thank you to all
the team that has worked within the
department this year, epic boys!
GMP

Regimental Marquee
Following
the
Regimental
50th
Anniversary and the cost of hiring out
marquees the then Cpl ‘Minty’ Kendall
saw an opportunity for the Regiment.
Some years back, as many of you may
be aware, the Regiment purchased
a Regimental Marquee but it has not
been used for some time. With the initial
assistance of Cpl Farthing they used it
for the Cpl’s Mess Christmas function.
Then as I inherited the job of QM I
also saw the advantages of having
our own Marquee and along with the
newly promoted Sgt Kendal began to
put the word on the street that ‘The
Welsh Cavalry’ had their own marquee.
Our first outing was through our own
Regimental Catering Warrant Officer
WO2 Mark Meacham who was part of
a RLC Chef Team working on Exercise
Rhino Caterer (a cooking and soldiering competition for Chefs). Normally
they paid in the region of £5-7,000.
We charged £2,500 - which included
a team of QDGs often including the
QM if required as well as some will-
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ing volunteers (who did get paid some
ED pay) and the first deal was struck.
After that other items became part of
the Marquee package: round tables,
lighting, flooring and more recently
smaller marquees which can be
bolted onto the side of the main tent.
After a few more bookings over the
summer at £2,500 each time the funds
began to rise - to the happiness of Major
‘Alf’ Alford, OC PRI. 3 Bn REME in
Fallingbostel, a little more locally in the
QRH in Athlone Barracks up the road
then came the British Festival at which
point 20th Armoured Brigade hired us to
deliver the VIP tent in the middle of town.
The marquee team now with Regimental
Polo Shirts was assisted with the arrival
of Tpr ‘Jonny’ Williams who arrived in
A Sqn and during his OC’s interview
let slip that he previously worked for a
Marquee Company. His experience and
knowledge helped the team to erect the
marquee somewhat quicker than before
and was another welcome pair of
hands who knew what they were doing.

As the Summer ended we received interest from a few Regiments reference
Christmas functions, having now
added heaters to our sales pitch and
using them at the QDG Officer’s Mess
November Ball we felt this was another
opportunity not to be missed as we took
bookings from 35 Engineer Regiment
in Paderborn and finally 1 Medical
Regiment. These last few are where
we found out why not many Marquee
companies exist in the winter as it is too
cold and here in Germany the snow fell.
  
That said it has been an interesting year,
my thanks to Sgt Kendall for his ongoing support to this despite some very
long days and often nights he was the
consummate professional and to the
all the lads who helped us through the
sun, rain and snow. We did however
raise approx £14,000 which less some
ED pay went into the PRI for the benefit
of our fine soldiers.
GMP
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Quartermaster (Technical) Department
Where has this year gone again I ask
myself? It seems like only yesterday I
was putting my journal notes together
along with the WO2 RQMS(T) Herbert.
That said I myself have heard this
numerous times over the years at how
busy we have been as a Regiment,
but we really have been, supporting
this and that but never faltering in the
Quartermaster Technical’s Department
in supporting everything that goes on
in the Regiment! We as a department
have covered so much over the year
especially with individual courses taking place in amongst the Combined
Inspection Week and all the preparation
that now goes into these inspections,
support to B3 gunnery ranges to the
3½ month deployment to BATUS.
The beginning of the year seen us all
preparing for the Combined Inspection
Week with each account holder ensuring their accounts were up to standard,
ready for the inspection teams to come
in and crawl all over the accounts. The
extra hours and odd weekends put in
to make sure all our ducks were in a
row paid dividends as we came out the
other side with Green Grading across
the board. All the boys deserve a mention, for it was for their hard work that
ensured this was achieved.
Post this we all attended the BCiP 5.4
BOWMAN Radio uplift training to ensure
come what may we were trained in this
new piece of software; however the
QM (T) and RQMS (T) were still wondering when the CLANSMAN radios were
going to be pulled out to be refreshed
on this antique piece of equipment,
alas it was not to be and pulled into
the 21st century they were kicking and
screaming!

Before we knew it the BATUS deployment was upon us in July. The team was
split into two: the BATUS away team
consisting of Capt Tim Moore QM(T),
WO2 RQMS(T) Rob Herbert, the newly
promoted Sgt ‘Al’ Bancroft, Corporal
‘Tails’ Taylor, LCpl ‘Dav’ Davies and
Tpr ‘Bryn’ Giles. The home team was
headed up by Sgt ‘Steve’ Pye, with
Cpl ‘Andy’ Baker, LCpl ‘Dai’ Hyett, Tpr
‘Gavin’ Williams and Tpr ‘Kev’ Young,
who is the clear winner for wearing the
QM’s hat the most for the most sarcastic comments in the Department (see
photo below).
BATUS was a very good opportunity
for some of the less experienced members to cut their teeth in the G4 arena
away from the home comforts, also for
the home team to ensure the preparation was going on for the build-up to the
next CiW. BATUS also gave the opportunity for them to get away from what
had been an extremely busy period with
some 4000 demands being processed
to keep what was a very old vehicle
fleet on the road in order to ensure the
Regiment’s training was maximised.
There was opportunity for adventure
training to take place and this was
attended by Sgt Bancroft, Corporal
Taylor and Tpr Giles who completed a
week’s horse riding in the Rockies and
all came back with a smile and their
John Wayne stories to tell, along with
some sore back sides.
On our return from Canada it was
straight back to business with hosting the Staff Quartermaster and Staff
Quartermaster RQMS from HQ DRAC
to conduct an ET re-write and then into
the usual Christmas festivities before

QM(T) resettlement training

breaking for a well earned rest from the
busy year.
This closing period of the year also
brought some changes to the dynamics of the department with individuals
leaving or moving onto pastures new. I
must say a huge personal thank you to
WO2 RQMS(T) Rob Herbert who moves
onto ATDU in Bovington for his dedication, loyalty and vast experience he
has brought to the Tech Department.
We wish him, Helen and the girls all the
very best for the future. LCpl Dai Hyett
(who has been quite ill of late) has come
to the end of his Colour Service - we
wish him and Lynda all the very best for
their future in South Wales. Finally to
Tpr Gavin Williams who has sadly been
medically discharged we wish him,
Katie and family the very best for their
future too.
We welcome to the dark art of the
G4 Tech world WO2 RQMS(T) Steve
Thomas and Tpr Gareth Pearce.
Finally as I prepare these notes we are
moving – yes again – into an extremely
busy period with final preparation for
the CIW, MST build-up training for
Op HERRICK 15, Ranges in the UK
amongst all the other daily chores we
as a department complete to ensure the
Regiment’s G3 warriors are able to train
to the best of their abilities to deliver on
operations!
‘Pro Rege et Patria’

TM

QM(T) Dept all laughing at somebody’s hat
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Motor Transport Troop
MT has like the rest of the Regiment
had a busy year, the major shock to
the system being the new fitness policy
within the Regiment. It has certainly
tested some of the older NOCs within
the troop. After the 3rd heart attack the
NCOs soon settled down, understood
the reason behind it and continued normal jogging – well walking anyway.
MT has also expanded its role with in
the Regiment, taking on new responsibilities such as Urgent Operational
Driver Training, JAMES and the environmental management of Dempsey
Barracks. The thought behind the environmental role is we have the biggest
vehicles capable of pollution so we
should do the clean up planning and
training. This, along with the normal MT
trades such as HAZMAT, CAT C, and
UST training, sometimes makes you
feel it is the Training Wing not MT!
Once all the training was programmed
and underway, it was time to do some
CT 1 training in order to have an A1
Echelon run-out before BATUS later in
the year. June saw MT & SQMS slices
roll out as the A1 echelon for the first
time this year. Only having local training
areas did not distract from some good
solid low level training both in vehicles
and off. SQMSs Mansel and Kimsey as
they were then took on the dismounted
training and soon had the whole of the
echelon puffing and panting on contact
drills and fire and movement exercises.
The Troop training went well and all the
basic levels were covered. This provided the Echelon with the basic tools
and skill sets for the BATUS period to
come.
On arrival in BATUS it soon became
clear that it was going to be a long hard
summer for the Echelon. We took a look
at the fleet; and what a fleet.

With the fleet outnumbering the men it
took a bit of getting used too and with
the state of the 4x4 pickups I am still
surprised on how well the whole of the
Echelon managed and just chipped
in. Cpl Toon the Regimental NURSE
just loved the Spartan. I do believe he
nursed the Spartan more than any of
the COEFOR/ QDG soldiers. In addition
to the Echelon Fleet MT had the great
job of checking and forecasting the
Sqns’ exercise fleet since 2/3 of it was
wheeled. Once the Fleet was tamed
and taken over off we went out on to
the Prairie for a little bit of training under
the watchful eye of the CO.
MT soon found that as well as its normal
re-supply duties it was to be not only
the Enemy but also a unit of men that
the CO could call upon to backfill the
small COEFOR ORBAT. You would see
the A1 Echelon all over the battlefield.
Reserve Bridge demolition guard force,
FOB security, the occupying force in
the new villages such as Ordek, dismounted patrols and even FOB attacks.
The BRF know only so well how much of
the battlefield the Echelon covered for it
was on one dark, clear cold night that
we observed a BRF OP patrol moving
in to position overwatching a COEFOR
FOB. With the grid logged and noted
the MTO and MTWO moved off. Later
that night after an attack on a FOB the
Echelon took a detour and captured
the BRF patrol. The sight was one to
behold. Please close your eyes and
try to imagine. The OP set up hard, fit
and dedicated soldiers of the BRF in a
covert OP, then pan left to see Cpl Todd
from MT moving in for the capture. A
good photo shot missed was Cpl Todd
stood over the despondent BRF men
informing them that they have been
captured by MT. They were gutted.

White fleet

Green Fleet

Exercise White fleet

2 x 54 yellow US school
buses

8 x 9 tonne SV trucks

9 x 4x4 police pick ups

1 x 9 seater minibus

2 x 9 tonne SV UST Fuel
trucks

10 x 4x4 Army pick ups

1 x 15 seater minibus

6 x Land Rovers

1 x Ambulance pick up

2 x civi cars

2 x CVRT Spartan

1 x 9 seater minibus

Total fleet = 46 vehicles.
Total manpower = 45 men.
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MT rehearsing seating drills

Spill Training

The BATUS FLEET:

1 X BFA Wheeled
Ambulance

Sgt Dinger Bell cooking…

BATUS was not all work. Sgt Bell & Cpl
Todd really did enjoy the school buses,
well they seemed to enjoy then since
they spent most of there time off driving them to and from Medicine Hat and
Calgary so the lads could enjoy a good
night out with free transport. I have to
say the Local taxi drivers hated the sight
of a bus full of money driving past and
not getting in their cars. One highlight
of the Troop was on R&R, most of the
troop swapped one kind of horsepower
for another. Ex Rough Ride was a 6-day
horse riding adventure over trails and
mountains of the Canadian Rockies.
More control by the horse than the rider,
but very enjoyable. A great opportu-
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nity that I for one will never forget. Cpl
Hattam & Tpr Pearce just loved it.
Post BATUS saw a few changes in
the troop; we lost 4 men back to the
Squadrons and received 4 new lads.
They will now be trained and brain
washed by JSP 800. What a document.
As we come in to the New Year the

focus has clearly shifted to the Herrick
tour to come. MT is now flat out on Cat
C Theory and practice, HAZMAT training and the transport of the Regiment to
ranges and training events. I am sure it
will be again a busy 2011 for the Troop
which not only carries the fuel & stores,
but also the Regiment.

Special thanks and a farewell goes to
Cpl Henwood and family who after what
seems like a lifetime in MT will move to
civilian life. We wish him and his family
good luck for the future.
IC

Light Aid Detachment
Yet another busy and successful year
has passed for the QDG LAD REME.
After 2009’s recuperation basic military
training, Hybrid Foundation Training
and ranges have been the norm and
have kept all in the LAD active.
With the mundane equipment care
inspections and the technical evaluation
of the LAD came the fun elements. In
March, a team of snowboarders competed at the REME ski championships in
Les Contamines, France. Another true
sporting event commemorated the lives
of John Dean and Graham Stiff. QDG
played 3 CS Bn REME on 17 March
2010. As soon as the weather cleared
up, the seniors organised a bike trip to
the Nurburg Ring. Sgt Frost rode like a
“wannabe” Rossi and gained the fastest lap of the day. The custom has been
kept up by some of the junior members
of the LAD, but they prefer to race on four
wheels. This has brought an engineering challenge with it, and some of the
junior members, headed up by Cpl Hill’s

spanner on their ring-toys on the occasional evening. With B Sqn Fitter section
deploying on ranges, there were other
training serials going on. DEME(A) visited
and the LAD also went golfing for a day.

prairie. Junior tradesman learnt a lot
and the LAD made a name for itself by
keeping a very tired fleet in the hands of
the user (and thus beating the exercising battlegroups)

The long awaited deployment to
Canada was then upon the LAD, with
the changeover of EMEs added to
the mix. Capt Alexander, the QDG’s
EMELT of 2006 was back and thrown in
the deep end, taking over from the old
EME, amidst completing final preparations for Ex PRAIRIE THUNDER and
running a PFA backwards in his pinstripe suite. Thank god an advance
party under the command of the ASM
had already deployed to Canada and
was busy settling in trying to salvage
some of the BATUS fleet. From the
first day in Canada, every LAD personnel (and the rest of the regiment) were
flat out. The tradesman’s workload was
exacerbated by the age of the vehicles
we were manning, the experience of the
crews and the harsh conditions on the

Whilst a lot of Equipment Support was
provided to the Regiment, the LAD skills
on tactical movement, war fighting and
general soldiering greatly improved.
The Fitter Section of C Sqn, who have
been made the BRF for Op HERRICK
15, were involved in dismounted infantry skills. B Sqn fitter section and
the armoured vehicles from HQ LAD
became a feint group and learnt the
QDG “snurgelling” whilst infiltrating
enemy lines and causing havoc. This
was aided by dummy canons strapped
to our tanks. The ASM (“Dad/Old man”)
was getting carried away dismounting from the safety of his Spartan and
assaulting a gun position.
Much to the delight of the LAD socials,
adventurous training and R&R were part

The Schnurglers
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Spannering

Everyone became a little lonely on the Prairie

The Bustin’ Loose Team

The EME panting

of the deployment to Canada. Multistage activities were very popular but
so were the horse riding and parachuting. The seniors took every chance to
make distance between BATUS and
themselves. The AQMS and some of
the tiffies flew to Las Vegas for some
gambling action and the EME flew to
California to ride a Harley-Davidson on

Highway 101 and through the Sierra
Nevada. The ASM and Cpl Holmes ran
in the “Bustin’ Loose” breast cancer
charity fun run in Medecine Hat, stylishly
wearing pink combats. All in all, BATUS
brought the LAD together in a pressured
environment and the LAD provided that
quality ES the regiment needed.

Needless to say, on return from Canada,
there was some time for fun and games,
but life went on with the LAD supporting the B3 Gunnery camp in Hohne.
Although the LAD will be split to the
four winds during MST and H15, we are
all looking forward to the challenge that
this will bring us.
FJGA

Adjutant General’s Corps
(Staff and Personnel Support) Detachment
2010 has been a very busy and turbulent year. With 85% of the team changing over and nearly all the key players
moving during a 3 month deployment,
this placed a great deal of strain on the
Detachment (Det). Vital service to the
Regiment continued to be effectively
delivered, which is a credit to each of the
SPS soldiers embedded within the unit.
The SPS Det of QDG have a work hard,
play hard ethos and have, were possible, exploited every opportunity to conduct Adventure Training
The Det was fortunate to obtain a place on
Exercise DIAMOND EVEREST RHINO.
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This went to Sgt Scott Hanson. The first
day and a half was taken up with travelling via Abu Dhabi into Kathmandu. One
more day in Kathmandu for the last bits
and bobs that people had not been
able to get and one last good meal
before a very early flight into Lukla (the
most dangerous airport in the world).
So the day arrives and off he went in
a small aircraft to fly up to Lukla. The
first day was a bit unnerving as he knew
what lay ahead and this wasn’t helped
by it raining overnight in the tin roofed
tea house. So day 2, up early and off
for the 8 hrs trek up to Namche Bazaar
to acclimatise for 2 days before pushing

on. Day 4 included a visit to Tengboche
and the highest Buddhist monastery in
the world. This was an experience on
its own and very humbling. The next
3 days involved trekking for between
4 and 8 hrs with no increase in altitude
beyond 500m. High altitude sickness
was the real danger as any of the group
could go down with it at any time.
Sgt Hanson finally reached Base Camp
on day 8, which was the hardest day
of them all as, when he reached base
camp (after 6 hrs) he had another 3 hrs
to get back to the overnight stop. Going
down was easy right? Wrong, the plan
was to descend in 3 days not the 8 it
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had taken to go up. Three very long
days later he returned to Lukla for a well
deserved coffee at Starbucks. Yes there
is a Starbucks at Lukla, the highest
Starbucks in the world at 2805m.
After another Indiana Jones, the
team returned to Kathmandu. This
was an experience of a life time. Sgt
Hanson managed to achieve a life
goal and see one of the most beautiful and memorable parts of the world.
Exercise AEOLIAN HUSSAR was a
package run by our 20 Bde SPS activity lead by the Queen’s Royal Hussars
Det over the period 1–9 May 10, with
Detachment representation made by
Cpls Floyd Coote, Morne Combrinck
and LCpl Kirk Sparke.
The time spent in Italy was, as expected,
thoroughly enjoyed by all and saw them
spending many hours on the road, taking in the sights between Sicily, Naples,
Rome and Bologna to name but a few.
The educational visits were combined
and as you would expect, with a little Navigation (Not sure up to MATTs
standard) and the inevitable hill walking, covering such scenery as Vesuvius
and Etna. All three came back culturally
more aware and refreshed after their
jaunt away.
Exercise DIAMOND BAVARIAN RHINO
was a 1 (UK) Armd Div SPS Branch
organised Level 2 Adventure Training
Exercise to the Bavarian Alps during the
period 7–17 Jun 10. The intent was to
send 3 soldiers on this, however, preparations for BATUS took priority and only
1 man got away and who could have
guessed it would be LCpl Sparke, Mr
Adventure Training himself. He had to
go, because he was a key instructor. He
returned to the fold to be met by a huge
in tray; however he was, tanned, tired
but smiling.
The Triple Crown Competition comprises 2 elements: a 13 mile march and

Sgt Hanson in the area of Pang Boshe and Everest

shoot and a 5 mile military skills competition finished with an assault course.
The QDG SPS Det team was made up
of: Cpl Floyd Coote, LCpls Lisa Evans
and Kirk Sparke and Pte Darryl-Anne
Connerton.
On the sporting front our former
Regimental Accountant Sgt Mark
Unsworth, represented the Corps Rugby
League and Union teams. SSgt Chris
Carter officiated many games as a Soccer
Referee across Germany and the UK.
Finally Sgt Richard “Chappy” Chapman
continues onwards and upwards as a
Cricket Referee in the military circuit and
on the celebrity scene too.
Holidays For Heroes – Cricket. On a
slightly overcast Sunday, Mid-June
2010 Sgt Chappy Chapman took control
of his first ever celebrity cricket match.
The Venue: Crouch End Cricket Club in
North London. The celebs in question?
The cast and crew of Eastenders, ably
led by Minty, were taking on a select
XI from a certain un-official Army website, who came up with the Holidays for
Heroes charity.

This is the second year Eastenders gave
their time for this very worthwhile cause
and despite the fact that, with only 10
minutes to go before the game was due
to begin; the Eastenders lot were still a
few men short. Minty was heard on his
mobile phone giving an almighty telling
off to Billy Mitchell for being late but
in the end a team was put together in
time. The game was a very high scoring affair, and surprisingly a high standard of cricket was played by both sides
(with the exception of Gary Hobbs who
unfortunately was bowled out on only
his second ball, but he got his own back
when bowling by taking three wickets).
The Eastenders team narrowly won with
the final scores being:
Eastenders
172 for 4 off 20 overs
Army website team
168 for 8 of 20 overs
Everyone involved had a great day, and
around £8,000 was raised for this excellent cause.

LCpl Sparke, Cpl Combrinck and Cpl Coote – Showing
that the Corps Colours can be found in the most
obscure locations such as Mount Etna
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Cpl Coote and LCpl Sparke in the trap ready to start TCC 10

BATUS. The usual onerous, but necessary work went into full swing in preparation for the deployment. The team spent
many hours preparing for, conducting and
recording Pre-Movement Control Check
Point drills to ensure that everyone who
was meant to get on the plane, could..and
they did. With a 100% hit rate on G1, the
SPS Det was justifiably proud of completing their part in the Force Generation and
Deplyoment of QDG as the Contemporary
Operating Environment Force (COEFOR)
for Exercise PRAIRIE THUNDERs (PT) 3,
4 and 5.
Upon arrival in theatre, the team quickly
networked and engaged with the BATUS
G1 elements to understand how they
did business. By doing this, they were
able to provide the best service to the
Regiment. In addition, the QDG SPS Det
also took on responsibility for handling all
of the cash for 4 Battle Groups, turning
over $1 million Canadian dollars (most
of which the SPS Team personally witnessed going over the bar in Ralf’s, Earls
and the odd few days in Medicine Hat
or Calgary). This was not time wasted.
Cpl Ellie Lakoisolomone now has shares
in Jack Daniels, Pte Darryl Connerton
was talent spotted for “so you think you
can dance?” and Sgt Richard “Morph”
Morphew’s “moves” have proven without doubt that he can start a petrol lawn
mower first time, every time.
In order to allow the numerous changeover of key personalities, the SPS NCOs
who deployed, all had to step up a rank
in the work they were required to undertake. Cpl Floyd Coote was responsible
for operating the fund which looked after
all of the Squadron and PRI money and
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Cpl Coote and LCpl Sparke with WO2 Milne and
Detachment members from The Queen’s Royal
Hussars at the Vatican in Rome

LCpl Lisa Evans supported him in operating the stock for the 3 SQMS trading
accounts. Both were completed to a high
standard and generated $7,000 after the
money spent in Canada on Rest and
Recuperation, which has subsequently
been split between the Squadron and
PRI funds for activities in Germany.

RHQ Staff Officers during the planning
phase of Main Combat Operations. The
remainder of the SPS Det deployed
in a number of roles: LCpl Lisa Evans
supported the TES NCO, Pte Darryl
Connerton deployed with B Sqn and
Capt Mike Day was employed as the
TES/Bde LO throughout.

In addition to the routine “life support”
provided by the SPS Det, each soldier was also involved in training support. L/SSgt Richard “Morph” Morphew
deployed twice in the role of Information
Support Officer, however there was no
data, so the information being supported
was the manual passage of mission
critical information; namely the football
scores. Cpl Ellie Lakoisolomone and Pte
Darryl Connerton attended Pashtu training and both deployed for the Stability
Ops phase of PT3. Cpl Floyd Coote, LCpl
Lisa Evans and Pte Deependrakumar
Gurung deployed to dummy HQs as
part of a faint during the Main Combat
Operations stage of PT3. Pte Gurung
managed to destroy a high value target (a
Challenger 2 tank) with a rifle, no rounds
a shout of “Bang Bang”. Now know as
“Tank Killer”, he is selected for point by
the SPS Det on every future operation.
All were provided the opportunity to conduct basic field craft and weapon handling. The remaining SPS were employed
in support of the A2 Echelon Operations
room as radio operators and the completion of reports and returns.

During PT 5, the enemy did not know
what had hit them. The BRF had a
new weapon in the guise of Cpl Ellie
Lakoisolomone. She integrated immediately and became a valued member of
the team.

Cpl Floyd Coote deployed in the role
of Information Support Officer on PT4,
however data was still unavailable,
which meant that the role was reduced
to him providing “A Services” to the

• Capt Mike Day achieved free fall
(much to the disgust of Capt Frazer
Alexander who had jumped 52
times but was not good enough by
Canadian standards to go it alone).

BATUS Adventure Training. The SPS
Det conducted a number of adventure
training activities along side the rest of
the QDG:
Fast Air (Parachuting). All were total
novices and were required to complete safety lectures, a written exam
and ground training before taking to the
sky. Once airborne and at an altitude
of 4000’, the fear kicked in. We had to
climb out of the aircraft, across the landing gear and up the wing whilst the aircraft was travelling at 100 mph……then
let go. This was easier said than done.
• Pte Darryl Connerton completed 2
exits.
• Cpl Floyd Coote completed 6 stable
exits.
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Capt Day after another successful landing

Rough Ride. Pte Gurung volunteered for
horse trekking. Day 1 involved lessons
on how to clean the horse, saddle it and
a 3 hour familiarisation, resulting in an
assessment to assign soldiers into ability groups. The following 4 days started
with a 6 hour ride to a base camp in the
Rockies, from which a long ride would
depart each day. The routes taken were
via mountain top, river bed and included
time to visit an Indian village; all against
a magnificent backdrop. Many of the riders, including Pte Gurung, experienced
sore bums, bumps and bruises from falling of the horse. However Pte Gurung
seemed to have been matched up with
his sole mate; a horse called “Digger”
with a mind of its own. Digger and Pte
Gurung always went in the right direction,
yet all of the others seemed to be lost.
Bear Dawn (Multi-Activity). Cpl Ellie
Lakoisolomone and LCpl Lisa Evans
decided that they wanted to do a bit

Capt Hinton, Cpl Ridley, LCpl “Sparkey” Sparke, Sgt Blackburn, LCpl “T” Tupou
shortly after a dip in the lake

of everything: canoeing and kayaking;
mountain biking; rafting – of course with
rapids; and rock climbing.
Rear Operation Group Adventure
Training. The Rear Ops Group was not
to be left out and Capt Nigel Hinton
planned external training for all of the
SPS team including the civilian member’s staff. This came in the form of a
trip to the British Army Sailing Centre in
Möhnesee. The SPS Det was split into
2 functional RAO Teams that deployed
separately, maintaining an SPS function
back at camp at all times. Each package of the training involved 2 full days
of either Windsurfing or Dinghy Sailing
Instruction. The weather was good most
of the time and it goes without saying the
Möhne Lake was very wet but surprisingly warm.
The Regiment recovered complete early
November and “re-cocked” on reverse

MCCP. The unsung heroes are the Rear
Operations Group and our civilian support element. Without their efforts, the
Regiment’s return to barracks would
have been far more painful.
Mrs Tanya Cartwright continues to
control the top corridor with her elegant South East England charms. Mrs
Samantha Mitchell manages to move
every member of QDG with little notice
around the world efficiently and economically; in fact she is so good at this
that she has managed to make huge
savings by ensuring that the Regimental
2IC flies Easyjet every time – they do
have the most comfortable seats. And
our latest addition, Mrs Jane Wills juggles the cash for the messes and has
really bolstered the capability of the
finance function.
MSD

The Backbone of the Administrative Capability:
Cpl Coote, LCpl Evans and Cpl Lakoisolomone

Cpl Lakoisolomone with the BRF
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Pte Connerton demonstrating a stable exit at 4000
feet
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Regimental Training Wing
With the Regiment’s main effort this
year focussed on the role of COEFOR
in BATUS, the training wing staff had
the added pressure of ensuring that not
only were the Sqns prepared for their
roles in BATUS but the training prior to
deployment and also ongoing RAC and
All Arms courses. The role of TWWO
was now occupied by SSgt Hill on his
return to Regimental Duty; we also
gained Sgt Carew from C Sqn who also
brought with him a wealth of experience regarding Small Arms and Infantry
training. SSgt Williams 772 moved even
closer to the WOs’ And Sgts’ Mess for
his 1000hrs “meetings” with a move on
promotion to HQ SSM while Cpl Newell
has also remained to carry on the good
work he does, out of sight, and has
gained the nickname “The Mole”
The build up for BATUS started in earnest with the RSO ensuring that all
personnel were converted to the new
BOWMAN system – in civilian terminology a software upgrade. It was while
the Training Officer was conducting his
upgrade that he was informed by the
CO that he was to take on the role for
a short period up to the BATUS deployment of 2IC C Sqn, who were tasked
as the Brigade Reconnaissance Force.
Therefore a move to another office also
entailed the handling of the day to day

training and course issues for a Sqn
new to the role of BRF, while the TWWO
and staff organised and ran a comprehensive MATTs and SAA range week on
return from Summer leave.
The Training Officer deployed to BATUS
and handed over the role as 2IC C Sqn,
to then take many other roles ranging
from Liaison Officer in BATUS EXCON,
then back to C Sqn as Battle Captain
and finally as a rifleman in a section for
a dismounted firing package.
It was while the Regiment were in
BATUS that the new Gunnery Wing
came online, a fantastic facility allowing
us to simultaneously run B3 gunnery
and D+M courses and training prior
to HERRICK 15 deployment. Infantry
started in January when five soldiers
joined our paired Infantry Battalion, 1
YORKS, to conduct “Junior and Senior”
Brecon Pre Course, which was not for
the faint hearted; with all those who
attended having a full recommendation
to attend the course, due to their hard
work, fitness and perseverance and
who have all since passed.
On return from BATUS, the internal
courses started to ensure that we maintained our trade qualifications with 24
B3 Gunners completing the initial fir-

ing ranges and a further 38 Phase 2
Signallers qualifying. Further gunnery
courses were run in Lulworth and our
thanks to those and the squadrons for
providing instructional support and the
hardware required.
The main Training Wing is now fully
organised with Sgt Carew and Cpl
Newell bringing a new dimension, with a
SAA room added to enable the Sqns to
conduct training at any time and available classrooms used to help out on
external courses ranging from Rugby
Referee to Team Medics.
After some well-earned Christmas leave,
we have now entered our OP HERRICK
15 training cycle, the Wing SAA instructors all dusted off their Lesson Pams
and ensured that the squadrons have
now over 30 trained Heavy and Grenade
MG gunners, pistol and Light machine
gun trained individuals ready for future
training and over 100 team medics.
SSgt Hill has now moved onto Wrexham
ACIO, we wish him and his family well;
and we welcome SSgt Rollings back
from ARMTAT; he brings a raft of experience on gunnery and SAA.
NG

Team Medic Training –Tpr Halpin and Pte Crymble RAMC
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Regimental Welfare Office
As the saying goes “time and tide waits
for no man.” This really is evident when
the time arrives to put pen to paper to
recollect the year gone by. As ever it
has been another busy year within the
Regiment with over 75 families arriving
or departing, 7 marriages and 19 births
(one of twins). The Welfare office would
like to wish all those that have left the
Regiment all the best in the future and all
those that have arrived a pleasant stay.
The year started off at a relaxed pace
with most of Germany still covered in
snow up until early March when not
only did the snow relax its grip but we
also found ourselves manning the St
David’s Day cake stall in support of the
soldiers who were locked in battle with
the Commanding Officer’s Challenges.
The cake stall raised €320.00 that was
split between the Regimental Welfare
fund and the Wales-based cancer charity, LATCH. With the Challenges over it
was time to prepare for the “QDG’s Got
Talent” competition that had been organised by the Welfare Team. The evening
got underway with 15 acts initially booked
in to “Strut their stuff” but as the evening
wore on and beer was supped we saw
over 22 acts take to the stage with a lot
of undiscovered talent being unearthed.
The evening also incorporated an auction
of items that had been donated by various people and organisations (whom we
would like to thank for their kind generosity). The evening’s fund raising came to
a total of €2000.00, which was donated
to the British Limbless Ex-Service Men’s
Association (BLESMA). We would like to
thank all those that took part in the evening’s entertainment and those that helped
raise a fantastic amount of money.

Because I’m worth it!

The busy month of March was coming
to a close that had seen the Welfare
Team and Welfare committee organize
and run the St David’s Day cake stall,
organize a Mothering Sunday lunch and
Children’s Easter egg hunt. With May
upon us, it was time to “Fix Bayonets”
in readiness for the Wives’ Exercise
“Exercise Fragrant Dragoon”.
With
May’s weather smiling down on the
weekend of the 21-22 May 20 “New
Recruits” (with not a hair brush in sight
and no make up, unless you count Cam
cream) took to the Sennelager Training
Area, which was going to be their home
for the next 48 hours. The Exercise consisted of basic fieldcraft, basha building, map reading, 1st Aid and patrolling
skills. All the ladies that participated
showed professionalism, determination
and above all a great sense of humour
and proved to the Directing Staff that
they were capable of coping with whatever was thrown at them.

That’ll teach him to come home drunk…
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With the summer almost upon us and
with the imminent departure of the
Regiment to BATUS it was time for some
well-deserved leave, however, we still
found time to fit in a Regimental BBQ
that was held on the sports pitches in
Dempsey Barracks, that consisted of an
open air disco, face painters, horse and
cart rides and an assault course for the
children with prizes on completion. At
this point it was also time for Sgt Davies
to leave the Welfare Team and return to
the UK for his last remaining months in
the Army. I would like to take this opportunity to thank him for all the hard work
he has put in whilst working as part of
the Welfare Team and wish him all the
best in the future. I would also like to
take this opportunity to welcome Sgt
Kendall (Minty) to the Welfare Team.
Over the School holidays and with the
Regiment deployed to BATUS there
were a number of trips organized to the
local amusement parks, wildlife centre’s and swimming pools, which were
all well attended with everyone enjoying
themselves. September saw the very
first Children’s cookery class take place,
which has gone from strength to strength,
and I would like to thank WO2 Meacham
(RCWO), Sgt Barber and their team in
organizing and running the classes.
Summer was coming to
a close and with the first
leaves of autumn already falling; it was
time to turn our attentions to The SSAFA
Big Brew and the Regimental Halloween
party. This year’s Big Brew was held
both in Dempsey Barracks, Sennelager
and in BATUS, Canada. A sum of
€623.45 was raised with all the pro-
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ceeds donated to SSAFA. This year’s
Halloween party was held in the Blue
Dragoon Room, Dempsey Barracks.
70 children attended the Halloween
party that consisted of various games,
a fancy dress competition for adults
and children, a pumpkin competition
and fine food (including Pumpkin soup).
Everyone had a fantastic time and I
would like to commend all those that
made the effort in dressing up.
The long awaited return of the Regiment
was soon upon us and with Christmas
around the corner, it was soon the start
of the “silly season”. With the various
Troop, Squadron and Mess Christmas
parties in full swing it was also time for
the Wives and Children’s Christmas
parties. This year’s Wives’ function was
held in the Corporal’s Mess, with 75
wives enjoying fine food and great entertainment. The art of elegantly mounting
and dismounting a horse (well, a wall
mounted saddle) whilst blowing a bugle
will live with us forever. The Children’s
party was held in JB’s where children
and parents had the opportunity to have
yet “another” Christmas dinner with the
remaining day’s entertainment being
held in Heroes bar where Santa (SSgt
Lockyer) delivered his presents to the
children from the comfort of his grotto
having arrived by horse and cart.
2010 has been a varied year and on
behalf of the Welfare Team, I would like
to thank the Wives’ Committee for all
their effort and time they have put into
supporting the Regiment and I would
like to thank all those that have helped
and attended at the various events,
Thank you.
SJ

WO2 Wilcox proving that beauty is not necessarily hereditary

Regimental Aid Post
My time at the Regiment began in May
2010, providing the medical cover for
“Exercise Fragrant Dragoon” over the
weekend. Having not spent a night in
the field in some time and largely unclear
on what constituted a “medical plan”,
I’m not sure who was more concernedme, A Squadron- who were running the
exercise or the wives themselves! I was
soon to reflect on the weekend as considerably more pleasant than Sandhurst,
and an excellent way to get to know/ally
with the “better halves” of the Regiment
I was yet to meet!
The next few weeks were largely an
induction period for me to settle in
and get to know the QDG medics and
their capabilities........Not a chance! I
quickly realised the pace QDG worked
to and in turn what it needed from the
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medics, from running a Team medics
assessment stand, on the 50K “Mullins
Cup” tab, to dealing with 300 pairs of
blistered feet, leftover from said 50K
tab!! From providing medical cover on
ranges to running team medic courses,
health promotional stands, vaccination
parades and making sure everyone was
in date for their dreaded Audiograms
in order to deploy to Batus, the medics flew out to Canada for a long summer on the prairie. We sadly said goodbye to Cpl Jurczenko as her posting to
Catterick saw her promoted to Sgt, and
wish her all the best.
Canada provided a good opportunity for
the medics to deploy onto the ground
and practice delivering primary health
care and first aid from limited resources
and in remote areas, invaluable train-

Get your injections NOW!
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ing for our upcoming Herrick tour. Cpl
Huxley’s MIST report, “Mechanism of
injury- Lightening strike” will likely be
remembered for sometime! The “TES”
vests provided excellent simulation of
mass casualty situations and provided
testing scenarios for the patrol medics. Whilst in camp, Crowfoot offered
extensive facilities to run sick parades,
manage long term rehab problems
and conduct further training, with Cpl
Blackwood heading up team medics
courses in between exercises.
On return to camp in November, the
main effort became the establishment
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of the Regimental Aid post on camp.
Under Cpl Toon’s direction, the old Court
Marshall building was transformed into
fully functioning consulting rooms and
now houses daily sick parades and
facilitates the primary health care needs
of the boys, saving many a journey to
the MRS on Normandy camp. The lead
up to Christmas leave provided us with
an excellent opportunity to run a health
fair in the gym, encouraging healthy living over the time of indulgence and giving the boys a chance to speak to representatives from the Dental services,
CPNs, Sexual health clinics and physiotherapist amongst many other stands.

2011 has seen some new arrivals to
our team, Lt Colonel Sohrab Dalal
joins us as the SMO, Cpl Raco and
Pte Chrymble arrive as new Squadron
medics and we await the return of LCpl
Purcell as a fully fledged CMT 1. The
focus is now firmly operationally based,
not only in preparing the Regiment to
deploy but ensuring each medic is well
trained and physically prepared to provide the best care possible in the worst
case scenario.
SC

everyone wondering whose car that
was – a humble servant of the Lord, or
the new Padre?

On several Sundays during the tour,
the Regiment gathered in the COEFOR
hangar for a short Church Parade, and
the Canadians learned that some British
soldiers do know how to sing, especially when accompanied by the EME
on his trumpet. On return to Sennelager,
a short Remembrance service was held
in the Garrison Church on Camp, and
it was a great delight to see some old
soldiers living in Germany come and
remember past comrades.
AB

Padre
The first image of the Cavalry that came
in to the Padre’s mind when he learned
he was posted to 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards was of a fat and happy
regiment, and he got a shock. Still
happy, but less fat that he thought. On
posting to the Regiment in July, Padre
Alex Bennett foolishly thought that a
tour with the Regiment might be a walk
in the park, but the fat and happy image
quickly evaporated as the reality of PT
dawned. The one consolation was to
bring the Porsche on to the car park
outside the Welfare Office and leave

Within a week of arriving, the Regiment
went off to Canada, and the delights
of BATUS, and this gave the Padre an
excellent introduction to all the faces
around the Regiment. From the mosquito infested days of August to the
bitter cold of the last week of October,
BATUS threw the climate of the North
American mid-west our way.

The Padre gets radical
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Catering Department
We came back from Christmas leave
to regimental routine. But all too soon
the tempo picked up with the Regiment
and catering life, as the department prepared themselves for the LSI looming in
mid January.
February was upon us with Cpl & LCpl
Hitchcock going to the UK to take part
in the prestigious Hotelympia competition, in which they both did very well.
Cpl Hitchcock entered in senior restaurant plate starter and senior restaurant
plate main, where he was awarded certificate of merit. LCpl Hitchcock entered
junior restaurant plate main and the
junior chef’s challenge, where she had
to prepare a fish dish using sustainable
fish in 30 minutes, being awarded certificate of merit and also a gold medal
for hygiene. Cpl & LCpl Hitchcock also
went to Sgt Homers house to cook
a 3-course meal and serve them; Mrs
Homer won this as a prize in the Wives’
Club Christmas raffle.

Next on the forecast of events was Ex
Rhino Caterer, which took place in June
in Princess Royal Barracks, Gutersloh.
The team representing the Regiment
this year was A/Sgt Hitchcock, Cpl
Sekwele and Tpr Willocks and Tpr
Taylor from the MT.
The competition is held over 3 days
with military skills, assault course, driver
stands, escape and evasion, OFCS with
10 man ORP and improvised cooking.
With up to 34 military teams and 6 from
colleges in the UK the Regiment’s team
came a respectable 7th place.
Also at the same time Sgt Blades and
Pte Stockton were supporting B Sqn on
their annual firing camp at Obeke camp
in Fallingbostel, and with the Waterloo
function on in the WOs’ & Sgts’ mess it
was all hands to the pump.
There was some well-deserved leave
before the Regiment deployed to

Canada as the newly formed COEFOR
which took over from OPFOR. With the
chefs being split between permanent
staff and COEFOR, Sgt Blades was
working alongside the BATUS RCWO,
with Cpl Sekwele and Pte Darlami in
Crowfoot kitchen and Cpl Louisy, LCpls
Wagg, Hitchcock & Tuva in the Suffield
kitchen. Pte Stockton was fortunate to
spend most of his deployment at the
Trails End Camp where all adventure
training was run from. The Canada tour
was very busy with the chefs deploying
to the Excon kitchen during the Prairie
Thunder exercises or the maintenance
BBQ on the transition days from the
TES Ex to the village part of the exercise. With all the hard work being done
there was still time to get some adventurous training and R & R.
Returning to Germany in November the
pace was still full speed as Christmas
approached with all the Functions.
JB

Gymnasium
“They are only fat tankies!!!!!”
That is what I was told, so that is what
I thought. So it was a pleasant surprise
when I turned up to see the Regiment
evolving to become a mentally and
physically robust unit. There is work to
be done I thought to myself but “each
journey starts but with one step”.
The next step was Canada for four
months. My role in Canada was PT
and Adventurous training but it also
gave me time to have a good look at
the Regiment. Morning PT was twofold,
Physical fitness and mozzie dodging,
but BATUS had the opportunity to see
some unconventional PT sessions in the
form of MAN truck pulling. I can still see
the RSM’s face at the start of the second 2 km lap (he did say that 20 minutes
was too short). In the FOBs the troops
were given improvised PT equipment
the Commanding Officer provided and
the gym staff made some FOB-related
PT booklets that were probably more
for humour to the troops than training
guides. Adventure Training in Canada
was outstanding with nearly 95% of
the Regiment taking part, not bad if you
consider we were only allocated 40 %
originally. Memories of SSgt Leech and
Sgt Bell on the Kayaks will stay with me
for a long time.
Back in Camp Cpl Hinton was still
keeping himself busy. Thanks to the
QM the TVs and satellite systems were
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Regimental Aerobics – thankfully a still photograph!

put in place, the gym was painted and
the Spinning room was created; not a
bad start at all. With the new equipment
coming back from Canada soon the
wives’ PT sessions in the evening can
evolve also. On the subject of wives’ PT,
attendance is growing and we are now
up to three sessions a week: Circuits
on a Tuesday, Boxercise on a Thursday
and Spinning on a Saturday.

No stretcher race is complete without a good icy puddle

Once the Regiment was back in
Dempsey we were hit with the snow
and the PT program had to be adapted
for the cold weather and slippery terrain. But it was ideal for the troops to
develop their mental toughness; any
other terrain now is easy compared.
Now that we’re in the New Year the fun
starts, maintaining and developing our

fitness while every man and his dog are
on one course or another is a mammoth
task, but with the mindset of the troops
moving towards that warrior ethos,
personal pride, grit and determination
I have no doubts in my mind that The
QDG will be the force to be reckoned
with in 20 Armoured Brigade.
SWH

Officers’ Mess
With the garden covered and in snow
and the Orderly Officer chopping wood
to keep us warm the Officers’ Mess
has a chance to reflect on another year.
There have been arrivals, departures
to postings and a plethora of guests to
keep us all entertained throughout the
last 12 months as well as ample opportunity to travel and entertain others in
far-flung places. Many of our brethren
have kept a very low profile only being
tracked down by the Adjutant on the

Lts Chambers and Lough well outside their comfort
zone
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rarest of occasion, the lesser-spotted
Capt Carroll thankfully reminds the
mess of his existence through his press
appearances and the Senior Major,
Capt Russell through regular shooting
reports from Bovington.

Orderly Officer as well as demonstrating
great artistic skill in home improvement
and interior design when decorating the
mess. The subbies’ corridor is full to
bursting supplying very healthy teams for
all mess sporting events.

As ever the mess has welcomed a confusion of new troop leaders to the fold. Lts
Williams, Berry, Robinson, Lough, Arthur
and Gordon-Finlayson have now become
fully conversant with the duties of an

As mess members decamped to
BATUS there was the usual apprehension that life as we knew it would come
to an end. Thankfully the opportunities presented by North America were

The RMO and Education Officer were initially shy
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Callsign 30 missing part of its CES

not wasted with a host of road trips
and expeditions being undertaken in
the name of research. Capt Seys was
witnessed riding into Vegas on a Harley
sporting a SAG tie with an ever-enthusiastic Lt Berry clinging on happily,
much like a chimp hugging its mother.
Capts Matthews and Jackson regularly
conducted air recces of the continent,
some more successful than others
however the mess was perfectly placed
to show off a snow covered Vegas to
admiring guests with the Autumn Ball
on the return from Canada.
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Lt Chambers and the RAO

With tour looming next year there is the
usual scramble to ensure that there are
admirers to keep us in the manner to
which we have become accustomed.
One by one subbies have fallen under
the spell of charming young ladies with
Capts Garland, Ruggles-Brise and
Robinson looking at themselves in the
mirror and deciding to settle for what
they have. The mess offers its congratulations on their forthcoming nuptials.

lawn ready for a summer of croquet,
barbecues and cricket (in many guises),
the peace only to be disturbed by the
occasional appearance of the Provost
Sgt marching deserving soldiers around
camp.
The Warrant Officers and
Sergeants are recovering from another
Christmas visit and all are looking forward to the next Vienna Ball, the first
sporting occasion in the social calendar.
CER-B

As the snow begins to thaw one hopes
to see the gardens member rolling the

Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess
It has been another busy year for both
the Regiment and the Warrant Officers’
and Sergeants’ Mess. 2010 started to
the sound of wedding bells with SSgt
Rob Mansel and Rachel tying the knot
in the Regimental Chapel and celebrating with a reception in the Mess. A good
night was had by all and the happy couple enjoyed an extended honeymoon in
the Caribbean thanks to a random ash
cloud; some people have all the luck.

As the Regiment would be in Canada over
the summer and time was limited, the
Mess decided to have a formal Ladies’
Dinner Night in May instead of a Summer
ball and a bigger than normal winter function later in the year. The Dinner Night
was a great success with the chefs wowing all with a wonderfully presented meal.
In good mess tradition the party continued well in to the next morning followed
by a few sore heads I am sure.

The year has seen many people leaving the Mess on posting or having
completed their 22 years of service, all
in all 16 people have moved on from
Regimental and Mess life and the Mess
wishes them and their families the very
best in the future. With the Regiment
getting ready for deployment to Canada
in July, the race was on to try and get
most of the dine outs completed for the
Mess Members who were leaving.

No year in the Mess would be complete
without the celebration of the Battle of
Waterloo and 2010 was no different.
With the organising and setting up of
the event being the responsibility of
Sgt “Gloria” Davies and WO2 Simon
Cunningham (PMC), all knew it would
be a night to remember. The meal was
outstanding with animated renditions
of the battle from Sgt “Barny” Costello,
not to mention plenty of red wine and
port flowing.
The traditional Mess
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rugby with a frozen cabbage was refereed by the RSM and went as smoothly
as ever with only minor cuts and bruises
(no broken bones) and only 5 being sent
to the sin bin (the bar)…not bad. And
the score, well the Officers won to the
dismay of SSgt “Siriol” Hughes.
With the Regiment in BATUS, Canada,
for 4 months the Mess calendar stayed
empty from July to November and
the varied roles and pace of life prevented any organised gathering on
Canadian soil. However, when it came
to Adventure Training, the number of
seniors on the list for the week-long
expedition in the Rockies on horse back
out numbered any other ranks. A nice
relaxing week on horse back sounded
far better that throwing your self down
some white water. How wrong can you
be! There were a few seniors walking
around like John Wayne nursing sores
for weeks thereafter.
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INDEXATION CHANGE REDUCES
ARMED FORCES PENSIONS

10% MANPOWER CUTS: what pension can
you expect on redundancy?

TAX ALLOWANCE CUT!!
Protecting your interests has never
been more challenging
National newspapers, television and radio have reported the Forces Pension Society’s campaign in its fight
for fairness for the Armed Forces, serving and retired; in particular for those who will be hardest hit by the
Government’s changes to Armed Forces pension schemes.
Forces Pension Society is a not-for-profit organisation and is the only independent,
authoritative source of occupational pension advice. Through our Pension Helpline we
deal with hundreds of queries every month; many of them complex, many from widows and
those with young families. And increasingly we deal with queries about when to exit (and when not to)
and what future pension entitlements may be expected.
In addition to our advisory service we also offer our Members a wide range of discounted goods and
services, from holidays to healthcare, currency exchange to home insurance.
Membership for you and your partner is just
£30 a year and if you join us
online now, we will send
you this holiday voucher worth £150
(conditions apply). Just quote promo
code QDG2011.
Forces Pension Society
represents the interests of
all ranks in all three Services.
On behalf of the whole military community we promote the Unique Nature of Military Service and
adherence to the Military Covenant. Every new Member of the Forces Pension Society strengthens our
collective voice (now well over 40,000 Members).

Join us online at www.forcespensionsociety.org/promo (quote promo QDG2011) and at:

FORCES PENSION SOCIETY
68 South Lambeth Road, Vauxhall, London, SW8 1RL
Tel: 020 7820 9988 email: memsec@forpen.co.uk www.forcespensionsociety.org
Forces Pension Society is an independent not-for-profit organisation and is a member of the Confederation of British Service and Ex-Service Organisations
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The aftermath of Waterloo – little change from 1815
no doubt

The marriage of SSgt and Rachel Mansel

On our return from Canada in November
the Mess was in the run up to Christmas
but had time for an Anglo German
Night, where around 40 local German
civilians from the Paderborn Stadt were
invited into the Mess to see what we
were all about. In addition, it was not to
late in the year to get a friendly football
match in against the future blood of the
Mess, “The Corporals’ Mess” which
they easily won. Knowing there is good
quality coming through the ranks in the
Corporals’ Mess makes the defeat a little less bitter.

thanks to the new Mess Manager SSgt
“Mark” Mansel. The Christmas season closed with the traditional offering
of the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
being invited into the Officers’ Mess,
after serenading the officers of course.
The seniors were very willing to accept
the Officers’ hospitality and free alcohol. The night, as always, ended up with
the seniors inviting the Officers back to
their Mess to continue the motion well
into the early hours.

In December, we were well in to the mad
season that is Christmas. Firstly, there
was an amazingly successful Christmas
Ball held in the Mess with all of the
stops pulled out with the entertainment consisting of a compere, magician, caricaturist and an excellent band.
The Mess was wonderfully decorated

The last act of the year was the handing over of the reins of RSM from WO1
RSM T Jones to WO1 RSM PD Jones.
The Mess looks forward to 2011 with all
the challenges it will bring, including the
deployment to Afghanistan. All at the
Mess would like to wish Capt T Jones
all of the very best in his new appointment as an LE.
RCM
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WO2 Hawtin finally able to wear chaps in public

Sgt Scouse Ananins crooning

ADVERTORIAL

Redundancy –
How Generous Will The Package Be?
The fallout from SDSR has ensured that there will
probably be three tranches of redundancy in the next
three years, possibly four. Lieutenant Commander
David Marsh from the Forces Pension Society examines the packages on offer for those who either volunteer or are compulsorily made to leave the Army
prematurely.
There are two principle pension schemes in place.
AFPS75.
Entitlement to an immediate Pension & Gratuity on exit everybody must
complete at least 18 years’ reckonable service, other than officers who
have passed their 16 year point (and would already be entitled to a pension on exit). Less than this requirement, but at least two years’ reckonable service, will remain entitled to a Preserved Pension and Gratuity
payable at age 60/65.
Officers who have completed at least 9, but less than 16, years’ reckonable
service, and Other Ranks who have completed at least 12, but less than
18 years’ reckonable service, will receive a Resettlement Grant, currently
worth £14,686 and £10,038 respectively.
Those awarded an immediate pension and gratuity payable on exit will
receive a Special Capital Payment worth up to 9 months’ salary.

AFPS05
Individuals leaving aged 55 or over will be awarded
a full Pension and lump sum on exit.
Individuals who have completed at least 18 years’
qualifying service and aged 40 or over, but under 55
on will receive benefits under the Early Departure
Payments (EDP) System.
Those leaving with at least 2 years’ qualifying service, under age 40, will be awarded a Preserved Pension & Lump Sum,
normally payable at age 65.
Officers and Ratings completing at least 12 years’ qualifying service on
exit, will receive a Resettlement Grant currently worth £10,302.
A Compensation Lump Sum is also payable, but the permutations are
so complex and numerous that there is insufficient space to cover them
in detail in this article.
If you are a member of The Forces Pension Society we can put together
a forecast of your potential redundancy benefits to help you decide on
your future. Our help desk is on hand to answer any pension questions
you may have: www.forcespensionsociety.org.

Those without entitlement to an immediate pension and gratuity at the
point of exit, but had they completed their current commission/engagement would have left the Service with an immediate pension on exit will
receive 1.5 months’ salary for each year of redundancy reckonable service
(from age 18 – Other Ranks and Officers ).
Those who, had they completed their current commission/engagement,
would have left the Service without an immediate pension on exit receive
the lower of:
a. 1.5 months’ salary for each year of redundancy reckonable service.
or
b. 1.5 months’ salary for each year by which redundancy has shortened the commitment to further service – plus 1.5 months’ salary.
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Regimental
Sport and
Adventurous
Training
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Alpine Ski Team
The 1st of December saw the eleven
members of the 2010/11 QDG Alpine
Ski Team making their way to Verbier to
take part in Ex White Knight, an event
which sees 100 or so members of the
RAC and AAC descend on Verbier to
train and ultimately race in various disciplines of Alpine skiing.
After a long journey in inclement
weather the veteran team members
where more than happy to reacquaint
team QDG with the Fer a Cheval for a
quick supper before heading to and taking over the chalet that would be home
for the six week exercise.
The first full day was set aside for administration, sorting lift passes and equipment. This was especially important
for the new skiers including Troopers
Doolan and Carew who to their credit,
whilst brand new to the Regiment,
jumped at the chance to take part having only had a couple of weeks’ notice.
The second day was the first opportunity to hit the slopes and after quickly
slotting into groups with people of similar abilities from the other Regiments,
the training started. Under the expert
tuition of the Verbier Ski school instructors most days consisted of a morning
of pole training; learning, developing
and in some cases perfecting racing
techniques. This was usually followed
by an afternoon away from the poles
working on more general technique and
certainly some pretty intense off-piste
work depending on your instructor!
After a brief Christmas break which saw
Lts Hoenich and Robinson heading
off to catch a few days at home, and
Capt Renshaw turning up to ensure that
things continued to run smoothly, the
racing began.

LCpl “Dolph Lundgren” Armishaw in flight

LCpl Hatton as in previous years produced some very strong top ten results,
particularly when he managed to stay
on his feet! Overall he was our strongest skier eventually finishing 9th overall.
Tpr Symons continued to build on his
excellent results from his previous novice year and regularly began to appear
in the top twenty. Tpr Edge showed
great improvement and was regularly
finishing in the early twenties. He finished 26th overall, two places behind
Tpr Symons, a very impressive performance for a novice Skier. Further good
results were recorded by LCpl Jones
who eventually finished 40th beating
skiers who had been training in groups
well above him and Tpr Carew who
came in 59th beating skiers with far
more experience than him.
Our strongest four skiers went on to
form the “A” team for the team event and
our next strongest foursome combined

Tpr Doolan gets some air time on Christmas Day
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to make the “B” team. The same levels
of determination and performance were
shown throughout and they went on to
finish 6th and 12th respectively, out of
20 teams.
This marked the end of the competition
for all but the top four skiers, who would
proceed to the Divisional finals at Les
Contamines where the following results
were achieved:
LCpl Hatton
21st
Lt Hoenich
48th
Tpr Symons
49th
Tpr Edge
76th
These results were good enough to
push individuals and the team onto
the Army championships however with
Herrick 15 on the horizon, it would
have involved missing too much valuable training so the team returned to
Dempsey Barracks in early January.
RGR

1 Medal, 6 Winners - another year at Aux Croquignoles
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Nordic Ski Team
On the 11th of December 2010, seven
soldiers from the Regiment departed
for Switzerland to take part in Nordic
skiing. Due to the intensity of courses
before Christmas, the team consisting
of four novices and four others with 1
year’s experience had 1 week to prepare for the RAC championships. The
reward for a long seven-hour journey to
the village of Les Diablerets in the Swiss
Alps was a beautiful chalet owned by
our coach, Jean-Marie.
On our first day on the snow - quite literally for LCpl Saverin – we were introduced to ski waxing before heading to
the local course. After a quick intro to
the technique required from Jean-Marie,
we were off. Our first attempt to skate
proved that it was going to be a long
week. While Tprs Mitchell and Morris
quickly got back into the stride of it, the
novices amongst us kicked and poled
in an attempt to move but made little
forward progress. LCpl Saverin was the
fastest, unfortunately for him he was

falling to the ground. While struggling for
balance during the day we progressed
well on the first day with Tpr France
already proving to have natural talent.
The following days continued like the
first with steady progress. Shooting
practice was also put into the training,
which was surprisingly demanding when
slightly out of breath. From first impressions it looked like we would be doing
quite a few penalty laps. After an uphill
beast on the third day we were treated
to a slight change. Our hard work was
rewarded with a trip to the local hot spa,
which was very welcome for the aching
muscles. It proved to be a vital rest as
Lt Sambrook had discovered a 9km
ascent for the following morning but
everyone made it to the top with relative
ease. In fact the hardest part was getting back down the red run...on Nordic
skis. Tpr France went for the fast option
and broke his skis and LCpl Saverin had
his soul broken as he continually wiped
out on the steep downhills.

Towards the end of the week Jean-Marie
was suitably impressed with our ability
though our shooting remained suspect.
We were forced to tackle the 9km hill
once more, all except Tpr Mitchell who
opted for a more uphill route on foot. It
had been a truly demanding week on
the snow but in true QDG style the limited local nightlife was put to the test on
numerous occasions. Unfortunately not
many of the local girls were charmed
by the dance moves on show. However
Tpr Griffiths 357 was more successful
proceeding to use some unusual Nordic
facilities to entertain a local beau.
After a much-needed twelve-day break
for Christmas the team reassembled
on 2nd January to take part in the RAC
championships at Hochfilzen, the World
Championship course. Rumours about
the complexity and steepness of its hills
had been the subject of much conversation during our training. We soon learnt
that the first race was a 15km long classic race, for which we had practiced

Tpr Griffiths 147 digging deep at the end of the individual biathlon

Tpr Griffiths 357 coming in to shoot on individual
biathlon at Les Contamines
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very little. It was a truly exhausting race,
which was followed in the afternoon by
a 7.5km skate, a significant step up from
our training distances. Tpr Griffiths 147
continued his success from the previous year, placing well as a junior novice. The following races passed without
much change from the first but the fifth
race saw our first triathlon. During training our shooting had vastly improved so
there was hope for some good finishes.
Unfortunately towards the end of the
race there were a few dilemmas. The
quality of our shooting dropped, Tpr
France had a bad run in more ways than
one and Tpr Mitchell broke his rifle. It
was a disappointing day but there was
a much-improved performance on the
final day in the team relay. Overall QDG
A team finished just outside the top ten
which was a great performance considering our limited training time.
After the challenges of Hochfilzen, the
team moved to Les Contamines in
France for the Divisional Championships.
With two broken rifles we rotated our
team every race to maintain everyone’s
endurance. After the mistakes of too
much wax in Hochfilzen, Tpr Morris
and Lt Lough suffered the fate of too
little wax making the race an uphill battle. However, with more evenly matched
competition and greater fitness everyone
started to improve their rankings, with Tpr
Griffiths 147 and Tpr Morris moving well.
Such progress continued in the individual
skate and biathlon with Tpr France having a storming race in the latter recording
a top 60 finish and Tpr Mitchell consistently in the top third of competitors.

Before the final team biathlon race
there was time to make the most of
fresh powder in the alpine resort. With
high hopes for a good placing in the
team event, the race started well but as
fatigue set in some of the boys started
to fall rather spectacularly with severe
implications to their shooting resulting
in another disappointing day. With Lt
Sambrook having to return to regimental duty a day early Lt Lough was left
to lead the patrol race, a 25km beasting around the local slopes. It was a tremendous effort by all. Few targets were
missed on the shoot, and we achieved
near maximum points on most command tasks but fatigue slowed our
time. Nonetheless we placed second
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in the novice category which was duly
celebrated that night.
It ended a thoroughly enjoyable 3
weeks. Everyone had had a unique
experience in the glory of the Alps,
pushing themselves to the limit of their
endurance and achieving high finishes
given the far more experienced competition. Our thanks go to Jean-Marie
for his training and Lt Sambrook for
his organisation of Nordic skiing 2010.
Finally we would like to thank all those
who sponsored our participation most
notably the PRI and Duncan Bullivant.
JCFL

Snowboarding Team
The winter sport of snowboarding has
continually grown in popularity within
the British Army over the last decade.
Most Corps have now established their
own Championships preceding the
Army Championships in Stubai, Austria.
This has greatly increased the professionalism of both the sport within the
Army and subsequently the competition
itself. This year 8 members of the QDG
had the privilege to compete in the now
200-strong competition.
The QDG fielded both an experienced
team in the open competition and a
team of 4 complete novices for the
novice competition. With little time to
prepare after returning from BATUS,
our novices only had the luxury of 5
training days before the start of the
Championships.
For the experienced riders these 5 days
were bliss, enjoying calm pre-season
slopes with fantastic weather. LCpl King
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and Cpl Patchett become particularly
good at scouting out fantastic fresh powder to increase the team’s boarder-cross
abilities. For our novice team however,
these were 5 long days. LCpl Lewis found
that initially he was not a natural ‘ambiturner’, but perfected the art of unintentionally cartwheeling down the Tirolean
slopes. By the start of the competition all
their hard-work and tenacity meant that
they were all able to race downhill. Tpr
Beacock however, still hadn’t quite mastered the art of catching the drag lifts and
so decided he preferred to tab back up to
the top of mountain instead.
The Championships commenced with
the Open teams’ giant slalom competition. Due to the increasing size of the
competition 2 days of qualifying races
preceded the main finals. LCpl King not
only made it to the finals, but ended up
in 8th overall, out-competing some of
the Army team themselves. Cpl Patchett
and Tpr Jamieson also gave the much

larger corps teams a run for their money
making it to the last cut. LCpl King also
did very well in the freestyle competition, pulling off an array of tricks to end
up once again in the top ten.
Our novice team also put up a gallant
effort, competing in -25° winds to try out
their newly learnt skills. After a healthy
bite of facial frost-nip Tpr Beacock
quickly learnt the value of wearing his
facemask properly. Each of the novices
found their strengths in different events,
with LCpl Mee and Trp Jacobson doing
well in the Giant Slalom and LCpl Lewis
finishing in the top 15 for the bordercross competition.
Overall the QDG Snowboarding team
maintained its high status at the
Championships, whilst having a fun
and exhilarating expedition. The team
is looking forward to competing again
in 2012.
TWB
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Rugby Football
The 2009/10 Season saw the Regimental
Rugby team return to the field of play
after a long lay-off due to Operations
and the QDG 50th Anniversary celebrations. We welcomed back some of
the senior members of the Regimental
team returning from posting such as
SSgt Lockyer, SSgt Davies 527 and Sgt
Jones 458, who were duly appointed
as the new management and coaching
team due to the unfortunate injury to the
previous coach Cpl Thomas 446.
The team was present at the RCA
weekend to display its talents to the
older generation. This was against the
old enemy – QRH – which saw the
Regimental XV win in wet and windy
conditions with the support of the RCA
and members of the Regiment all coming from inside an18x24 tent. We won
that game in emphatic style by 30 points
to 3 with some good running rugby; this
was to be the theme for the remainder
of the season.
Entry into the BA(G) Challenge cup saw
the team pitched against 35 Engineer
Regiment away in the first round. A
tense first half saw us go in at the break
10-nil down. After a stern talk from the
coaches and Captain Roberts the team
composed itself and romped home to
win the game 35–10 with the forwards
grinding out the hard yards to combine
with the talent of the back line to stuff
it up ‘em.
Up next was 28 Engineer Regiment at
home, again won in style with the magic
hands and pace of the back line and
solid up-front tackles from the forwards.
The 28–7 score saw us into the semi
final against the team who knocked us
out the year before in the last minute
with a penalty. Revenge and pride were
the key motivations to see the team
produce a 5–0 win in the harshest conditions of the year in Fallingbostel, not
to mention the partisan crowd with the

Everything stood still for Capt Parkyn

bagpipes screeching constantly. To the
team this was probably the most significant win after the disappointment of the
previous year.
So it was onto the final in Gutersloh
against none other than the Scots DG,
unfortunately the team was struck by
injury and skiing which saw us field an
under-strength side due to people having to play out of position. After some
hard forward play and some spirited
performances from the entire team we
were eventually beaten by a well-drilled
and fast Scots DG 35–17.
Making the final of the BA(G) cup gave
us automatic entry into the quarter final
stage of the UK Army Cup against The
REME at Arborfield. This required a
mini-tour to Aldershot for some team
training and prep. The training was hard
and for possibly the first time in a while

Full time
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The unstoppable Tpr Bobo brushing off a few more
punters

saw the team with a new qualified level
1 coach in the name of Sgt Butch Davies
119 who used his new-found expertise,
along with the experience of SSgt Rob
Jones 458, to sharpen the skills and
drills of the team and ensure we put
up the best possible performance we
could. Unfortunately the rub of the green
was against us and we lost 22–17.
The future can only be bright for QDG
Rugby with such a young side and
some real talent coming through.
Representative honours going to the
following:
Capt Parkyn – Welsh select
LCpl Davies (Chunk)

Welsh select – BA(G) – Corps
LCpl Roberts (Gaz) – BA(G) – Corps
LCpl Schofield – Corps
Tpr Morris – Philippines National
Sevens – BA(G) – Corps
Tpr Bobo – Welsh select  Army Rugby League – BA(G) – Corps
Tpr Tukana – Corps
Tpr Gabirieli – Corps
RAL
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Welsh Army Select XV vs Crawshays XV
In March 2010, the Regiment was contacted about the possibility of sending
rugby players to take part in a charity
match at Cardiff Arms Park. Due to injuries and availability, only Capt Parkyn,
Tpr Bobo and Tpr Morris 663 were able
to travel to Wales with the squad. Tprs
Bobo and Morris were able to undertake the entire week’s worth of training but due to a new job Capt Parkyn
had to join them slightly later. The week
started with a “meet and greet” session
for the players from the 1st Bn Welsh
Guards, 2nd Bn Royal Welsh and 1st
The Queen’s Dragoon Guards dubbed
the Welsh Army Select. Initially, there
was much tension within the camp,
not because the QDG had come over
from Germany but because the WG and
2RW had played each other in the final
only a few weeks before with 2RW winning 31-26. This initial hostility did not
last long and soon the banter had lost
its edge. Based at Maindy Barracks on
Cardiff, the squad departed daily to all
parts of the principality for training sessions with a variety of coaches. Capt
Parkyn joined the squad and needed a
notebook to write down all of the moves,
calls and drills that had been conjured
up by a very impressive backline. If the
backs looked sharp, the forwards were
even more imposing with the front row
having all represented the Army full XV.
The training staff were headed up by
Colin Jones with the QDG’s own Sgt Dai
Ceeley in support.
On Friday 21st May, after a restful night
(except Capt P who was revising his
notebook), the squad had a final run
through before a huge pasta meal at a
local Italian where we were wished good
luck by the charming waitresses. The
squad arrived early Cardiff Arms Park to
soak up the atmosphere and get used to
the ground. For most of the squad, this
would be the largest ground that they
had played at and the surface was conducive to running rugby, as the Squad

was to discover. Quite a large crowd was
gathering in the stand after being entertained by the Welsh contingent of the
Army Recruiting Team under Sgt Chant.
The squad were given their shirts and
Tpr Morris was starting on the blind side
of the scrum, Tpr Bobo on the blind side
wing and Capt Parkyn on the bench. The
squad’s shirts were extraordinary, some
being shaped for your average rugby
player and others more useful as a liner
for a marquee with Capt Parkyn having
to tape his to his body to prevent being
blown away on the breeze. Capt Parkyn
then went to practise his placekicking
and was achieving mixed results when
the Welsh Army hooker approached
him. “Gis a go, butt!”. Capt P tossed
him his kicking tee and watched open
mouthed as the first kick sailed through
the uprights, out of the ground and
knocked a battered sausage out of a
bloke’s hand in Chip Alley. “Splendid,
carry on” mumbled Capt P before disappearing off to the changing room.
Crawshays are a well-known Welsh
touring side, similar to the Barbarians,
who form up each year to play a select
number of matches before going on
tour themselves. The players come
from all over the World but they encourage talent from local teams in the Welsh
leagues. They regularly have professional players and well as the occasional international. Crawshays have a
long history against Service sides and
this game wishes to extend this long
tradition. Indeed, the Welsh Army Select
were a warm-up to the Crawshays tour
to Hong Kong where internationals
Daffyd James and Tom James played.
This Barbarians atmosphere and professional pool of players meant that the
Welsh Army Select were going to be in
for a tough match. Kick off was preceded by a line-up complete with the
Welsh National Anthem played by the
Band of the Welsh Guards.

Capt Parkyn nimbly side-steps the judo kick which finds a team-mate’s wedding
tackle
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From the off, Crawshays looked to
stretch the Welsh Army out wide using
a rapid back three. Their star performers were their scrum half, who bossed a
huge pack and their fly half whose positional kicking pinned the Welsh Army
back into their own half. These two
combined to open up the Welsh Army
defence on a number of occasions with
the half time score being 52–3 in favour
of a rampant Crawshays.
The second half saw changes on both
sides and Capt Parkyn come on at fly
half for the Welsh Army. The Army side
began to claw back a bit more possession from the marauding Crawshays,
which resulted in more territory for the
Welsh Army. From better field positions,
the Welsh Army were able to mount a
series of attacks that resulted in more
points being added to the Army’s tally,
mainly from the thunderous boot of the
hooker. The half saw a much more dominant Welsh Army and the final score
read 52–21 to Crawshays.
The event was a tremendous experience
for all players but particularly the QDG
contingent who often miss out on the
Welsh events due to being in Germany.
Tpr Bobo had a great game, unleashing his devastating pace on various
occasions and his famous aggressive
defence rocking the Crawshays back
line. The stand out performance was
from Tpr Morris who played virtually the
entire match against a bigger, faster and
better pack whilst still managing to show
the class that has seen him picked for
the Philippines national side. Both players were a huge credit to the Regiment
on and off the pitch in what was a magnificent week and a huge thank you
must go to Colin Jones and his staff for
organising this fantastic event.
BP

Tpr Morris 663 gets stuck in
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Regimental Cycling
It has been another busy year for cycling
within the Regiment. QDG soldiers
have competed in both Army Germany
mountain bike and road events throughout the year, including team and individual time trials, hill climb races, circuit
races and a mammoth charity ride from
Berlin to Cardiff in seven days.
The road race season consisted of
eight races, four of which are held at
Princess Royal Barracks, Gutersloh.
These races are held along eight laps
of a seven-kilometre loop incorporating
the old airfield with five-hundred metre
sprint contested on each lap. The pace
is always high with most riders averaging around forty kilometres per hour for
the duration of the race. However, even
after being warned, 2nd Lt Sambrook,
on a borrowed bike, decided that he
would show off his ‘skills’ and took
to the front of the race from the start.
Unfortunately, his fleeting moment of
glory was swallowed up by the rest
of the racers as they pushed past him
before the end of the first lap!
The majority of the other races during
the season utilise the sixty-kilometre
loop of the Hohne/Fallingbostel range
road. This undulating stretch of road
provides ideal individual races and
time trials. The team time trial event
held in September, while the majority
of the Regiment were in BATUS, consisted of a mixed bag from HQ Sqn,
including members from MT, the train-

ing wing and RHQ. Thankfully, Cpl ‘Big
H’ Henwood spared us all from wearing a skin suit but thoroughly enjoyed
his inaugural race which also saw him
pedal sixty kilometres for the first time
non stop.
The highlight of the road race year
was a hill climb event held in the Harz
Mountains. The seventy-kilometre loop
consisted of three different contested
climbs and, combined with high summer temperatures, it was a very tough
competition. The end of the race had
seen competitors climb more than thirty
kilometres, with Capt Tyson coming in
a respectable seventh out of thirty two
competitors.

Capt Tyson finds out he is to be QM(T) for the
Regimental Equipment Care Inspection

The two mountain bike races held
over the season utilised the ridgelines
around Hameln, and both events tested
the lung capacity of all of the racers due
to the amount of hills that have to be
climbed!
With the seven-day charity ride from
Berlin to Cardiff, organised by SSgt
Robinson, the interest in cycling from
across the Regiment continues to grow.
More are seeing riding road and mountain bikes as an alternative form of fitness, and with more races planned for
2011 it is hoped that greater numbers
of QDG soldiers will be at the start line
next season.
JDJT
LCpl Brown and LCpl “Padre” Jones

Powerlifting
Yet again QDG has been at the forefront of strength competition within
BA(G) and especially with Powerlifting
as currently Dempsey Barracks is the
home of Powerlifting with yours truly
at the helm in the guise as Secretary
for BA(G) Powerlifting. Whilst many of
the Regiments within BFG have been
busy training and of course partaking in
BATUS we have still managed to have
4 competitions.
For those who know very little about
Powerlifting you get placed into weight
categories like boxing then everyone
gets 3 lifts in each discipline (Squat,
Bench Press and Deadlift) your best
attempt for each is taken and combined
to give you an overall points score,
this is then changed via the Wilkes
Coefficient system to give the outcome.
This ensures the smaller lifter is on par
with the larger lifter and levelling out
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the playing field so the smaller guys are
often stronger.
On the 10th March 2010 21 lifters turned
up to the nearby Barker Barracks in
Paderborn as 1 PWRR hosted the BA(G)
Bench Press Championships. As usual
most people can Bench Press so there
are very little nerves to get over although
everyone is always worried about missing
their attempt whilst up on the platform.
With the lifters coming from 7 different
regiments it is good to see the spread of
lifters getting bigger. Unfortunately with
me away on Late Entry Officers Course,
there was no one to gather some support
so there were no QDG entries, the competition was won by an Engineer LCpl
McNellis who Bench Pressed 160kgs at
a body weight of 91 kgs.
Next was the Push and Pull in Apr 10 and
although injured (I refereed) QDG was bet-

ter represented with 4 out of the 16 lifters.
This time it is a Bench Press followed by
the Deadlift. There were some good lifts
namely Tpr Crofton who benched 90kgs
whilst our NAAFI Chef Mr Paul Scaife
benched 145kgs at a body weight of 89
kgs. After that was the Deadlift which saw
Tpr Andy Reilly deadlift 100kgs whilst Cpl
Tom Hughes pulled 155kgs off the floor.
Unfortunately no one took any top honours on this day although Tpr Reilly came
2nd in the 67.5kg category, Tpr Crofton
came 2nd in the 75kg category and Cpl
Hughes 696 4th in the 90kg category.
23 June 10 was the BA(G) Full Power
Championships (all 3 lifts). This time
another 19 lifters turned up all vying to
win their weight category and or better their last results. This time a better
showing again with 7 QDG’s entering
(5 of them from the gym). We had Tprs
Humphrey and Appleby in the75kgs
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Cpl Hughes 696 silent for once

Capt Powell prepares to squat

category with Cpl Hinton. LCpl Robert
265 in the 82.5kgs and our new Corps
man SSgt Hughes in the 100kgs category whilst Sgt Unsworth (AGC) joined
me Capt Powell in the 125kg category.
Top lifts of the day came from Tpr
Humphrey with 80kgs and LCpl Roberts
with 100kgs in the Squat whilst Mr
Scaife from NAAFI once again squatted 155kgs. The Bench Press saw SSgt
Hughes do 130kgs and Sgt Unsworth
120kgs whilst Cpl Hinton got 85kgs.
Finally the Deadlift saw Tpr Appleby
complete 110kg and Capt Powell
235kgs in the Deadlift. There were wins
for SSgt Hughes in the 100kg category
and Capt Powell in the 125kg category,
although the remainder of the team did
well all placing in 2nd and 3rd.
Finally and to continue the interest
we held a Team Powerlifting competition where you come as 3 lifters be it
all male, all female or mixed, with the
system able to work out and level the

Cpl Roberts burning the thighs

playing field as I mentioned. Due to
BATUS the timing wasn’t great that said
we had 6 lifters from QDG and although
all had a good go the outright winners
were 28 Engr Regt on the day.
This year has seen Powerlifting in
BA(G) continue to go from strength to

strength. I have said it before and will
say it again, we may not be able to put
15 guys on a Rugby Field or 11 on a
Football Field but this sport allows an
individual to compete against others
and gain recognition. Thank you to all
who supported this year’s Powerlifting.
GMP

Ex Rhino Soldier
Whilst the majority of the Regiment
were in BATUS a flyer was sent around
Paderborn Garrison for the inaugural
BA(G) ‘Tough Man’ race. Ex RHINO
SOLDIER was to consist of a 16km run
on Staple training area with ten obstacles
interspersed along the route. As only a
small number remained in Dempsey Bks,
Capt Tyson ‘invited’ the other LE officers
to form a QDG team and enter the race.
Thankfully they all agreed, and although
Capt Powell took a little more persuading, team “Crusty Racers” was born.
With only a month or so to train the team
consisting of Capts John, Hinton, Powell
and Tyson started banging out the miles
in readiness for the event.
On a rather cold and snowy November
morning the intrepid racers waited
for the start of the race, and although
a number of ‘comfort breaks’ were
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needed to alleviate Capt Tyson’s dicky
bladder, the starting gun did eventually fire and the 500 competitors from
across BA(G) began to trudge through
the soft Staple sand. The first obstacle
did not appear until the 12km point and
consisted of a sand hill and a water
drop, in fact nearly all of the obstacles
incorporated a sand hill and water to
wade through. The only exception
being a dodgy rope swing utilising an
Army crane! The last obstacle appeared
with only 500m left of the 16km course
and was a welcome sight after running
for over an hour and a half in less than
ideal conditions. However, all of the
Crusty Racers finished the event and in
very respectable positions. It was even
heard that Capt Powell enjoyed the
event so much that he might take up
cross-country running as a hobby!
JDJT

Four early versions wait for their free bus back home
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Nijmegen March
Again the long one has cajoled, bluffed,
inspired and sold some ‘iffy’ dreams
to fine upstanding members of the
Regiment. Yes the Nijmegen Marches
came around again, to test, scar, delight
and bruise young and old. Cadet,
Territorial, Regular, Navy, RAF and us!
Thirty-five members of the Regiment
initially volunteered for this year’s event,
with all ranks and age groups represented (less the Officer’s Mess ehem!).
Given the constant turmoil of ranges,
exercises, courses and leave, training again became a hit and miss affair.
Through the early Easter period few
were able to put the required miles on
their feet, and as the BFG fifty mile qualifying event approached in early May
this would result in some interesting foot
and sweat rash related ailments. Some
panicked and opted for the ‘I’ll cover
my entire foot in zinc oxide tape’, or the
‘I can tab all day, CFTs don’t bother me’
attitude. Still through all these hurdles
with much patience from all team members we arrived in Heumensoord Camp,
Nijmegen on a sunny Saturday in July.
The initial seventy-two hours is spent
ironing kit, readjusting bergens, and
hydrating. All of which is heroically
squeezed in between spontaneous

bouts of close harmony singing in the
‘incredibly social’ hospitality tents,
dodgy dancing on the marbled cobbles
of the town square and then evenings
spent promenading along the river Waal
recounting the battle of Nijmegen a la
WW2 supplemented with some fine
brews of Heineken. Without realising it
at the time, Mother Nature was dropping
us some heavy hints as to her intentions
for the march its self. The cloudless sky
and the absence of the usual ever-present blustery wind should have pointed
to the conditions ahead. Tuesday morning 0300 hours and wakey-wakey.
Gee’d up Cadets, old sweat Territorials
and moaning Regulars all awake to
the call to arms. Within the next three
hours, seven thousand servicemen and
women will march past their respective
two stars, and head into the centre of
town to meet with the sixty thousand
civilian competitors awaiting them.
Martial music from NATO bands sent
us on our way, and 1ST The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards were off. Due to the
fact that it was only 0530 hours, some
questioned my earlier descriptions of
throngs of adoring crowds jostling to
snatch a peek of our valiant heroes!
Admittedly until we hit town, I was cov-

ering with smoke and mirrors. Then as
we swept into the centre of town, all
became clear. 57,000 civilian marchers and equal amount of party-goers
(some of whom had not slept since
Saturday) swept us up and pushed us
onto the Nijmegen Bridge. The initial
march north into the Southern environs
of Arnhem was uneventful as the day
had yet to really warm up. By 1230, we
were walking in 37C heat, with minimal shade. What could have been a
nice meander through the flat Dutch
countryside, rapidly turned into a Beau
Geste slog along hot black asphalt, with
the added distraction of the tempting
cool waters of the Waal reflecting every
piece of sunlight into our faces!
Luckily, the team managed to complete this day intact. Others were not
so lucky. Over 3,500 competitors fell by
the wayside on the opening day. The
return to camp ended with the obligatory march into the beer tent, where all
other military competitors warmly welcome you home. Oh why do we do it?
All the talk before this surrounds sleep,
water, showers… By the time we fall out
(in the tent) many friendly nations come
forward to hand out the prescription free
pain killer in a half pint glass. It always

The 2010 Nijmegen Team
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Tprs Hustwayte and Griffiths 657 enjoying local
hospitality on the march

Tpr Evans 880 and LCpl Sloan with mixed emotions

The team finds a hill in Holland

astounding how many differing nationalities comes forward to claim to have
served with the Regiment over the years!
GOC 1(UK) Div commented on the ability of our team, to radiate all that is good
about ‘Tommy Atkins’ whilst still having
the slightly rakish qualities of the rogues
that some may be. Day two took in the
Northeastern suburbs of Nijmegen with
little change in the weather. The team
had from somewhere discovered a little
mettle, and put in a quick time, even
with the bottlenecks caused by walking
along dyke tops and small country cart
tracks. It is perhaps time to mention the
spies in the cab. The UK organisers run
a points system for the event, marking
teams on criteria ranging from smartness, team cohesion, speed, interaction with the crowd and with other military contingents, and final overall team
enjoyment. Unsurprisingly, this is where
historically we have outshone the Sun!
The appearance of Dragons and Eagles
on Police vehicles, polices women,
sign posts, cars, children, the German
National Contingent signpost and finally
on every bus to and from Heumensoord
camp almost moved the 1 star from
UKSC(G) to tears. As you may now
realise, the fastest team doesn’t win!
Those that can enjoy, survive, mix and
show the world what the Brits can do
are marked far more favourably than
any racing snakes. Each town or village
reached will have a band and a saluting dais on which the local Mayor and a
military dignitary will await all the teams.
Some smile and wave, some ignore,
however we fall into step and treat the
locals to a bit of Trooping the Colour
as we pass by. It is here that the spies
mark the teams whilst listening to the
response from the local bigwigs. These
small ‘tests’ coupled with the opportunities to dance, high five and hand out
Cap badges, stickers and Baseball hats
all contribute to our final standing, as
much as our own enjoyment. Therein
lays the secret of the whole event. Get
in, enjoy, feel the love and just go with it!

individually these hills do not pose any
great problem, try to keep in mind that
these appear at the 60-70 mile point in
the march. Blisters formed on the tips
of toes burst, those on the heels burst
and the Bergen rub on the back shifts
just that little bit further. But the crowds
just keep partying! These crazy Dutch
dudes keep the beat banging and the
soul from flagging. This is where those
who have proved back in camp to be the
‘fitties’ start to feel slightly less robust,
and the quiet ones come to the fore.
Many have fallen by the wayside on
day 3, and coupled with the 37C temperatures this day 3 was no different. At
the third checkpoint the team lost three
members to injury! All were blooded
and in pain, and all received a red card
from the medics. Irrespective whether
you choose to push on, the red card is
the end of the road! The march into the
beer tent was a little bit more painful that
day due to our losses; however we felt
that the fallen would want us to march
in and crack on. So we did! That night
the Brigadier UKSC(G) handed out the
prizes for the best teams. Having been
placed as the Best British Team three
times, the Regiment does have pedigree in this area, however due to our
loses of the day I believed that we had
blown it this time around. Prizes came
and went, until the overall price was left.
Surprisingly we were placed second
mainly due to the all round great game
we played, having received rave reviews
from the Cadet Instructors for our interaction with their teams, and the good
impression given throughout the event.
Not a bad result really. Most important
was the fact that we beat the team from
the Armour Centre Bovington, and ATR
(Bassingborne)!

the Via Gladiola awaited. As the team
gradually inched closer the crowds got
significantly larger. Flatbed lorries with
Can Can girls dancing, roof top parties,
street parties and general civic upheaval
all coincided to make the last stretch
easy on the feet and significantly easier
on the heart. The final 3 kms found the
team experiencing some of the local
hostelries, and enjoying their wares.
Most British teams attempt to enter the
Charlemagne field together, at approximately 1500 hrs in order to march past
together, this allows the teams to stop
short, break track, and enjoy the love
that is the final approach.

I digress, day three, the Groesbeek
Heights. A series of steep hills, seven
in total, which swerve in and out of the
German-Dutch border through a battlefield contested tooth and nail by the SS
and Canadian forces in WW2. Whilst
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Day four was a tour through the battlefields of Grave, Moolenhojk, Cjuick and
into Nijmegen itself. Historians would
instantly recognise this as the infamous
‘Hell’s Highway’ over which 30 Corps
fought in an attempt to get to Arnhem.
The final route in to Nijmegen consists
of a 10 Km straight road into the city.
Unfortunately, at the beginning of the
last stretch, the team received its last
casualty. 150kms done only to be red
carded at the last hurdle is indeed a
bitter pill to swallow. For the rest of us

The final section of the whole march is
undertaken as a national contingent.
We form up behind the British Military
band, and March off. Usually the escort
to the Union Flag and the front rank is
reserved for the Best British Team, however, the 1 Star saw fit for the QDG to
take pride of place. The next hour of
marching can only be described as a
bit of Nirvana. All the aches and pains
evaporate; the entire population of
Gelderland splurge onto the streets and
partake in the biggest festival in all of
the Netherlands. Over 3 million people
visit the event every year; over 1 million
are present on the final day. Not bad for
a town with a peacetime population of
50 thousand! The event finishes with a
final salute, taken by a 2 star general
from the UK or a minor Dutch Royal.
The night’s activities are then started,
and go under the grand title of ‘The
Blister Ball’. Each person generally has
a 2-meter total exclusion zone around
their feet, and anyone breaking the
zone of danger is fair game! This night
saw pained expressions everywhere,
coupled with a satisfaction of a job well
done. Those who haven’t attempted it
will wonder why? Those who have wonder why not? Again……. and again…..
and again.
As this goes to print, the Commanding
Officer has agreed to allow the Regiment
to enter again. Any budding volunteers
for a week in the Netherlands, having a
great laugh and not spending time on
the Tank Park see WO2 Williams.
MW
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Mullens Cup Competition
It had been four years since the
Regiment ran a Mullens Cup competition and it was decided that the Troops
should be put through their paces. It
was determined that the competition
would be in the form of a Cambrian
Patrol where Troops would be tested at
various stands during a lengthy route
march. The Sqns split their manpower
into ten teams of around ten soldiers
with five teams from C Sqn, four from
B Sqn and one from A Sqn. The scenario saw the deployment of the QDG
into “Paderbornerland” to defend its
residents from a “Rheinland” insurgency in the Sennelager area. In reality this meant the Troops deploying to
Sennelager Training Area after a week’s
worth of CT1 level training to face an
enemy played by RHQ. Twas ever thus.
Ten stands were designed to test the
Troops on a variety of skills. The medical and media stand led by the RSM and
the RMO, Capt Crabb tested the Troops
on their reaction to an insurgent medical
emergency with “Sky news” asking probing questions. This brought about some
interesting results ranging from shooting
the insurgents to leaving casualties to
sort themselves out. The recovery stand
headed by the EME and his team saw
Troops having to recover a Land Rover
with limited tools and having to employ a
bit of nous as well as elbow grease. SQMS
Mansel’s stand saw the Troops met by
a Special Forces type who led them into
performing an ambush on some luckless enemy forces before they ventured
to SSgt “Sheep” Jones’s signals stand
where he was thrilled to see the Troops
not using the comms handouts that he
had slaved over.
Around this point the Troops had covered nearly 20km and it was starting to
show with the boys’ feet blistering. The
medics were kept busy and the Troops

And so it begins…

were delighted to then be met by Maj
H-M and his team at the section attack
stand which saw them having to roll up
one enemy position only for a depth
position to open up. If it were easy
they would send the Girl Guides. At this
stage the Troops were showing signs of
wear and leadership and determination
would start to set certain Troops apart
from the pack. In order to help them with
this, RHQ harassed the beleaguered
patrols with roving bands of enemy and
some of the Troops were able to execute
some excellent Artillery Targeting serials. Others patrols were not as keen and
decided to ignore the enemy until they
went away, treating them as a rather a
nuisance on this long walk in the woods.
Having been on the go for over 20 hours
at this stage, the Troops were fatigued
enough that when SQMS Kimsey and
Capt Moore set them off on their stalk
stand little movement was seen going
forward towards the target. The initial
appraisal was that the boys were very

A pouting Lt Williams is studiously ignored by Cpl Coote
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The Commanding Officer presents the Mullens Cup to Lt Roberts, C Sqn

good at remaining undetected as they
stalked. Unfortunately the gentle snoring from the long grass gave them away
and so Capt Moore would gently rouse
our tired soldiers and encourage them
to move on in his own soothing and nurturing style. Upon reaching HQ SQMS,
the Troops could be forgiven for thinking
that it was time for tea and stickies but he
promptly led them into a minefield from
which they had to extract both themselves and now a casualty. Luckily the
PTI, SSgt Hughes was there to encourage and persuade them towards the
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Euphoria at the finish, only a curry between ENDEX
and bed

casevac point where the Heli-Bedfords
were waiting to take the thoroughly
exhausted patrols back to base. Just
when the Troops thought it could not get
any worse, as soon as they returned to
base the Intelligence Officer debriefed
them for an hour before being finally
being unleashed upon a field curry and
the oblivion of well-earned sleep.
Overall, it was a very testing competition.
On average the Troops covered 43km in
around 30 hours having to negotiate an
orders group, seven stands and an intel-

ligence debrief as well as an enthusiastic
and well-informed enemy. The majority
of the exercising soldiers will never have
had to do anything as physically and
mentally demanding and despite some
sore feet, there was a feeling of near
euphoria upon completing a genuinely
demanding test. A big pat on the back
must go to all those that crossed the finish line but there can only ever be one
winner and so congratulations go to Lt
Roberts and his Troop who finished worthy winners in what was a strong field.
BP
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Captain Pilcher shortly after finding out he is to be
Adjutant next
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Exercise Long Look
Upon first hearing that I would be going
to New Zealand for four months on
exchange programme Long Look, I was
ecstatic. New Zealand was a place I had
little knowledge of besides Lord of the
Rings, the Haka and bungee jumping,
but had always wanted to visit. During
my time here I have been overwhelmed
by the county, its people and its unique
cultural identity. I leave in awe of a wonderful place that I may one day like to
call home.
The first thing that strikes the British visitor about New Zealand is that it really is
the other side of the world. It took three
days of flying, including the very confusing experience of crossing the date
line, to get here from RAF Brize Norton.
Despite many typically British traits, like
the habitual consumption of tea and
the usage of ‘mate’ as a greeting, in a
geographical sense at least, one really
couldn’t be farther from home.
My role in the New Zealand Army has
been that of deputy company second
in command of Victor Company, 1st
Battalion the Royal New Zealand Infantry
Regiment. I was based, along with around
half the Kiwi Army, in Linton Camp just
outside the delightful city of Palmerston
North in the centre of the north island.
1RNZIR calls itself cavalry, but is essentially a motorised infantry unit mounted
in LAV; a wheeled, lightly armoured vehicle with a stabilised turret containing a
25mm semi-automatic main armament
with space in the back for a seven-man
section. The New Zealand Army numbers four and half thousand men and
women and takes on an impressive
number of UN commitments, including
Afghanistan, given the natural limitation
presented by its size. The training establishments are all based in the bleak but
stunning wilderness of Waiouru, which
rolls and spikes around the magnificent snow-covered Ruapehu mountain.
While evoking images akin to those seen

in Lord of the Rings, Waiouru was most
accurately described to me, by a former
British soldier, as, “Senneybridge on steroids”. All four seasons can be experienced in one unlucky afternoon on the
swirling hot/cold ridges, peaks and valleys that constitute the vast training area.
While the general quality of soldier and
officer in 1RNZIR is equivalent to that
found in the British Army, it is undoubtedly the case that they possess superior physical fitness and strength. This
may partly be due the primacy of PT in
their training programme and genetics,
however, another contributing factor is
the perennial playing of rugby and idolisation of all things rugby-related.
It is no overstatement to suggest that
rugby is the dominant religion of New
Zealand. When the All Blacks play, the
four and half million inhabitants of this
far flung, proud island nation hold their
breath expectantly. The players go into
every game knowing that anything less
that a win, forged from free-flowing running rugby, will be greeted with a powerful and deconstructive diatribe from
every media outlet. I was lucky enough to
witness the fervour of a match first hand
when the All Blacks trashed a gallant
Wales in the last game ever to be played
at Carisbrooke stadium in Dunedin.
As I was not good enough to play rugby
union for the camp team I took the opportunity to take up rugby league. Initially I
was placed out of harm’s way on the
wing. After some initial success it was
decided I should stay in that position,
a decision I was quietly delighted with.
Maoris and Islanders only tend to come in
two sizes: big and bigger. Despite being a
Pom, an officer and the only white player
at training, I was very warmly welcomed
and instantly made to feel part of the
team. Something I shall never forget.
Thankfully the OC of Victor Company
was keen for me to see as much of New

Captain Pilcher ordered a light breakfast
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Zealand as possible. As a result, while
I managed to deploy on exercise twice
to Waiouru and become involved in the
troop level in-camp training programme,
I was also given ample time off. The scenic highlight of my travels has to be the
lakes and mountains of the Southern
Alps of South Island. The entire area is
the very definition of the picturesque.
The traveller is spoilt for choice between
ever more epic vistas, each more sublime than the last, looking out across
a multitude of towering snow capped
pyramids, jutting sharply up to pierce
the crisp blue sky, while, lying far below,
giant crystal clear turquoise lakes reflect
mirror images of the whole beauteous
panorama. I also visited Australia.
The cultural highlight was, without
doubt, performing the 1RNZIR Haka
(war dance) with the rest of Victor
Company. There are hundreds of
Hakas, all created and assigned by different tribes and organisations, each
designed to have a deterrence effect
against a would-be aggressor, but this
one is particularly frightful. It makes ‘Ka
Mate’, (as performed by the All Blacks
before each game), look like the nursery
rhyme, ‘The wheels on the bus.’
I also discovered the pure joy of bungee jumping, which I was delighted to
hear was a British invention, started by
the Oxford University Dangerous Sports
Society in the 1970s. My first jump was
only 47meters, (I apply the ‘only’ in
hindsight). My second was a knee trembling 85m, but that was rendered insignificant by my final two jumps, both of
143m. Diving from a bungee platform
is the closest I have ever come to a
religious experience. For those of you
who are confused by this, I suggest you
try it. I’m led to believe there is a bungee jump in Normandy, but that would
require putting one’s life in the hands of
a Frenchman.
HJP

Skiing in Cardrona
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Armed Forces Day
On 26th June 2010 Cardiff hosted the
second ever Armed Forces day to be
held in The United Kingdom. Over 50,000
supporters turned out on one of the hottest days of the year to show their support and thank all services from across
the armed forces. As the most senior line
cavalry Regiment and being of course
from Wales, QDG led the parade. As
usual the RSM, WO1 Tim Jones was
commanding the Colour Party with WO2
Paul Jones on the Colours and SSgts
Leech and Davies 527 escorting them.
After assembling on the grass in front
of Cardiff Castle we stepped off at the
front of hundreds of soldiers, sailors and

airmen, showing off the impeccable drill
that we have always been renowned
for! We marched through central Cardiff
where the streets were lined solidly with
thousands of screaming supporters and
showers of confetti were thrown over us.
The march took us down to Cardiff Bay
and the Waterfront where we saluted
our Colonel-in-Chief HRH The Prince of
Wales and the Duchess of Cornwall, who
were standing beside Lieutenant General
Simon Mayall, Colonel of the Regiment.
We gathered at the bandstand close
to the waterfront in Cardiff Bay where
there was a short Service of memo-

The Regimental Colours are marched
past the Welsh Assembly building

rial and appreciation in respect of all
British Armed Forces. The Battle of
Britain Memorial Flight, Red Arrows and
Helicopter formation all flew past in an
impressive display. Once the parade
had finished we all enjoyed a few drinks
in the sunshine before a free concert
that evening, starring vocal trio ‘The
Soldiers’ which includes our very own
LCpl Ryan Idzi. All in all it was a great
day out with all those marching showing
up the other regiments with our smart
blues and cracking drill.
HJR

An early sight of Future Army Dress

The Colonel-in-Chief being escorted to the Regimental Museum by Mr Peter Wisher
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Army Language Scholarship Scheme in Uruguay
Upon return from Op HERRICK 9 in May
2009 I was fortunate enough to learn
about the Army Language Scholarship
Scheme (ALSS) and to be encouraged
to apply. I had the necessary qualification – a high pass in the Military
Language Aptitude Test – and was at
the stage where I was finishing troop
leading and so my squadron leader
could spare me for a few months.
After a few brief interviews I was on my
way to the Defence School of Languages
at Wilton Park in Beaconsfield, a very
civilised half-hour from London. Here
I underwent an arduous three months
of intensive Spanish training to get
me up to ‘Functional’ level, which is
equivalent to A level. I had done a
GCSE in Spanish ten years before but
little remained beyond “dos cervezas,
por favor” (although that is a crucial
phrase). The teaching at DSL is excellent and I was judged to be at the right
level to be cleared to deploy to Uruguay
for five months in February 2010.
The purpose of the ALSS is twofold: to
broaden the foreign languages capability within the Army and to establish or
strengthen diplomatic links to foreign
militaries. The scheme is open to officers between Second Lieutenant and
Major and consists of language training
at DSL, a placement abroad and then
some further language exams upon
return. It is run in Spanish, French, Italian
and Arabic and the placements are in

Paris, Madrid, Santiago, Montevideo,
Naples and The Oman. My placement
had historically been in Buenos Aires
with the Argentine Army, but due to
developing diplomatic difficulties over
some sovereignty issues in the South
Atlantic this became no longer possible. Luckily the Uruguayans were only
too happy to take over the placement,
having hosted my predecessor for a trial
week, which was deemed a success.
The small country of Uruguay lies
between Brazil and Argentina, on the
northern bank of the River Plate. It is
about half the size of Great Britain and
sparsely populated with 3.5 million
people. Half of these live in the capital city, Montevideo, a sprawling mass
of suburbs around a small city centre
and the main deep-water port south
of Rio de Janeiro. There is a long history with the British, going back before
the country’s foundation in 1825. The
British captured the city in 1807 and
later helped the founding fathers fight to
win independence from the Portuguese.
As recently as the Second World War
all the major utilities companies were
‘Anglo’ but now there is little more than
a few diplomatic links. Due to pressure
from Argentina Royal Navy ships are no
longer allowed to dock in Montevideo,
although otherwise relations are good.
When I landed at the airport I was met
by Capitan Marcelo Laprovitera, with
whom I was to work. We shared an

office with a couple of colonels in the
Escuela Nacional de Operaciones de
Paz – the national peacekeeping school.
This is basically similar to OPTAG for
the British, running courses and exercises to prepare troops for deployment
on peacekeeping operations. Uruguay
is heavily deployed on United Nations
operations, with 2,500 out of 16,000
away at any one time. They have a
large battle group in each of Haiti and
the Democratic Republic of Congo and
a small logistics contingent in Sinai. I
arrived just after the earthquake in Haiti
but thankfully the Uruguayans are stationed away from Port-au-Prince and
only one soldier had died. They are
quite well respected within the UN,
having had some punchy tours of the
Congo, as well as being the leading
troop contributing country in relation to
their size. My job was to help instructing
on the courses and to give English lessons – there are language requirements
for UN deployments. When not teaching I attended some of the courses as
a student and helped re-working all
their lessons plans in English. It was
really interesting to experience training with an army with a very different
emphasis on operations from training
for Afghanistan!
The Uruguayans are a famously friendly
lot and they welcomed me with open
arms. The country is well geared up for
tourism and on weekends I was easily
able to travel about and see a bit of the

Los tres amigos
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country. Punta del Este, a few hours to
the east of the capital, is known as the
‘St. Tropez of South America’ and while
this may be pushing it a bit, it was certainly the venue for some epic nights out.
Further on up the Atlantic coast there
are 170-odd km of stunning beaches,
dotted with the odd fishing village and a
few jaw-droppingly stupendous holiday
houses. The military have small holiday
cabins in most resorts, available for a
nominal fee, which I made good use of.
Most of these had a parilla attached,
the South American style of barbecue
where you cook on the embers raked
across from a fire at the side. I made
sure I became pretty well practised
at these to take full advantage of the
excellent steak, which is a staple diet
for most Uruguayans. The country does
not do much, food-wise, but what it
does it does extremely well. The beef is
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absolutely superb, and they now export
more than Argentina - quite something
considering their relative sizes. It is
also famous for its pasta, owing to a
strong Italian heritage, and the Tannat
red wine, which is similar to Malbec.
Another town I visited in Uruguay was
Fray Bentos, which some older readers
may recognise from corned beef tins,
although the plant is now a museum
and the quality of the meat is much better than anything in a tin!
Whilst in Montevideo I was not short of
friends. There is a large student population in the city and, while things are
pretty quiet during the week, the Up
club is still packed and banging out the
tunes on the beach well past dawn at
weekends. There is a small British expat
community who were pleased to see
me in my service uniform at the Queen’s

Birthday Party at the Embassy - “glad to
see you flying the flag” - and the close
protection team of Marines from the
US Embassy were generally good for a
game of ultimate frisbee on a Sunday or
a run along the seafront. The city has a
very European feel and although it was
certainly a foreign country, it was really
easy to immerse myself fully.
The whole experience was fantastic
and the placement evidently a success,
as they are increasing it to two a year.
I can wholeheartedly encourage any
young officer to apply for the scheme
and, to anyone who is going near South
America, go to Uruguay. It is not as well
known as its larger neighbours but this
hidden gem is well worth the ferry trip
over the river from Buenos Aires.
DCMH

British Festival 2010
With the Regiment going out to Canada
I was given the responsibility of being
officer in charge of the British Festival.
The British Festival takes place every
two or three years within Paderborn
Garrison depending on the location of
20 Armoured Brigade to put on a striking display of British culture, cuisine,
sights and sounds for the local German
residents; or in our case Welsh-ness.
So having received the baton from the
RSM who was involved in the early planning stages I began to look at the detail
and try to make the Welsh Contingent
of the British Festival better than the
remaining Regiments of the Brigade
over the period 02–04 September 2010.
At first I was aware that our adopted
Welsh Choir Cor Y Gyrlais did not have
enough voices available so looked to
identify another potential musical talent. This I found on a trip back to Cardiff
to Armed Forces Day when, around
at Mark Bevan’s (Ex QDG) one evening for a BBQ, there was some back
ground music playing which was very
Stereophonicsesque. On enquiring I
found out the group in question was
indie/rock band ‘4th Street Traffic’ that
had recently won a competition to support the Stereophonics. So I got hold of
the manager Paul Evans’ details. This
process carried on over the following
weeks as I knew they were keen to support the QDG at the event.
Ironically, having gained the funding via
20 Armoured Brigade to get the band
over to Germany I received a call from
WO1 RSMI Kelvin Thomas informing me
that part of the choir could be available
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4th Street Traffic knock out some top tunes

with around 28 voices if we were interested, I got onto 20 Armoured Brigade
at once and they were also booked.
Having attended one of the British
Festival briefings it turned out that many
of them had British Policemen coming
over to enhance the weekend, so again
using that fine military tradition of pulling in favours I contacted the recently
departed and good friend Steve
McMenamy (ex QRL) who had just got
a job as Yeoman in the Tower of London
alongside another old Rugby colleague,
the now Yeoman Jimmy James QRL.
After a number of calls and finally a
letter, I was granted two Yeomen for
the weekend, which concluded all the
assets QDG would bring to the weekend – less a Strongman contest.

With everything in place the weekend
began on the Friday evening with a
VIP Cocktail Party for politicians and
community leaders gathered with 20
Armoured Brigade top brass for drinks
and canapés whilst listening to the Band
of the Welsh Guards Beating the Retreat.
An added addition was the arrival of
our Yeomen Alan Fiddes and Crawford
Butler who arrived in time to welcome
guests at the entrance to Schloss
Neuhaus which was a nice touch.
Whilst this was going on Sgt ‘Minty’
Kendall (IC Regimental Marquee) and
I began erecting the first of two QDG
Marquees hired out by 20 Armoured
Brigade, then it was a quick turn around
and back to host our guests 4th Street
Traffic (who arrived earlier in the day and
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Tpr Reilly lifts the log

Cpl Lavelle at the QDG Stand with two budding recruits

spent the afternoon on the Tank Park
looking at a sample of vehicles and weapons put together by Sgt Jones 402 and
Cpl Fennell), we waited for Cor Y Gyrlais
to arrive before having some food.
Saturday started early as Sgt Kendall
and his team erected a second marquee, which was to host the VIPs later
in the day. Meanwhile the QDG stands
began setting up which included our
QDG Chefs under the guidance of WO2
(RCWO) Mark Meacham. By around
0900hrs we had a Welsh Stand run by
Sgt Daz Carew, a Rugby Stand (where
children where able to score points by
throwing rugby balls through hanging
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tyres) run by Cpl Gavin Griffiths 411, a
QDG Stand where again the children
could dress and have photos taken
in Reds with Cpls Steve Williams 063
and Tony Lavelle or with either of our
Yeomen.
Finally in the food marquee we had
a choice of Lamb Baguettes or Leek
quiche as well as some liquid refreshment whilst the QDG wives yet again
stepped up to the plate, got cooking
and provided a range of cakes to be
sold to the local German population.
Huge crowds gathered in Paderborn City
Centre to experience a touch of British

Yeoman Alan Fiddes takes a minute out to capture a
reminder of the British Festival

culture and did not go away empty
handed as they got a taste from all the
regiments from Pimms Bars and Scottish
Whiskey to traditional Fish and Chips
or Roast Beef and Yorkshire Puddings.
All this whilst being entertained by 4th
Street Traffic, Cor Y Gyrlais as well as
other military bands and groups. As the
long day finished everything got collapsed including two marquees and all
the stalls we had for the day.
During the evening we entertained our
guests with some food, the choir were
requested to attend the Charity Military
Tattoo as well as our Yeomen. The Band
carried on drinking as they had since
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around 1130hrs that morning, leaving
their host Sgt ‘Clunch’ McDonald in
‘clip’. The Tattoo took place in the City
Centre with the first half of the evening
presented by the German Musikkorps
band and the Polish Military Band. After
the break the audience was treated to
Cor Y Gyrlais before the Band of The
Welsh Guards concluded the evening.
The weekend concluded with a 20
Armoured Brigade Sports Day on Bad
Lippespringe pitches, with all regiments
encouraged to provide a 7’s Rugby or
6-a-side Football Team. Whilst the sports
were ongoing there was plenty for the
families to do with interest or food and
drink stalls as well as the Main Arena,
which had displays from the Military
Working Dogs and the Paderborn
Equestrian Centre (yes it’s still at the back
of Athlone Barracks for those of you who
remember). This coincided with the first
ever British Army Strongest Man, which
was run by my good self with some help.
The Regiment raised money over the
whole weekend for a number of German
Charities as well as Help 4 Heroes, The
Army Benevolent Fund and the Royal
British Legion. QDG raised €1400 through
food, Rugby Stand and Cake stall.

Capt Powell explains the Car Deadlift

I must finish by thanking a few people
without whose hard work and commitment this would not have happened.
Firstly to 4th Street Traffic, the Choir
and our two Yeomen. Secondly to SSgt
Williams who provided the manpower
for the weekend. Also to Sgt Kendall
who was legendary in getting two marquees up in around 3-4 hours each and

was around throughout the day to ride
shotgun for me. Finally to all ranks who
contributed by either hosting or standing
on stalls throughout the day to make this
weekend a huge Welsh Cavalry success.
GMP

RORC Caribbean 600
Following a string of recent successes
in domestic waters, this year the Army
Sailing Association boat, British Soldier,
has been campaigning across the pond
in the Caribbean. I was lucky enough
to be selected to sail aboard her in
the Caribbean 600 in February. The
race is run by the Royal Ocean Racing
Club and consists of about 600 miles
of course weaving in and out of such
islands as Antigua, St Kitts, St Bart’s and
Guadeloupe. It differs from similar middle
distance offshore races (like the Fastnet
and Sydney-Hobart) in that the course is
very complicated. Plus it is warm!

had the crew all together for two days
beforehand so there was not much time
to train amidst all the other preparation
but we did get out and do some practice tacks and gybes. I was manning the
bow and so was in charge of the sails in
front of the mast, including the spinnaker.
I had not done this on this particular
boat before so I was glad of

the chance to familiarise myself with the
complex set-up.
We started well and were pleased to
learn that we were actually leading (on
The Army yacht, British Soldier, racing through
pirate latitudes
(Photo courtesy of Tim Wright www.photoaction.com)

The weather was superb in Antigua,
where we were based. The boat
was moored in English Harbour,
a simply idyllic setting and the
only Georgian dockyard still
functioning in the world.
The main event was
round the headland in
Falmouth
Harbour
and, strolling along
the marina there,
we could see such
big racing names
as Rambler 100
and Leopard. This
was going to be a
big race. We only
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handicap) for the first five hours. Then
the bigger boats’ advantage kicked in
and they stormed past. The wind conditions were perfect – a steady force
five – and the winner, Rambler, broke
the course record. We did well to come
in in three and a half days, and shortly
afterwards it was confirmed that we had
won our class. As the smallest boat in
the race we were really pleased, and
although 13th overall doesn’t sound that
fantastic, every boat above us had a professional or semi-professional crew, so it
was still something of which to be proud.
You will be pleased to hear that the crew
was dominated by cavalry, with six of

us on board, as well as two loggies and
two coast guards from the Antiguan and
Barbudan Defence Force. The ABDF
hosted us superbly whilst on the island
and in return we offered them the slots
on the crew if they had any experienced
sailors who wanted to come along. Of
course, when Addie and AJ turned up
they admitted they had never sailed
before! But they were quick learners
and keen and were soon leaping about
the boat like old salts.
Returning to rainy German springtime
with a tan prompted much jealousy from
the rest of the mess but I can assure
them it wasn’t all gin and tonics on the

63

deck at the Antiguan Yacht Club. Well,
not quite all. Three days and nights sitting on the rail in a constant spray of
seawater left me with a nasty case of
nappy rash but that’s what it takes to
race with the big boys! This race is only
in its third year but keep an eye out as
it is going to be massive. Keep an eye
out for British Soldier too as she should
have a very successful year, and I hope
to be back on board for the Fastnet race
in August.
DCMH

World Pacesticking Championships
When people talk about the pacestick in the Royal Armoured Corps,
they automatically think of the Provost
Sergeant using it to hit people with.
Not in my case; having turned a stick
once or twice I was approached by
the Corps Sergeant Major (WO1 Steve
McMenamy) and asked to enter a
team in the 2010 World Pacesticking
Championships at the Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst.
Of course, for those of you that know
me, I did not have to be asked twice.
The Royal Armoured Corps has never
in its history entered this competition. It
was time for change and time to show
the Household Division (Guards) what
we are all about. I instantly had a cunning plan. It proved very difficult to find
a team due to the operational tempo,
but as some of you well know signal
instructors have the opportunity to be
posted to Sandhurst to teach officer
cadets in the CIS wing.

still in shock we had dared turned up with
a team. The order of march is drawn the
same night. It’s good to go in the top five;
we were not that lucky and drew 10th
down the runway. The next day was the
competition. We all met at the CIS wing
to walk down to the parade ground at Old
College, heads hurting, thinking to ourselves “what are we doing?” First down
the runway were the Guards who always
set the standard. If there was ever a good
time to cut and run, it was then. As the
day went on and the beers were flowing
we lost track of time, a quick change and
brush down and we were on. Everyone
was watching the first ever RAC world
champion pace sticking team, and of
course SSgt Mick Jagger to see if he was
going to steal the day.
Our march onto parade was good with
plenty of swagger and style; the inspection went well, before I then asked permission to carry on. The runway is about
400m meters long; you have to march

in slow time first, changing and carrying
sticks, then turn around and march quick
time doing the same. Quick time is the
most difficult and this is where you can
win the competition. Luckily for us we did
not drop our sticks so we were in the running. I marched up to the inspecting officer, who was from the Foot Guards, and
asked permission to march off parade.
He asked where I had learned to stick
so well. It was later he found out I was
a Sandhurst instructor. We marched off
parade for a well-earned pint, job done.
A total of 14 teams entered the competition, mostly British but also teams from the
Bahranian Police Force and the Canadian
army. At 1700 all the teams get back on
parade to receive the results. Best team
went to the Bahranian Police Force, best
sticker to a Grenadier Guardsman, and
then the postions. We were placed 9th out
of 14 teams - a respectable finish considering the practice and time together.
PDJ

As it happened there were three budding
volunteers. SSgt Mick Jagger (KRH)
who is a long-serving signals instructor
at RMAS, Sgt Tony Wood (QDG) eight
months in post and CofH Waz Warren
(HCR) one week in post before the competition. Tony & Waz had never used a
pacestick before. We managed to get
a total of four practices together; one
of these practices was on the runway,
which is located on the parade ground
in front of Old College.
The night before the competition we had
drinks in the WOs’ & Sgts’ mess in the
RMAS - an eventful night as SSgt Mick
Jagger spent most of the night telling the
Guards we were there to win, and the fact
he was going for the best sticker. Always
good to wind the Guards up as they were
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Features
Beirut Revisited
In April my wife Victoria and I went to Beirut for a long weekend. Ash from the Icelandic volcano caused a certain amount
of on the bus off the bus, however our flights were fortuitously
booked for the first day that flights resumed properly and we
departed only a few hours late. We spent five nights and four
full days in Lebanon.
Although my time with BRITFORLEB in 1983 was possibly the
shortest of any QDG’s, being limited to a five day visit in my
capacity as Adjutant to Gordon Ferguson, I was interested in
finding out what had happened to building on the cigarette
factory site that we occupied. We had asked the hotel to
organise a car with an English speaking driver whilst we were
there, the driver for the first day spoke pretty good English
but looked like a hit man for a Russian gangster, complete
with earrings and a face full of metal. The driver that turned
up for the day we were going to look for the cigarette factory looked pretty respectable but spoke virtually no English.
As luck would have it one of the concierge staff at our hotel
came from the area and was able to give him good directions.
Although central Beirut itself is undergoing a major transformation from bombsite to a modern city, little would appear
to have changed in the area around Baabda and the cigarette factory. Despite the intervening twenty-seven years, and
the brevity of my previous visit, the factory and our former
base were immediately recognisable from some distance. As
we drove up it was clear that the Lebanese Army still occupied the old BRITFORLEB building. Inevitably we were short
of time, and slightly rushed photographs were taken before
the curiosity of the sentries roused them into action. Richard
Blaksley is the only other QDG that I know who has visited
Beirut in recent years and he was able to spend a few hours
with the Lebanese Army in the building, no doubt reminiscing
about his (rather longer than mine) time in Beirut.

View through the gates at the Cigarette Factory

luxury goods, and the whole area is interspersed with building sites or buildings that are still derelict.
Beirut itself felt completely safe, and in the evenings many families enjoyed promenading on the Corniche or dining out with
their children until quite late at night, as is the Mediterranean
custom. The most dangerous activity by far was travelling in
a car. Driving in Beirut is many times worse than other notorious places that I have driven in such as Naples. Apart from
normal aggressive driving, hazardous overtaking and undertaking, drivers seem to think that driving against the traffic on
the wrong side of the road, even on dual carriageways, is perfectly normal. This maniac driving is conducted at a very high
speed; and mostly in 4x4s. We were amused to see a novel
kind of “car shop” where either the front or the back end of a
high value car could be bought to weld onto another surviving
half car. The “shop” was well stocked.

We stayed in a hotel on the edge of Place des Martyrs, and
the area is typical of all that is happening in central Beirut.
Place des Martyrs itself and most of the surrounding buildings have been cleared and redevelopment is in progress.
The area immediately to the west of the square, including
St George’s Cathedral and many of the buildings from the
French Mandate period, has been painstakingly and expensively restored. A very large new mosque has been built
adjoining the square and nearby is an eclectic mix of restored
old buildings and ultra modern high-rise office blocks. Many
of the latter have their ground floor occupied by shops selling

Whilst we were there we took the opportunity to get out of
Beirut itself. Undoubtedly the best expedition was a trip
across the mountains to the Bekaa valley. This trip included
a visit to Baalbek, one of the most magnificent and well-preserved Roman ruins in the Middle East. Other trips included
lunch in Byblos overlooking the Mediterranean and a visit
to the Chouf Mountains, the home of the Druze. All in all it
was a memorable few days in a fascinating place, one that is
desperate to recover its position as a prominent cultural and
commercial city in the region. We can only hope that some
semblance of peace enables it to do so.
ORCL

Place des Martyrs

Baalbek
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A Reminiscence of the
First Coriano Battlefield Tour
In March 1947 the Colonel of the Bays, Brigadier Joe
Kingstone, visited the Regiment at Palmanova, Northern Italy;
I was his ADC.
After 3 days spent with the Regiment we went to Venice,
where we stayed 3 days living in the sumptuous Danieli Hotel
and then we went to the battlefield on the Coriano Ridge,
before going on to Rome. While we were there we got out
of the “bag” the German Corps Commander General Herr
and the German Divisional Commander General Polach –
who commanded their forces opposing us at Coriano. They
were in a Prisoner of War camp at Rimini, some 14 miles from
Coriano. Humphrey Weld who commanded B Squadron at
that battle joined us.
The German Generals in their equivalent of a jeep led the
way and got lost, and Brigadier Joe pointing his stick at the
German Corps Commander said “I see like all senior officers
you can’t read a map!” Not a good start!
We led the way and arrived at the Coriano Ridge. The tanks of
C Squadron, which had felt the full weight of the German 88s,
were still in the cornfields. The German Generals then gave their
side of the battle and it was fascinating to hear of their amazement at seeing the British tanks come over the ridge and down
the forward slope where they were picked off by their 88s.

My first battlefield tour was a real eye opener. With my
Brownie Box Camera I took these photographs of Brigadier
Kingstone, the War Memorial, the tanks of C Squadron and
all of us having lunch.

Naturally the German Generals were very much on their guard
until lunch. I had managed to provide a Fortnum & Mason
lunch and then they relaxed!

The full account of the Battle is in the Bays History 1929 –
1945, Chapter X1V starting at page 172.
DHGR

Destroyed Sherman Tanks of The Bays on the Coriano Battlefield

Old adversaries enjoy an alfresco lunch. Rear left: Maj Weld, rear right: Brig Kingstone. Front left: Gen Herr, front right: Gen Polach
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Reminiscences of
Major Jackie Harman MC
The Queen’s Bays, Brevet Lieutenant Colonel and Lieutenant
Colonel Commanding 1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards,
At the end of the Second World War the Bays were in Northern
Italy. The Corps commander, General John Harding, made it
clear that he wanted All Ranks to enjoy themselves.
The transport of the German Army in Italy was horse-drawn
and when the war ended the Germans let all their horses loose
and joined the others in the Prisoner of War Camps in Rimini,
where there were a million Germans. The Commanding
Officers of the Cavalry and Yeomanry regiments, the Horse
Artillery Regiments, other Gunner Regiments, and many
infantry battalions thought they would get these horses for
recreational purposes. The Brigadier, John Coombe, an
11th Hussar, was determined to build a racecourse and
polo grounds on a grass airfield near Aiello, where the Bays
Regimental Headquarters was based. The German horses
with Teutonic thoroughness were all branded and luckily we
had officers who understood these brandings – one was
Peter Willet, who attended Jackie’s Thanksgiving Service
at the RMA Sandhurst Chapel. So in Dodge three tonners,
which had wooden floors, we went up to the foothills of the
Dolomites, found these abandoned horses and boxed up any
possible race horses and polo ponies, to cries of Sacramento,
Ma Ma Mia from the Italian farmers who had other plans for
them!! We took them to the sands near Gradisca, North of
Venice, put them through their paces, kept the best, returning
the others and collecting more. In this way the Bays had a
string of 20 good horse and ponies.

In the “bag” was an Austrian Colonel who built the racecourse
at Vienna. Together with some 30 German soldiers POWs, he
built a racecourse with both flat and over the sticks courses.
He also constructed two polo grounds.
Jackie had ridden all his life and was a fine horseman. Not
being able to match the required weights to ride in races,
he decided to take up polo; he had a good eye for the ball
and in time established himself as No 3 in the team – a pivotal position in both defence and attack. Those filling the
posts of No 1 and No 2 will never forget Jackie’s cries of “GO
GO” and whatever they were doing they galloped towards
the opponent’s goal. Jackie sent the ball up, often with lofty
shots, hoping No’s 1 or 2 would score a goal, and they sometimes did!! On rare occasions he went through on his own
and scored.
He was No 3 in the Regimental team and we won the BAOR
Inter Regimental on 5 occasions, Jackie playing in 3 of them.
He captained the Rhine Army team and I recall he took this
team, which had the best players in Rhine Army, to Kenya,
where on borrowed ponies they won most of their matches.
At a later date, Jackie captained the Army Polo team.
Jackie thoroughly enjoyed playing polo, he was a great
sportsman and that smile on his face after winning a match
was one that I and others will always remember.
DHGR

The Army Polo Champions 1959. L to R: Lt Col Harman, Lt Col Selby, Maj Powell, Capt Railton
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Valete
Captain Sandip Patel
Sandy Patel came to the
Regiment after Harrow and
King’s College London, with
a passing detour through
RMAS. He commissioned
in December 2006 in the
Sovereign’s Platoon, having been persuaded by fellow old Harrovian Paddy
Bond that playing rugby for
the RLC or the Grenadier
Guards wasn’t quite as good
an option as the QDG. Two
days later, he found himself
in Verbier, where his normally sound sporting prowess deserted him on the
slopes, earning him the most
short-lived of his many nicknames- Mr. Bean. Turning
up to regimental duty in Osnabruck shortly after Op Telic 8,
life prior to Troop Leaders’ was a bed of roses for a subaltern; with the occasional extra orderly officer duty to remind
the ever-grousing ‘Petal’ that he was possibly the scruffiest
flower in the Regiment.
At Bovington, and Lulworth, his sartorial penchant for hoodies, as well as his dedication to banter and behaviour worthy
of a true ‘lad’ earned him the sobriquet ‘Potential Officer’.
It also earned him the unwanted attention of WO2 Wilcox,
Sergeant Major ‘Bongo’ Davies 527 and Sgt Watson, who
were then all on the staff of the Gunnery School. Morning
crew parades were not complete without the incorrectly
dressed Patel being told to “take off your nametapes, sir, we
know who you are in the QDG!” It was perhaps just as well
that he was both unlabelled and had lent a spare hoodie to
Cornet W. Wales when they were both snapped by the tabloid press purchasing £800 of vodka for the Lulworth Troop
Leaders’ party.
After Troop Leaders’, Sandy took command of 1st Troop C
Sqn under Nick Thomas in the run up to Op Herrick 9. Having
prepared hard for the Mastiff role, Sandy and his Troop were
given the Mastiff Group in Garmsir, based out of FOB Delhi
and isolated from the rest of C Sqn. Despite this, Sandy and
his troop remained very close-knit, with Sandy enjoying a particularly close working relationship with his Troop Sergeant,
‘Butch’ Davies 119, who shared Sandy’s laid-back but professional approach. Originally attached to 2 PWRR BG, but
working also with 5 SCOTS and 1 ROYAL IRISH, they had a
punchy start to the tour, with their first contact on their first
patrol extending to thirty hours duration, ‘leaving the boys
a little hot under the collar’, in the words of his close friend
Harry Renshaw.

able to drowning, Sandy emerged after his men in good spirits and his bonhomie was key in steadying and calming a
shaken Troop. Predictably, his callsign instantly changed
from TITANIUM 10 to TITANTIC 10!
Sandy left Afghanistan at the end of 2008 to take up his post
as Platoon Commander at the Army Foundation College
Harrogate in George Clegg’s Company, as successor to Alex
Seys. Despite his grumpy moaning and his re-acquaintance
with the duties of the Orderly Officer, Sandy enjoyed his time
at Harrogate hugely, forming a close bond with his NCOs
and providing an understanding ear but firm guidance when
required to his recruits. After troop leading, Harrogate was
undoubtedly his happiest time in the Army.
The QDG officers’ mess, whilst missing the antics of the
‘Bengali Lancer’, was nonetheless much amused to learn that,
due to a glitch in the matrix of the Officers’ Plot, Sandy was
to occupy the position of RSO on his return from Harrogate.
The sepulchral tones of gloom with which Sandy spoke to
any brother officer kind enough to phone him on the RSOs’
course belied the fact that the master of the London scene
was making the most of his twelve straight weekends in the
UK. Ever commercially aware, it was at this time that Sandy
decided to leave the Army to make the most of his business
acumen. Much to Sandy’s relief, the powers that be identified
an even greater geek worthy of the mantle of RSO, and after
spending a few short weeks in the Mess, ‘Petal’ was off to
BATUS with WO2 Wilcox to join the BATUS temporary staff,
where he had the delight of shepherding QDG through Prairie
Thunders 3, 4 and 5 over the summer/autumn of 2010.
No description of Sandy’s life in the Regiment would be complete without mention of his significant contribution to the 1st
XV, where as scrum half he bossed the pack well and always
played with cunning and flair. His biggest achievement was
his part in the 2007 BA(G) Rugby final against 4 SCOTS as
both scrum half and Rugby Officer, where he held his cool,
took a battering and did not rise to intense provocation from
the other team. His posting in Harrogate meant that he was
a sore loss to the Rugby Squad on their 2009 tour of Canada,
and he would certainly have been a most valuable wicketkeeper to the Regimental cricket team, had not operational
tempo severely curtailed that sport for the Regiment whilst
he served.
In the Mess, Sandy was popular and marked by the fact he
got on with every member, and was always ready to have a
laugh and exchange weapons-grade badinage. His relaxed
approach, ability to talk to anyone and concern for his boys
meant that he was a much-loved Troop Leader and should
stand him in good stead in his pursuit of a business career.
We wish him the best of luck in the future.
CWCB

Sandy and his crew also managed to survive a dangerous
vehicle roll into a Helmand tributary canal, where his Mastiff
started to sink, upside-down. Their predicament was aptly
summarised by a polite Fijian passenger who uttered the
memorable line over the pandemonium in the back of the
wagon- “I don’t wish to cause any alarm, but the door is
locked shut and the water is rising…” Despite having been
in a position in the vehicle that made him the most vulner-
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The Regimental Comrades’ Association
Regimental Home Headquarters
Secretary
Assistant Secretary
Catherine
Angela
Kate
Mr Clive Morris

Lt Col (Retd) WR Brace MBE BEM
Capt (Retd) MD Davies
Subscriptions/General Enquiries
Shop/General Enquiries
Lottery/General Enquiries
Museum Curator

2010 seems to have flown by but without the pressure of 2009’s 50th celebrations! In June Cardiff hosted the
National Armed Forces Day celebrations. The Regiment, as the senior unit
on parade, led the Army contingent,
providing the escort to the Union flag,
from the Castle to Roald Dahl Plas.
A number of Association members
attended the day and marched with
the Veterans to the Bay. Following the
dedication service, they enjoyed an
afternoon of entertainment and plenty
of cool refreshing beverages to stave off
the heat on what was a glorious summers day.
At the beginning of the year I was asked
by a number of Association members,
who had recently visited the National
Memorial Arboretum in Staffordshire,
as to why we had not placed our own
memorial in the grounds like other
Regiments and Corps had done? This
got me to thinking that maybe it was
time we did something to rectify this
and so I decided have a look at the feasibility of putting up our own Regimental
Memorial. We of course needed to

The South Wales Branch of the Association enjoying a traditional Waterloo Dinner in Maindy Barracks by kind
permission of the CO 3 Royal Welsh

gauge whether or not the Association
was in favour of the idea and if they
would be willing to donate towards the
project. In the February Newsletter I
wrote to everyone asking if they wished
to donate and in good QDG style the

money started to come in. In April Spot
and I visited the Arboretum and were
given a very informative tour of the
grounds by the curator, who explained
in detail what we had to do in order to
achieve our goal.

The Regimental Secretary is delighted with being able to swap some regimental memorabilia
for 3 ton of slate. L to R: Basher Brace, Dewi Williams, Quarry Manager, Mr John Lloyd,
Managing Director of Inigo Jones and John Brooke, the man who made it possible
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The South Wales Branch Waterloo Dinner Survivors photograph. 10.30 pm
– Horlicks Time! L to R Rear: Basher Brace, Pete Bailey, L to R Middle: Chris
Gibbons, Ian Moore, Phil Thomas. L to R Front: Spot Davies, Colin Davies, Ian
Reece, Dave Way

My initial thoughts were that we should
have something that represented our
links to Wales and so the natural choice
of stone had to be slate; I also thought
that it should possibly be in the form of a
Celtic standing stone. My starting point
was to write to a number of quarries in
Wales asking if they would be prepared
to donate a large piece of slate to the
Regiment; disappointingly this got very
little response. As is the way of these
things I mentioned this to John Brooke
over a drink at the Officers’ Dinner and
in good QDG fashion Johnny said leave
it to me and I will see what I can do. True
to his word a few weeks later he rang
to say that Mr John Lloyd, Managing
Director of Inigo Jones & Co. Ltd would
be delighted to donate a piece of slate
for our memorial – the piece, a monolith, being 12 ft tall weighing just over 3
tons! In September Spot and I, along
with a Drops vehicle from the RRT, travelled to Blaenau Ffestiniog in N Wales to
collect this extremely generous gift from
Mr Lloyd.
The appeal was doing well and
Association members had been, as
usual, extremely generous, but I was
worried that it was starting to run out of
steam and that I may not have enough
money to complete the project. At this
point up stepped Association members
John Cottrell and James Rawbone, who
said they would happy to help raise
funds for the memorial. On the evening
of 25th November the HHQ staff was
invited to attend a fund raising event
at the Swffryd Social Club in Crumlin.
The event was organised by John and
James and everyone who wanted to
attend had to buy tickets - the place was
packed! All the artistes who entertained
us throughout the evening generously
gave their time for free. A raffle and an
auction took place and at the end of the
evening I was presented with a cheque
for over £4,000! It was a magnificent
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John Fisher, Gary Skyrme, Jumbo Harrison and John Harding enjoying the sun
on Armed Forces Day in Cardiff. Just out of camera shot is Kev Swift holding
firmly onto a lamppost for support!

effort on the part of John Cottrell and
James Rawbone for putting the whole
event together to raise funds for the
Memorial, and I am extremely grateful
to both of them for their hard work on
our behalf. It also goes without saying
that I would like to thank the members
of the Swffryd Social Club for their most
generous support to the appeal and to
the Regiment.
With the funding secure the monolith is
now with a very reputable firm of Cardiff
Stonemasons who will be carrying out
the carving of the three cap badges and
the words of dedication. It is hoped
that the Memorial will be unveiled at
the National Memorial Arboretum some
time in the summer of 2011.
This year has also seen a revival in the
South Wales Branch of the Association,
in no small part due to the efforts of

Mark Evans and Ian Moore. Several
functions have been held during the
past twelve months, the highlight being
a Waterloo Dinner held in the Officers’
Mess at Maindy Barracks. The dinner
was done in traditional QDG fashion,
with over 30 members attending. As
this was an Association dinner it differed only in two aspects. Instead of
the newest member giving the loyal
toasts the honour was given to the
oldest member present, therefore that
privilege fell to Alfie Corfield, and as we
were somewhat getting on in years and
hoping to be able to use the Officers’
Mess again next year, we decided to
forego the rugby! The Branch is going
from strength to strength and they are
looking for new members to come and
enjoy the events that are planned for the
coming year.
WRB

The Regimental Secretary is presented with a cheque for over £4000, raised by John Cottrell and James
Rawbone for the Regimental Memorial being placed in the gardens of the National Memorial Arboretum
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Regimental Trust
Trustees:

The value of the Regimental Trust continues to grow thanks to the generosity
of individual donors and the growth of
the investment portfolio. This latter is
very ably overseen by Alex Roe (now
with Schroders) and we are indebted to
him and his team.

Colonel CD MacKenzie-Beevor CBE (Chairman)
IW Frazer Esq
Lieutenant Colonel MRM Eliot
winter sports equipment, the provision of Wi-Fi facilities in the single soldiers’ barrack accommodation, and the

establishment of a Regimental electronic media library.
CM-B

In March 2010, the Regiment kindly
hosted a visit by the Trustees of all the
Trusts for what was to prove a most productive and enjoyable weekend. It was
an ideal opportunity for us all to see the
Regiment at work and at first hand to
see and hear of the benefits produced
by the Trust annual grant. The invitations to the Corporals’, Sergeants’ and
Officers’ Messes gave the Chairmen
of the various Trusts the chance to
explain the background and workings
of their Trusts to better inform those
who donate regularly to the Benevolent
Fund and the Regimental Trust through
the “One Day’s Pay Scheme”.
In 2010, the Trustees have made grants
of over £25,000 to the Regiment. These
grants include contributions towards

The Chairman of the Regimental Trust is “outed” as a Daily Mail reader, but the Chairman of the Benevolent
Fund remains firmly in the closet! L to R front: Ollie Larminie, David Rosier, Christopher MacKenzie-Beevor.
L to R Middle: Alex Roe, Johnathon Beatson-Hird, John Harris. Rear L to R: Robin Kernick, Basher Brace.

Combined Cavalry Weekend 2010
Officers’ Regimental Dinner
The annual Regimental Dinner took place at the Cavalry and Guards Club on
Friday 6th May 2010. The dinner was attended by 89 officers both past and serving. The food was, as usual, quite outstanding and above all, the company was
excellent. Loyal greetings were sent to our Colonel-in-Chief and his reply was
read out by the Colonel of the Regiment. Those who attended are listed below:
R C Kernick,
Sir Maurice
Johnston,
I W Frazer,
J D Harris,
CH Bond,
SV Mayall,
R DavidsonHouston,
R C Middleton,
J E Borrett,
T Smart,
E Stenhouse,
J Stenhouse,
N De
Courcy-Ireland,
D Warner,
F D Rosier,
J Hick,
H Sugden,
T R Wilson,
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R Grindle,
RW Ward,
P Wisher,
J I Pocock,
M Thompson,
G Nicholson,
O R C Larminie,
D Roberts,
N Sutherland,
A D Corfield,
Sir Alastair
BuchanHepburn,
S James,
R Windsor,
J A Moreton,
R Parry,
T Dobson,
E D Grounds,
Sir Desmond
Rice,

J Banbury,
E J K O’Brien,
P Corfield,
C Middleton,
A Roe,
A Marsden,
A Healey,
R Staveley,
J Whelan,
C D MackenzieBeevor,
J Brooke,
D Sheehan,
G Younger,
A R Richmond,
D Negus,
G T Baldwin,
W R Brace,
G N Powell,
P J Andrews,
W J K Russell,

A HalfordMacleod,
J McCulloch,
A Boissard,
A Alford,
S Farebrother,
R Ferguson,
D Staveley,
H Longmore,
RH
Charlesworth,
A Seys,
C Beaver,
J Carroll,
T Moore,
G Powell,
J Tyson,
I Coles,
C N Greaney,
S Patel,
S J Mildinhall,

H Renshaw,
B Matthews,
N S Garland,
R J Jackson,
R W Chambers,
C Roberts,
T D Sambrook,
T W Berry,
B Williams,
J Lough,
R Robinson,
J Montgomery,
J Arthur.

Memorial
Parade and
Service
The 2010 Combined Cavalry Old
Comrades Association Memorial Parade
and Service was held on the morning of Sunday 8th May in Hyde Park.
The weather was a little on the chilly
side but thankfully it remained dry and
those taking part formed up as usual on
Broad Walk. There was the usual last
minute scramble by the young officers
for tickets to the enclosure for their girlfriends but I think most were able to get
them. The Colonel of the Regiment led
the regimental contingent, who were all
very much in step (just) as they passed
HRH The Prince of Wales who was the
Reviewing Officer. Mr Jeff Crane, the
Chairman of the Regimental Association,
carried the Association banner, whilst
Sgt Chubb was nominated to carry the
wreath. A word of thanks must go to
the RSM for allowing the Association to
have the use of a minibus to move people from the Cavalry Club to the parade
and then return them afterwards; the
older members were very grateful.
WRB
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Cardiff Reunion Dinner
This year the Association’s Annual
Reunion Dinner was, for the first time,
held in the Holland House Hotel on the
evening of Saturday 20th November.
The change of venue and moving the
reunion to a Saturday had come about
because the Association felt that we
were in need of a change following the
Ikea makeover of the Park Inn. Holland
House seemed an ideal venue; the ergonomics right and the rooms seemed to
be to everyone’s satisfaction. Sadly we
were somewhat let down by the quality
of the meal but hopefully we will have
that rectified for next year. It was good
to see that despite the meal people
enjoyed meeting with old friends and
reacquainting themselves with people
they hadn’t seen for years. It was very
encouraging to see a large contingent
from the Regiment who made the trip
from Germany, despite only just having
returned from a 4-month stint in Canada.
126 people attended the dinner and their
names are recorded below, a far greater
number came along for the evening to
have a drink and enjoy the company.
Brig G Powell, Mrs J Powell, Mr J
Fisher, Brig R Middleton, Mrs R Railton,
Mr C Morris, Ms K Swallow, Sir Maurice
Johnston, Lady Johnston, Mrs J
Hancocks, Mrs M Stevenson, Brig CH
Bond, Mr P Noakes, Mrs Noakes, Mr J
D Fleck, Mr K Hanning, Lt Col BW Bell,
Mrs C A Bell, Mr R P Doe, Mrs Doe, Mr
A R Smith, Mrs J Smith, Mr C Jones,
Lt Col M Botsford, Mr I Walters, Maj J
A Moreton, Mrs Moreton, Mr A Healey,
Maj MW Harris, Mrs I Ensor, Capt H
Longmore, Miss C Sikes, Mr P W Wells,
Mr D Wellington, Mr M Brown, Maj JK
Smith, Mrs Smith, Col J I Pocock, Mr J
Hopkins, Mrs Hopkins, Mr M G Richards,

The Association Chairman leads the choir in a rousing rendition of Zulu Warrior. L to R Standing: Mick Green,
Phil Clare. L to R Seated: John Schumskij, Jeff Crane, Gareth Davies and Dick Halliwell

Mrs Richards, Mr T Broadbent, Mrs E
Broadbent, Mr H Taylor, Mrs Taylor, Mr
J Brooke, Mrs D Brooke, Mr N Martin,
Miss C Rigby-Smith, Lt Gen S V Mayall,
Capt Carroll, Mr J Crane, Lt Col J De
Quincey-Adams, Lt Col De Candole,
Mrs De Candole, Lt Col W R Brace,
Maj N Thomas, Maj C Waggett, Mr J
Mackley, Mr F Singfield, Mr J Thayer, Lt
Col R Thayer, Mrs Thayer, Mr H Abbott,
Lt Col C Ions, Mrs Ions, Mr D Evans,
Maj A D Corfield, Capt M D Davies,
Mr D Chiocchi, Mrs J Chiocchi, Capt
N Sutherland, Capt W Russell, Capt
P Corfield, Major I C Clegg, Miss K
Wiliams, Mr D Cole, Mr D Maltby, Mrs
D Maltby, WO1 T Jones WO2 P Jones

WO2 Thomas WO2 J Wilcox, WO2
Lowe, WO2 Herbert, WO2 Williams,
Mr S Jones, Sgt Pye, Sgt Bancroft,
Mrs Bancroft, Sgt Rouse, Maj Lyle, Maj
Alford, Maj Stenhouse, Capt Staveley,
Capt Parkyn, Capt Beaver, Capt Pilcher,
Capt Seys, Capt Robinson, Capt Patel,
Capt Mildinhall, Capt Ruggles-Brise,
Capt Renshaw, Capt Matthews, Capt
Moore, Capt Powell, Capt Tyson, Capt
Coles, Capt Greaney, Capt John, Capt
Hoey, Capt Garland, Capt Jackson, ,
Lt Chambers, Lt Hoenich, Lt Roberts,
Lt Sambrook, Lt Berry, Lt Williams, 2Lt
Lough, 2Lt Robinson, 2Llt Arthur, 2Lt
Boyce, 2Lt Gordon-Finlayson
WRB

Whenever there is a party you can guarantee that the Berlin Sqn will be there!
L to R Standing: Walter Gabriel, Jeff Taylor, Bob Thayer, Graham Sweet, Hymie Goldsmith, Frank Morse (African Sunset), Syd Ashley, John Harding, Maureen Thayer,
Iris and Jumbo Harrison. Kneeling: Neil Williams and Micky Richardson.
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Field Of Remembrance
The 2010 Field of Remembrance was
held at Westminster Abbey on Thursday
11th November. For the second year
running Alan Healey had very kindly
looked after the Regimental Plot and
travelled to the Abbey the day before
to set it out and was there again on the
day to meet the Duke of Edinburgh who
planted a cross on behalf of the Queen.
The police had changed the entry
arrangements this year and everyone
had to have a ticket to get in and also
pass through an airport type security
check. This caused the entry queues
to snake half way around the Abbey
and a number of people who would
normally have attended were unable to
do so. It was a little distressing to see
ex-servicemen; some who had travelled
a long were not able to get in through
either the lack of a ticket or the fact that
the barriers were closed just before the
Duke arrived. We can only hope that
the system is a little slicker for 2011.
WRB

Alan Healey greeting the Duke of Edinburgh during
his inspection of the Regimental Plots during the
Field of Remembrance at Westminster Abbey

The Regimental Secretary, Lt Col Richard Parry
and Capt Mike Davies attending the Field of
Remembrance.

The revamped Regimental Plot showing both the
new KDG and Bays badges either side of the
Regimental crest
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Obituaries
Sadly the following deaths were notified to the Regimental Secretary throughout 2010.
NAME
C W Bigland
Capt D K Pringle
F T Hunt
Judge D G Morgan
P K Harding
J Sayers
J F Phelps
W Yates
D G Morgan
R A Wotton
TDH Rutter
Tpr L Barbara
Capt J Oxley
R Bowerman
Maj AKH Bull
Maj DWM Gay MC
EC Flack
Maj E Castle
Lt JWG Manners
H L Wenzerul
WO2 P J Billson
Maj D A Russell
Cpl A G Curley
Capt D B Huffam
Sgt LSD (Grab) Carter
RJ Bassett
CM Brine
Brig M Matthews CBE

REGIMENT
SERVED
Bays
1945 – 1968
KDG
1949 – 1976
KDG
1946 – 1952
Bays
1956 – 1957
QDG
1959 – 1983
KDG
1944 – 1947
Bays
1948 – 1949
Bays
1942 – 1945
KDG
1950 – 1952
Bays		
Bays
1948 – 1950
Bays
1952 – 1955
KDG
1945 – 1946
KDG
1945 – 1947
KDG
1948 – 1968
Bays
1939 – 1958
KDG
1943 – 1947
Bays/QDG
1946 – 1989
KDG
1955 – 1957
KDG
1944 – 1945
Bays/QDG
1949 – 1971
QDG
1966 – 2004
KDG/QDG
1949 – 1967
KDG
1940 – 1946
QDG
1968 – 1976
KDG
1947 – 1950
KDG
1954 – 1957
Bays
1942 – 1980

Major AKH Bull
Tony Bull died on 16th June 2010, aged
82, after suffering from emphysema for
the past 7 years. Leaving Stowe in
1946 he was called up for the “duration
of the emergency” and, along with Peter
Blackwell, joined 28th Infantry Leaders’
Training Battalion in Belfast as a rifleman in the KRRC. In 1947 he entered
RMA Sandhurst in the first post-war
intake.
In 1948 he was commissioned into The King’s Dragoon
Guards, stationed in Yorkshire. He served as a troop leader
in Northern Ireland and quickly proved to be very much a
Regimental soldier, much respected by his subordinates.
He was an all-round sportsman representing the Regiment
at Hockey as well as producing successful performances in
Regimental meetings-Athletics in 440 and 880 yards, and pistol shooting.
In 1953 Tony was attached to 28 Brigade in Korea towards
the end of that campaign and returned to the Regiment in
1956, briefly in Germany, becoming Adjutant to Neville Cairns
in Malaya. On the amalgamation he was 2i/c of B Squadron
under John Lidsey and then, in 1961, he attended the Staff
College after which he was posted on the staff of HQ Western
Command for two years. He took command of B Squadron in
Wolfenbuttel and Omagh when the Squadron was suddenly
ordered to deploy to the Far East. On arrival in Singapore
Tony had to use his persuasive powers - and successfully too
– to get the Squadron deployed to Borneo as the confronta-
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DIED
Jun 09
Feb10
Mar 10
Mar 10
Mar 10
Mar 10
Apr 10
Apr 10
Apr 10
May 10
May 10
May 10
May 10
May 10
Jun 10
Jul 10
Jul 10
Jul 10
Aug 10
Aug 10
Aug 10
Sep 10
Oct 10
Nov 10
Dec 10
Dec 10
Dec 10
Jan 11

AGE
81
79
87
76
69
84
81
88
79
78
75
87
84
82
90
85
80
80
89
78
64
77
89
64
80
74
86

tion was winding down. His final job at Regimental Duty was
Second-in-Command to Tom Muir and he retired in 1965.
Immediately Tony joined the AA rising to become the Midlands
Regional Director in Halesowen until 1989.
In 1962 he married Angela Upjohn, twin sister of Annesley
who had married Peter Blackwell two years previously. Sadly
Angela died in 1995. They had a son, Marcus, who was a
short service officer in the Regiment, and a daughter, Louise.
PBB / RWW

Major EE Castle
Eric Castle, affectionately known as
Busty, died on 21 July 2010 aged 80.
He was an utterly loyal member of the
Regiment throughout his 37 years’ service, and he remained the staunchest of
Old Comrades, being Chairman of the
Association from 1992-2003.
Busty was a member of the ACF,
badged to the Suffolk Regiment during which time he, along with two of his
friends, added a year on to their ages - 16½ - in order to
become a Regular soldier. This rebounded on him at the end
of his career when he fought off a challenge by the MOD to
retire a year early! He did his basic training with 90 Primary
Training Centre at Retford followed by a nine month course
on armoured cars at 59 Training Regiment, RAC at Barnard
Castle. On completion he was on the Central Mediterranean
Forces draft to Italy but, still not capbadged, he arrived at
the transit camp at Villach in Austria after a 44 hour, uncom-
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fortable train journey through France and Germany. There
he was posted to The Queen’s Bays in Palmanova in March
1947. After his initial training on armoured cars he was surprised to find himself as a wireless operator on Comet Tanks.
Within two weeks he became batman to Lieutenant Powell.
He served with the Regiment in the Canal Zone, Chester and
Fallingbostel. He was promoted LULC in 1949 and rose rapidly
to Sergeant within two years whereupon he was posted to the
City of London Yeomanry (Rough Riders) as a wireless instructor. Returning briefly to Fallingbostel he went with the Regiment
to Jordan in December 1954 and the next year he transferred
to the clerical roll in the orderly room under the then adjutant,
now Captain Powell. He was to remain in the orderly room
environment for the next 12 years. The Regiment returned from
Libya and, just before the amalgamation he became chief clerk,
successively, at Bovington and then the RAC Training Branch at
the War Office, both in the rank of S/Sgt.
Busty rejoined the Regiment, now in Wolfenbuttel, as chief
clerk and was soon promoted to WO2 and then, in 1964,
WO1. He was absolutely first class. His finger was always on
the pulse and he was a stickler for correct procedures, huffing and puffing if others did not live up to his own high standards. His sharp brain and remarkable recall system, along
with his encyclopaedic knowledge, particularly knowing his
way round the Manual of Military Law, made him indispensable to those Adjutants with whom he worked. In 1965 he
was appointed chief clerk to the Junior Leaders Regiment,
RAC, for two years when he was deservedly commissioned
and posted to RAC Records in London.
Busty returned to the Regiment in 1968 as Assistant Adjutant
in the rank of Captain. In 1971 he became the Technical
Quartermaster and then Quartermaster for his last three years
at Regimental Duty. His final posting was QM of the Queen’s
Own Yeomanry. On retirement in 1983 he took up the civilian
post of Administrative Officer in the Queen’s Own Mercian
Yeomanry, which he held for 6½ years.
Not a nimble athlete, being built for comfort not speed, he did
play Basketball and represented, on and off, the Regimental
1st and 2nd XI Hockey Teams as goalkeeper. He will probably be best remembered for his insatiable appetite for seafood, notably lobster! To satisfy this craving he made regular
gastronomic excursions to Jersey!
Busty and Molly, whom he married in 1961, settled in
Shropshire and she sadly died in 1999. Some years later he
returned to his native Suffolk and, living in Felixstowe, he was
near his family. He will be much missed.
GNP / RWW

Major DWM Gay MC
David Gay, who died aged 90 on 10th
July 2010 in New Zealand, was ideally
suited for the life he led. After leaving
school, Shrewsbury, where he was an
outstanding games player, he joined
The Merchant Service in December
1938 as an Ordinary Seaman. Two
months later, near Pitcairn, his ship
caught fire, and it took three days to
extinguish the blaze. By May 1939 he
had joined a territorial battalion of The
Royal Sussex Regiment, as a Private and later went with 133
Infantry Brigade to France. He was lucky enough to be evacuated from Dunkirk on 30th May 1940.
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He was commissioned into The Queen’s Bays in December
1941 and joined the Regiment in May 1942 – in time to view the
battles around Knightsbridge from the uncertain shelter of the
Echelon. He took command of 3 Troop B Squadron in August
1942 and remained with them as a steady, reliable and brave
troop leader until the end of the war in Italy. This involved him
in all the main battles from Alamein, in December 1942, where
he was wounded, until the crossing of the River Senio in Italy.
At the Jebel Bou Kornine he shot a cow, mistaken, in the dark
for a MK3, its carcass strung up on Paddy Graham’s 75 mm
and butchered by a L/Cpl Wright. It was also there he shot
down a ME 109 with his .5 and which exploded in the Welsh
Guards echelon, setting fire to some of their trucks. The first
of his outstanding achievements was a perilous reconnaissance at night on foot with The Gurkhas to establish a crossing point over The River Marano. It is reputed that his life was
saved by the fact that he was wearing pips on his shoulders
– a Gurkha soldier had silently approached him from behind
with this kukri poised to slice off David’s head. Luckily the
Gurkha felt David’s pips before the knife moved! When he
was back in his tank, two days later, towing an anti-tank gun,
and carrying infantry on the back of his vehicle which was hit
and the infantry killed. At the disastrous battle at Coriano his
tank was destroyed and he and his crew had to lie out all day
in a highly dangerous area; David led them to safety that night.
In this unhappy affair he was awarded a thoroughly deserved
MC for “outstanding gallantry”. During this action he showed
remarkable, cool personal courage as the citation states:
“He then dismounted and walked across open ground swept
by Artillery and sniper fire to a knocked out tank. He found all
the crew dead except the Commander who was very badly
wounded. Although continually shot at, at short range, he
extricated the officer and carried him several hundreds of
yards over bare open ground.” His casualty was hit twice
whilst being carried back. “He then returned over the open
again to his troop. His example inspired all and it was
undoubtedly due to the skill and magnificent personal courage of this officer that at least ten wounded men were able to
be carried to safety.” His driver, George Cole, a cockney who
watched with his crew said it was the bravest thing he ever
saw, and, if he had a top hat, he would have raised it!
His citation continues to comment on his “fine fighting spirit”
in leading his troop during the Autumn and Winter battles of
1944. At times he was in the “forefront of the advance”; his
troop was the first to cross the river Montones at Tierra del
Sole through “his skill and daring”; and in the fighting on the
Marzeno and Lamone “he was constantly in action causing
heavy casualties to the enemy and greatly assisting the infantry forwards.” Twice wounded, David calculated that he had
survived 17 near misses.
From the declaration of peace in 1945 until his retirement as a
Major in 1958, David played an active and leading part in regimental life, particularly on the sports field. He played soccer
for his squadron, hockey for the Regiment, golf for the Rhine
Army and cricket for the Army. At cricket he proved himself
good enough to play twice for Sussex and was selected for
the Combined Services, in 1949, for their game against New
Zealand – no mean feat in the era of National Service. In 1950
the Regiment won the BAOR Cup versus 17/21 Lancers,
David taking 7 for 17.
On his retirement David joined Chafyn Grove School, near
Salisbury where he had seven happy years before moving
to New Zealand under the leadership of his charming New
Zealand wife. They settled happily there and for twentyfour years David taught at Southwell Preparatory School in
Hamilton. There he made a considerable contribution not
only in games but in his classroom teaching. He was an MCC
trained coach and, under his directions, Southwell School
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Cricket made great strides. A colleague refers to his “gentle
wisdom and decency” which led to his being nominated a
Fellow of The School on his retirement.
His latter days were blessed by his ability to continue an
active life – at the age of 74 his golf handicap was 9 – and
he was able to maintain his interest in fishing. He is survived by one son and daughter; his wife, Yolande having predeceased him.
DF MacC / RWW

Captain DB Huffam
Derek Huffam died on 3rd November
2010, aged 89. After leaving Marlborough
he attended OCTU before being commissioned into the King’s Dragoon
Guards in 1941. He joined the Regiment
in Cairo in March 1942. He fought from
then throughout North Africa and Italy in
numerous posts. Initially a troop leader
he did stints as intelligence officer and
signals officer in RHQ before becoming
2i/c of D Squadron and, temporarily, C
Sqn which had suffered many casualties.
In 1944 Derek had two unusual assignments. Firstly he
took command of the Horse Troop and, secondly, he was
appointed Battery Commander, which was an integral part of
the Regiment manned by KDGs. It had been recognised that
some form of heavy anti-tank weapon was needed to counter the enemy’s superior guns and armour. With no heavy
armoured cars, the American “International” half-tracks,
mounting the old French “75”, were issued. On occasions the
Battery’s guns were split between squadrons. Recognised
by The Royal Regiment as being probably the most unorthodox artillery the gunners had seen with their unique ranging
and traversing equipment. Nevertheless the Battery ensured
close support was available to the Troops, firing in the antitank role over open sights as well as effective direct and indirect fire. Derek left the battery in December 1944 to become
Technical Adjutant.
After serving with the Regiment in Greece, Syria and Palestine
he returned to England to become Adjutant of the Armoured
Car Training Regiment at Barnard Castle. He was demobbed
in July 1946.
Derek immediately joined Metal Box becoming, successively,
Director (1956), Vice Chairman (1971) and then Chairman
what was now the Metal Packaging Association (1972-1978).
He was President of the European Can Makers Association
(1978-80) when he retired from Metal Box. He was extremely
helpful in getting members of the Regiment not only into
Metal Box but also The City.
On retirement he served as Honorary Secretary of the
Yarmouth, Isle of Wight, RNLI Station for 10 years. He was
a keen yachtsman, being a member of The Royal Yacht
Squadron, and shot. Sadly his wife died 13 days after his
own death. They are survived by their son and two daughters.
RWW
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Brigadier Mike Matthews CBE
Mike Matthews died on Friday 14th
January 2011 aged 86. On leaving
Dover College he enlisted, at 18, into
The King’s Royal Rifle Corps (KRRC)
gaining an Emergency Commission in
December 1942. During the war he
served as a platoon commander with 8
KRRC and 1 Yorks and Lancs and as a
patrol commander of The Long Range
Desert Group. After a tour as Adjutant
of The Leeward Islands Battalion he
transferred to The Queen’s Bays in 1947.
Mike spent four years with the Regiment in Chester and
Fallingbostel until 1951. He returned in 1957 to command A
Squadron in Sabratha, Libya. During this period he was the
Regimental linkman for the film ‘No Time To Die’, the quality of which barely matched the star-studded cast! He was
an officer of great stamina and determination, typified by his
uncompromising yet effective play on the hockey field. He
was a member of The Bay’s team that won the BAOR Cup in
1950 and he also represented the Regiment at Squash and
Rifle Shooting. He and his wife, Roma, were renowned for
their hospitality and memorable beach picnics.
In between Regimental duty he was Adjutant of The Rough
Riders 1951 – 54 and G3 Ops, Kenya, 1954 – 55 after which
he attended the Command and Staff course in Quetta. His
final appointment as a Bay (still dressed, uniquely, as one
after the amalgamation) was as DAAG HQ 1 (BR) Corps.
Mike transferred to the Royal Military Police in 1961 for what was
a distinguished career with them, serving in BAOR, Hong Kong,
Singapore and Northern Ireland. He was awarded the MBE in
1964 and, on retirement as Provost Marshall in 1980, the CBE.
He was well suited to his civilian career with Reliance Security
Services Ltd from 1980 to 1993. He became the firm’s
Executive Director and, ultimately, Managing Director.
He had a wide range of pursuits. He was a keen shot and had
a good knowledge of birds and wildlife. His other interests
included travel, food and wine. He developed a remarkable
flair for restoration of oil paintings and frame gilding, carrying
out numerable commissions for The Cavalry and Guards Club.
He followed closely the affairs of the Regiment and regularly
attended dinners until a series of knee operations caused
much discomfort and some immobility, which he bore with
typical fortitude.
Mike is survived by Roma and their two children, Mignon and
Mark, who served with the Regiment from 1988 – 94. To them
we extend our sympathies.
RWW

His Honour Judge DG Morgan
David Morgan – known Regimentally as
“Wacker” - was a National Service
Officer in The Queen’s Bays before
practising law and becoming an eminent Judge.
Born in 1933 he was educated at Mill Hill
and Merton College, Oxford. Called up
for National Service in 1955 he served as
a troop leader in The Bays in Jordan and
Libya. From 1956 to 1962 he was on the
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Regimental Reserve (AER), retiring as a Captain. He often did
his mandatory annual training with the Regiment. Thereafter
he supported Regimental events both in London and Cardiff.
David was called to the Bar, Middle Temple, in 1958 and practised on the Oxford and Wales/Chester circuits until 1974
when he was appointed Recorder of the Crown Court. It was
before the days of specialisation. He had a large common
law practice. He did criminal law in the Quarter Sessions and
Assizes, and civil work in the County Court and Civil Assize
Courts as well as having a successful family law practice for
which he was well known.
In 1984 he was appointed as a Circuit Judge and Assigned
Judge, Newport County Court, finally sitting as Deputy High
Court Judge. He retired in 2004. David had built up a thoroughly deserved reputation for his fair, plain-speaking and
friendly manner and was known for his impeccable courtroom
manners towards everyone – Judge, opponents, clients, witnesses and court staff. He was a superb pupil master being
an excellent teacher of law and practice, and was generous
with his time and advice. He was a true gentleman – a gentle
Giant, something not readily synonymous with playing second row for Newport 2nd XV!
The attendance at his funeral of many colleagues and
instructing solicitors reflected the high regard in which David
was held. He enjoyed fishing and country pursuits as well as
fine art and the opera. He had an excellent sense of humour.
We offer our deep sympathy to Ailsa and their three daughters.
RWW

Captain DK Pringle
Derick Pringle sadly died on 16th
February 2010, aged 79, after a debilitating illness over many years. He battled on with remarkable resilience and
humour, greatly supported by his wife,
Sadie.
He joined The King’s Dragoon Guards at
Driffield in 1948. Apart from a tour with
the North Irish Horse at Londonderry
from 1950-52 and then with The Boys’
Squadron, RAC (now JLR) at Bovington from 1962-64 all his
service was at Regimental Duty.
After early soldiering in Omagh, Hamburg and Neuminster he
was promoted to Sergeant in Malaya. There he was a Troop
Sergeant and he continued in this role after the amalgamation
in 3 Troop, B Squadron under Lieutenant Ward. He was an
ideal and loyal foil!
From then on he rose rapidly through the ranks – SQMS
in Omagh; SSM in Aden and RQMS in Detmold before he
achieved his ambition and pinnacle of his career as RSM in
Catterick. In late 1971 he was commissioned and joined A
Squadron in Berlin as Second Captain. He resigned his commission after his final posting in Hohne with 27½ years’ service. Well turned out, upright and a strict disciplinarian, woe
betide those who didn’t measure up to his own high standards. Not a natural games player, he always had a go, playing at squadron level basketball and hockey. He and Sadie
made a great contribution to life in the Regiment and both
enjoyed parties, with their hilarious Christmas party in 1974
being one of the many highlights.
To Sadie, Elaine and Derick we extend our heartfelt sympathy.
RWW
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Major DA Russell PhD
Anthony Russell came to the Regiment
in Omagh from Shrewsbury and
Sandhurst. Shortly afterwards we left
for the deserts, mountains and town of
Aden. He quickly found himself in
Musaymir, very much at the end of the
line beyond Dhala and close to the
Yemen border, and whose mules kicked
the unsuspecting into an alcoholic
oblivion. On a recent visit by the MGO,
then a Sapper, Anthony’s Troop Leader
had suggested to the august personage’s military assistant
(also a Sapper) that a little of his undoubted technical skill be
applied to the troop shower which was proving recalcitrant.
This would do morale no end of good. The kind offer was
turned down, but news of it flashed down the line to Dhala. A
few days later crackling over the wireless was a message: the
Sanitary Inspector was to arrive that morning at 11 am (probably 1100 hours). The Troop Leader dressed in flip-flops and
PT shorts for a sanitary inspection met the helicopter. From
it, in a highly pressed uniform, stepped a figure wearing a
crown and three pips. Panic! The Troop Leader fled saying
he was Gunner Jones 105 and he would fetch the officer.
Anthony, properly dressed, handled the Brigadier with tact,
impressive military knowledge and some ale. Brigadier
impressed, others saved. Thank you, Anthony.
Knook Camp, Detmold and Hohne followed with the famous
Jensen (one would like to say in tow but dare not). He was
Adjutant to Robin Middleton, who admired him greatly. It was
during one of the German interludes that the incident of the
steam nutcracker took place one dinner night. Anthony had
invented and unfortunately made a steam nutcracker. It was
demonstrated in his usual style with the Mess Staff Sergeant
(Davison) presenting a solitary walnut on a silver salver with
memorable words; “Your nut, Sir.” The first firing made no
impression on the nut at all: adjustments followed. Then
there came a huge explosion, but of the nut there was to be
found no trace in the entire garrison.
In 1980 Anthony married Capt Lynn Phillips, subsequently to
be the Legal Eagle of Northern Ireland. There followed into
a very happy household Mary, Louisa, Lizzie and David. The
latter must be thankful his father did not deliver him into the
world: The Russell’s were holidaying in a croft on the Summer
Isles, and Mrs Russell (known as “wife of”) was heavily pregnant. A ferry trip and four hour drive would get them to the
hospital, “Oh don’t worry about that,” says Anthony, “I’ve
brought Reeds Nautical Almanac and some string.” On
David’s arrival (elsewhere) he congratulated Wife Of with
the calming “Well done old girl, one more for the Regiment.”
Anthony was indeed a devoted family man.
Devoted he was to our Regiment, too. He was fiercely interested in the welfare of his men (and indeed women when serving with the Ordnance Board). In 1976 when he was the Rear
Link Officer when the Regiment was deployed in N Ireland
he visited every single family of every soldier deployed. Few
could boast that. He went to N Ireland subsequently as a
Squadron Leader when the IRA put a price on his wife’s head.
Later he became a most excellent Second-in-Command of
the Regiment.
But there was more to Anthony than being a thoroughly good
regimental officer. He was also a distinguished scientist, in
spite of his final school report: ‘Thank God for the Army as I
feared for his Chemistry.’ After the year’s Tank Design course
at Bovington he found himself at Inchterf. Whilst serving
there he took an Open University degree. That was followed
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by his Masters in Guided Weapons Systems at Shrivenham.
He was asked to serve on by the Army after his due retirement date and completed his PhD, so becoming the Royal
Armoured Corps’ first Doctor of Philosophy in Physics. Does
anyone in the RAC even understand the title of his thesis:
Laser Interaction with Energetic Materials – Prospects of
Prompt Ignition? Work on his ideas on ignition continues at
Shrivenham today. All this and an encyclopaedic knowledge
of the Civil War of nearly 400 years ago.
All those who knew Anthony, husband, father, soldier, scientist, historian, kind and generous friend and, not least, true
Christian will be blessed with happy memories. Our thoughts
go out to Mary, Louisa, Lizzie, David and especially ‘Relict’ as
‘wife of’ is now styled.
JDH / SABW

Major W Yates
Bill Yates was a flamboyant eccentric
both as an officer in The Queen’s Bays
and as an MP who achieved the rare
distinction of serving in both the English
and Australian parliaments. Born in
1921 he was educated at Uppingham
and, after the war, at Oxford (1947) and
Melbourne (1975) universities. Called
up in 1940 he served with the Bays in
North Africa and Italy as a troop leader.
He was popular with his men but noted
for wearing a blue and white side cap, and often with a hawk
perched on his shoulder. He was wounded at Coriano Ridge,
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as well as the ignominy of having his makeshift thunderbox
shot beneath him! He retired in 1945 but in 1951 he was
given a short-term commission, attended the School of
Military Intelligence and, being fluent in Arabic, was posted to
the Canal Zone, Egypt in intelligence and staff duties. He
also did an Italian language course in Perugia.
Later he served, intermittently, in The Shropshire Yeomanry
by which time he had become an MP in 1955 capturing the
Wrekin from Labour by 478 votes. As an MP he was unpredictable, an inveterate barracker, a formidable if unconventional campaigner and often defied the Party whips. He had
trenchant views, against the party line, on foreign policy notably over the Suez Crisis. It was feared that he would lose his
seat in 1959 but increased his majority to 2,978.
One of his maverick proposals was to move Parliament to
Hampton Court with the Palace of Westminster housing the
speaker and the Commonwealth Secretariat. A monorail and
hovercraft shuttle would link the two. In 1965 500 of his constituents spent a day with him in Le Touquet to celebrate his
44th birthday. He was deselected in 1966. The Labour controlled Council named a street after him!
Bill, with his family, emigrated to Australia in 1967. He was
elected as a Liberal for Holt Melbourne in 1975 and served
in the House of Representatives in Canberra until 1980. He
later became the Administrator of Christmas Island. He wrote
a number of papers on international Affairs and, at the age of
82 was awarded a PhD from Melbourne University for his thesis on British policy during Suez. On the back of his research
he was able to return to England for Regimental Dinners.
RWW
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Regimental Gazette
As at December 2010

Regimental Headquarters
Commanding Officer
Second-in-Command
Adjutant
Operations Officer
Regimental Sergeant Major

Lt Col JJ de Quincey Adams
Maj TD Lyle 9/12L
Capt DGO Staveley
Capt B Parkyn
WO1 (RSM) Jones 640

A Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quartermaster Sergeant
Capt
Capt
Lt
Lt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl

Patel
Robinson
Hoenich
Renshaw
Davies 119
McDonald
Whitehead
Coote
Dale
Hinton
Jones 081

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Crofton
Cross
Davies 679
Flower
Frost 722
Gould
Hale
Hay
Jones 561
Joseph
Lewis

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Maj AMJ Boissard
Capt HJ Pilcher
WO2 (SSM) Wilcox
SSgt Davies 527
Marx
Morgan
Mole
Mote
Mulgrew
Mwamulima
Nursey
O’Callaghan
Palmer
Petre
Powell

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Priddle
Reid
Rose
Sudlow 198
Sudlow 603
Tetteh
Tudor
Williams 585

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Jamieson
Jones 260
Jones 578
Lawa
Lloyd
Maunder
Moore
Morris
Owen
Parry
Petre
Price
Randall
Rees
Robinson
Ross
Scanlon
Smith
Speed
Stewart
Trudgill
Tukana
Wenglorz
Williams 906
Williams 173
Willocks

B Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quartermaster Sergeant
Lt
2Lt
2Lt
2Lt
2Lt
2Lt
2Lt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
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Chambers
Berry
Boyce
Gordon-Finlayson
Lough
Robinson
Williams
Shepherd
Ananins
Burns 023
Burns 028
Costello
Gallagher
John
Jones 458
Jones 402
Blackwood
Davies 530
Dodd
Fennell
Griffiths 411
Harper
Hughes 696
Hughes 282
Maddax
Marsh
Patchett

Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Paterson
Riley
Thomas 446
Urch
Walker
Williams 063
Cleator
Cooper
Ewbank
Gallagher
Kaikadavu
Lewis 884
Linsdell
Mee
Navunisaravi
O’Brien
Schulz
Scott
Sloan
Veasey
Atkins
Beacock
Berry
Bobo
Buckley
Butterworth
Campos

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Maj PLC Bond
Capt SJ Mildinhall
WO2 (SSM) Thomas
SSgt Kimsey
Canning
Carney
Connerton
Cripps
Dallimore
Daniels
Douglas
Edwards
Evans 549
Evans 880
Finn
Ford
Frost
Gabirieli
Green
Griffiths 147
Griffiths 357
Griffiths 687
Haines
Halpin
Hanbury
Harrington
Hay 390
Hughes 421
Humphreys
Hustwayte
Jacobson
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C Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Battle Captain
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quartermaster Sergeant
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Garland
Jackson
Matthews
Roberts
Sambrook
Walker
Brown
Cowan
Davies 962
Drury
Hansen
Homer
Pay
Renshaw
Worsley
Blackburn
Cartwright
Davies 067
Davies 106
Davies 284
Dean
Hartt

Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Hills
Huxley
Lakoisolomone
Lambie
Lewis 399
Ruddy
Whiteside
Woodall
Beal
Bennett
Cole
Comley
Davies 158
Davies 183
Fisher
Grills
Hamilton
Hatton
Jones 068
Jones 470
King
Laity

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Cfn
Cfn
Cfn
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Maj JGE Stenhouse
Capt CE Ruggles-Brise
Capt CN Greaney
WO2 (SSM) Hawtin
SSgt Mansel 439
Mahoney
Morgan
Morris
Moseley
Nelson
Roberts 089
Shortman
Tupou
Wilkins
Clarke
Gurung  
McAvoy
Saffell
Armishaw
Casey
Conway
Durnall
Edge
Gear
Griffiths 980
Hicks
Hulley

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Hyles
Isherwood
Jones 099
Lardner
Mather
Mitchell
Morgan 672
Panks
Plant
Purchase
Rees
Reynolds 546
Richards 049
Richins
Roberts 503
Savarin
Scott
Stiens
Symons
Wellfoot
Williams 362
Willis

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Cfn
Cfn
Cfn
Cfn
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

McHoul
Parkinson
Roberts 265
Smith 475
Staffer
Thomas 512
Tuva
Wagg
Gill
Kilmartin
Noel
Saqusaqu
Bowtang
Darlami
Gurung
Stockton
Appleby
Blackshaw
Butler
Carroll
Carty
Cook
Delana
Evans 207
Evans 612
Farrell
France
Gibbons
Giles
Grey
Hanbury 591
Hine

Headquarters Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quartermaster Sergeant
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO1
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
Sgt
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Beaver
Day
Hinton
John
Moore
Powell
Seys
Shaya
Toland
Tyson
Young
Davies 279
Dimaline
Hale
Herbert
Jones 9578
Lowe
Meacham
Shaw
Wildman
Carter
Davies 973
Hill
Hockley
Johnstone
Jones 578
Jones 977
Mansell 274
Millward
Pearman
Williams 772
Barber

Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Bell
Blades
Carew
Chapman
Davies 721
Frost
Hanson
Hoer
Jeckells
Kendall
McNamara
Moffett
Pye
Rees
Rouse
Smith 425
Spittle
Thomas 664
Unsworth
Baker
Bancroft
Chant
Combrink
Farthing
Green
Haggerty
Harris 908
Hattam
Hayward
Henwood
Hitchcock
Holmes

Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Maj A Alford MBE
Capt I Coles
WO2 (SSM) M Williams
SSgt Leech
Jones 646
Korovulavula
Lavelle
Louisey
Macleod
McGettigan
Meadows
Newell
Rush
Seatree
Sekwele
Sharpe
Taylor
Todd
Toon
Wadey
Brathwaite
Brown
Davies 109
Davies 163
Evans
Evans 201
Hannah
Hitchcock
Hyett
Idzi
Jenkins 347
Jones 450
Jones 865
Lacey
Laqere
Lindsell
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Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
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Humphrey
Ireston
Jackson
Jones 811
Lewis 416
Manley

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Millard
Mokuane
O’Halloran
Pearce
Price 706
Purcell

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Quinn
Reilly
Robinson 040
Seheri
Shore
Taylor

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Thomas 751
Watson
Whitehead
Williams 765
Young

Officers at ERE
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Lt Gen
Col
Col
Col
Col
Col
Col
Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt(FTRS)
Capt
Capt

SV Mayall CB
PJ Andrews OBE
GHJ Deacon
DWH Norris OBE
AJ Pittman
AS Richmond OBE
TR Wilson OBE
MW van Grutten
NJ Fenton
RJ Parry
AM Roxburgh
IRM Saker
HFA Sugden MC
SAB Ward
AE Baker
MWLW Botsford MBE
IGT Clegg
DCD Coombes
Duff
S Farebrother MC
HT Lloyd
McDougall
HC Smith
JK Smith
RJ Strachan
N Sutherland
Thomas
CL Waggett
JA Carroll
P Corfield
H Gates
D Glen
S James
H Longmore
P Morrissey
B Nicholas
CR Phillips
D Ruck Keene
A Sudlow

WO1
WO2
WO1
WO1
WO2
WO2
WO1
WO2
WO2
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt

Bannister
Davies
Dunne
Hudd
Hurford
Jones
Pawlin – Gardner
Reed
Ridding
Eggleton
Hill
James
John
Jones
Millward
O’Conner
Robinson
Atkinson
Bowden
Brisco
Cain

DCDS(Ops), MOD
COS to NATO Senior Civilian Representative, Kabul
COS MONUC (Congo)
COS, DRAC
DACOS JF Trg PJHQ
CO MSSG
Col Mission Support Branch, LWC
Chief, Training and Leader Development Division, (USA)
SO1 DS LAND BMM (Kuwait)
SO1 ISTAR DI-ICSP, Old War Office
SO1 FRES IPT,
SO1 Capability, DRAC
CO LUOTC
SO2 Army Bands Coordinator, HQ RF
OC CLM Wing Bovington
SO2 ISTAR CD, D ISTAR HQ LF
SO2 G6 BOWTAT 4, BOWTAG(N)
SO2 Armour DIS
MOD A Block
ICSC(L)
ICSC(L)
CT & UK Ops, MOD
Special Forces Support Group, St Athan
SO2 Ops/Plans – Enabling Command, HQ ARRC
SO2 Armd Recce, LWTC
Trg Maj RMLY
SO2 G7 Dev (Policy) HQ ARRC
SO2 G7 Pre-Deployment trg, LWC
ADC DCDS(Ops), MOD
SO3 G4 HQ 12 Mech Bde
AMA Islamabad
SO3 G4 HQ 20 Armd Bde
OC ART 32, Cwrt y Gollen,
TEAM LEADER 7, JCTTAT
Defence Academy Shrivenham
Adjt RMLY
SO3 Training Media Operations, HQ Land Command
Platoon Commander, AFC(H)
SO3 G7 Trg, HQ 143 (West Midlands) Brigade

ORs at ERE

Recruiting Manager Liverpool
CIS BSM
RSM BATUS
120mm Gunnery Analyst, TDT
ASLS
SSM QDG IMJIN NUOTC
RSMI(G)
RAC D&M ANALYST
LERIC Analyst2
OPTAG
AFCO Wrexham
RY (W SQN)
ART 32 2i/c
Recruiter ACIO Salisbury
AFCO Shrewsbury
CIS Instr
Gnry Sch Instr
PSI RMLY
App Spec 7 Bde
D&M SI
20 CTT
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Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Ceely
Freeman
Hamilton
Lewis
McDonald
McNamara
O’Conner
Owen
Packer
Rees
Riley
Spittle
Thomas
Thomas
Thomas
Thorley
Thurston
Watson
Williams 091
Wood
Cubitt
Dale
Davis 220
Harris 816
Hopkins
Hunt
Kupa
Peers
Rhodes
Sudlow
Defaweux
Hill
Hutchinson
McGhee
Thompson
Urch

81

29 CTT
Training Facility Instructor
SERE DIS
AAC Pilots’ Course
Recruiter AFCO Wrexham
PROJECT JAMES
Plt Sgt ATR(B)
Pathfinder Platoon, 16 Air Asst Bde
BSM AFV Gunnery School
CTT
ARMTAT Gnry SI
AFCO Chester
AFCO Swansea
Gnry SI
JFACTSU
E1 Recruiter AFCO Cardiff
ATR(W)
ARMTAT
JFACTSU
RMAS CIS Wing
RAC TR
Valley APC
RAC TR
Plt Cpl, ATR(Bassingbourne)
DCDS(Ops) Dvr
Support Sqn Stores Cpl (ATDU)
RAC Recruiting Team
PTI
TACP 26 RA
Provost Staff, AFC (Harrogate)
32 ART
Croydon Staff Car Dvr
32 ART
RMAS Driver

Marriages
SSgt Mansel 439 to Rachael
Tpr Tetteh to Lydia
Tpr France to Agnieszka
Tpr Lewis 416 to Kimberley
Tpr Willis to Kathryn
Tpr Palmer to Rebekah
Tpr Jackson to Yvonne

on 9 Jan
on 12 Feb
on 12 Mar
on 23 Jun
on 26 Jun
on 20 Feb
on 9 Oct

Births
Capt and Mrs Staveley
Cpl and Mrs Combrinck
Tpr and Mrs Gibbons
Tpr and Mrs Gibbons
Sgt and Mrs Bowden
Tpr and Mrs France
Cpl and Mrs Korovulavula
Tpr and Mrs O’Halloran
Tpr and Mrs Hughes
Tpr and Mrs Blackshaw
Tpr and Mrs Hay
Cfn and Mrs McAvoy
LCpl and Mrs Jones 450
Tpr and Mrs Berry
Cpl and Mrs Lavelle
Maj and Mrs Bond
Tpr and Mrs Young
LCpl and Mrs Schulz
Tpr and Mrs Pearce
Maj and Mrs Boissard
Sgt and Mrs Burns
Cpl and Mrs Roberts
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a boy
a girl
a girl
a girl
a girl
a girl
a girl
a girl
a boy
a girl
a girl
a girl
a girl
a boy
a boy
a boy
a boy
a girl
a girl
a boy
a girl
a boy

Henry
Isabelle
Maddison Leigh
Maezee Leigh
Ruby Jasmin
Olivia Violet
Setaita Bale
Kasey Marie
Connor Rhys
Alexia Pamela
Kelsey-Jaimeson
Cadi-Marie
Lucie May
Jaiden
Henry Vincent
Rufus Alexander
Cameron Joseph
Abby Faye
Fallon
Guy Arthur
Selina Rose
Kayden John-Paul

12 Jan
7 Feb
19 Mar
19 Mar
05 May
2 May
10 May
28 May
12 Jul
18 Jul
4 Aug
17 Aug
2 Sep
17 Sep
24 Sep
29 Sep
14 Oct
25 Nov
13 Dec
14 Dec
23 Dec
27 Dec
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REGIMENTAL WRISTBAND
APPEAL 2011/12

Available in Adult and child sizes

To coincide with the forthcoming tour of Afghanistan a wristband
appeal has been launched. The monies raised from this appeal, as with
the previous appeal, will be used to help support those who may need
help during the tour. It will help give immediate support to those individuals and their families where such assistance falls outside the scope
of the support given by the MoD.
Please show your support for your Regiment by purchasing a wristband
shown below. The minimum donation for each band is £3. You can
obtain them in the following ways:
Online at the link below:
http://www.qdg.org.uk/shop/index.php/cPath/81?osCsid=uipk1augh37rc
2id5jcq7q28s2
By phone on: 02920 781213
Or by
A cheque payable to: HHQ QDG at the address below.
HHQ Maindy Barracks, Cardiff CF14 3YE.
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The rest of 2010
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QDG BATUS June – November 2010
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